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College news
STAFF NEWS

W

e started the term welcoming
Jackie Withers back from her
long leave. We are pleased to
announce that Gerry Noel will be the new
Assistant House Director in Kidd House
from January 2015. We congratulate him
and wish him all the best in this additional
role in the College. We bade a sad farewell
to Geoff Kieswetter, Russell Drury and
Peter Broster at the end of the term. We
wish Geoff all the very best on his retirement
and move to The Treat Company; we trust that
Russell will be successful in his move to
Durban and Clifton Prep as HOD (English);
and we hope that Peter is finally able to relax
and enjoy retirement after 47 years in the
teaching profession.We also bade farwell to our
interns: Michael Day (English), Ben Merkel
(Maths) and Smanga Phoseka (Science).

SUPPORT STAFF NEWS
Without a doubt the most exciting news this
term was the culmination of the Bishops Biggest
Loser Competition. With many of our Bishops
support staff being overweight and having many
health problems, the HR Department started a
healthy eating/living programme in September
and 23 staff members signed up. We measured
everyone’s height and weight and worked out
their BMIs and every Tuesday was ‘weigh in’
day in the HR Office. A spreadsheet was kept
so the staff members could keep track of their
progress and they also received a weekly page of
healthy tips to help them stay motivated, eat
properly and exercise more. We also bought

skipping ropes for the participants and suddenly
staff could be seen skipping around the school
and power walking with great purpose around
the fields during their breaks, rather than
sleeping. The lunch time exercise classes run
by our own Mandy Spreeth at The Oaks
were a great success and attracted quite a bit of
attention from Prep cricketers and ground staff.
The group was also interviewed and featured
in the Southern Suburbs Tatler, complete
with action shots. The total weight loss at the
time of the final weigh in was 296 kg and all
those who participated were recognized at the
long service awards held on the 6 November.
Congratulations to the winner, Hester
Anthonie, Dorm Supervisor of Founders
House, who lost a staggering 21.3 kg and
whose BMI was reduced by 8.32. We are most
grateful to those who sponsored or donated
prizes including Discovery, Power of 2 Brokers,
Paul Burton, Pick ‘n Pay, Dischem, Hi Tech,
Vital, Newton Moves, Wellness Warehouse and
Princess Hockey Club. Whilst the programme
certainly achieved what we hoped in that the
weight loss has been incredible, an additional
benefit has been the team building and
camaraderie amongst the participants. They
could not wait to get on the scale on a Tuesday
and rushed out from the HR office to spread the
news of their ‘weekly loss’ to all their colleagues
and anyone else who they met along the way!
We are so proud of our ‘losers’ and the fact that
their health has benefited is a bonus.
The Grounds team has had to say farewell
to two very special employees. Pikkie
(Hendrik) van Rooyen took up the position
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Lunch Time Exercise Class

The Biggest Losers

of Estate Manager at Wynberg Boys’ Junior
School at the beginning of the fourth term,
after nearly four years at Bishops. There was not
much that Pikkie could not do or any place on
the campus where he had not worked. He was
a jack of all trades and a master of the cricket
pitches. We wish him well in his exciting new
challenge and congratulate Leon Botha who
has taken over from him.
Eric Qoboko will be retiring at the end of the
year after 25 years of service. Besides being a loyal
and hardworking member of the tractor team,
Eric was also the Astroturf specialist. We will
miss his expertise and quiet, friendly presence and
wish him a well-deserved retirement.

Christopher Aubin (grade 9) was one of
the national medalists in the South African
Mathematics Olympiad and was placed 8th
in the junior section. Bishops was awarded
the prize for the top participating school. At
the Inter-Provincial Mathematics Olympiad,
Christopher Aubin and Brandon Snider
were selected for the Western Province Junior
A Team, and Soo-Min Lee for the Senior
A Team. Both these teams came 1st in the
competition.
Alan Pohl and Jonathan Frost were
awarded certificates for their philosophy essays
after attending the Foundations in Philosophy
course at UCT.
The Ten Club was founded in 1927 by the
then Principal, Hubert Kidd, and it was
originally named The Literary and Sociological
Society. As per tradition, membership is
limited to 10 matrics elected towards the end
of their grade 11 year and it comprises the
top 5 academics and 5 elected academics
from that year, voted in by the outgoing Ten
Club members. The following are to be
congratulated on being selected to the Ten
Club for 2015: Liam Cook, Christian
Cotchobos, Desmond Fairall, Sam
Jeffery, Josh Knipe, Soo-Min Lee, Jonti

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Thomas Orton and Jeremy Wilkinson were
invited to participate in the Final round of the
2014 Computer Olympiad. Thomas Orton
placed first, and Jeremy Wilkinson was a
runner up (anywhere between 7th and 17th).
This is the second year in a row that a Bishops
boy has placed first (Guy Patterson-Jones was
placed first in 2013).
Chris Mitchell was awarded a highly
commended certificate at the Eskom Expo
International Science Fair.
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Oehley, Stefan Ranoszek, Michael
Thompson and Jeremy Wilkinson.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
The African Relations Leadership for 2015 is:
Chairman: Rayhaan Surve; Deputy: Avela
Biko and Secretary: Ross Willis.
Rahul Naidoo and Desmond Fairall
have debated on the International circuit
for SA schools teams and once again made
selection to this year’s Western Province team.
For this they were awarded Distinction ties.
After 5 solid years of tremendous debating,
Daniel Mesham was selected to the Western
Province team. For this he was awarded
his Full Colours. For consistently excellent
performances and their contribution to
debating in the school, Ziyaad Bawa, PaulHenri Daron, Jeremy Wilkinson and Alex
Peile were awarded Half Colours. After many
rounds of the internal debating championships,
the top teams for 2014 were announced: the
top junior team and winners of the Von Zahn
Trophy: Angus Thring, Andrew Hodgson
and Aeden Foulkes; the top senior team and
winners of the Manca Trophy: Alexander
Vavatzanidis, Alex Peile, Taahir Bhorat,
Ben Steyn and Nic Rubin. The Debating
Chair for 2015 is Desmond Fairall.
Siseko Maweyi, Pule Nkopane and
Rhiyaan Smith of the Global Issues Network
group (GIN) took part in the provincial finals
of the South African Institute of International
Affairs Environmental Sustainability Project.
They reached the finals because of the
excellent research essay they submitted on
Sustainable Development and Energy. For
the finals they worked collaboratively with
Somerset College and delivered an excellent
presentation. The group has been awarded
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certificates for Outstanding Achievement. Pule
Nkopane received a best presenter award
and will attend the Global Youth Forum in
Johannesburg in December. Congratulations
to Jeremy Wilkinson, the new chairperson
of GIN for 2015, and to his deputies Mike
Thomson and Alan Pohl.
The Heads of the Library for 2015 are
Aidan Bizony and Jeremy Wilkinson; the
Secretary is Grant Byron.
We congratulate Rhiyaan Smith
on winning both the Pieter Kooij Music
Competition and the Johan Vos Piano
Competition – both remarkable achievements.
The Interact leadership committee for
2015 is: President: Saadiq Brey, Vice-Head:
Michael Thomson, 2nd Vice-Head: Daniel
Gregory and Secretary: Ziyaad Bawa.
At the Royal Schools of Music practical
exams, distinctions were achieved by:
Stephane Pienaar (grade 5 violin), Angus
Thring (grade 6 piano) and Nicholas
Hyslop (grade 8 clarinet). A number of music
boys played at the KAE Afrikaans Eisteddfod,
in the music section. The top awards were as
follows: ‘Hoogste Lof ’ (diploma) which is a
mark of between 90 and 94%: Theodore
Psillos, Kit Bell, Jack Belcher, Jonathan
Crowther, Lee Cooper, Julian DeanBrown and Murray McKechnie. The
following boys achieved two ‘Hoogste Lof ’:
Michael Wilson-Trollip, Kwangbem Ko,
Soo-Min Lee and Rhiyaan Smith. Jordan
van Tonder was awarded three ‘Hoogste
Lof ’. Special certificates were awarded for
those who achieved 95% and over: Lood van
Niekerk: Concerto, 17 years and under 95%; Adam Rothschild: Woodwind recital,
18 years and under - 95%; Lee Cooper:
Brass, Romantic/Modern, 16 years and
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under - 96%. In addition, at the Prizewinners
evening, Silver medals were awarded to:
Arthur Fisher, Jack Belcher, Nicholas
Janisch, Rhiyaan Smith and Lood van
Niekerk. Kwangbem Ko was awarded
a gold medal. In the recent Royal Schools’
Music exams, the following grade 8 and 9
boys achieved distinctions (88% and above):
Matthew van Westenbrugge (Saxophone,
grade 3), Joshua Kirsch (Saxophone, grade
3), Jonathan Pletts (Singing, grade 3), Nivar
Rajoo (Clarinet, grade 4), Cameron Braun
(Saxophone, grade 4), Kamal Sacranie
(Singing, grade 5), Andrew Hodgson
(Clarinet, grade 5), Arthur Fisher (Trumpet,
grade 7), Kwangbem Ko (Violin, grade 8)
and Jack Belcher, who passed 3 exams with
distinction: Singing, grade 3; Saxophone,
grade 6 and Flute, grade 6. Patrick van den
Heever was awarded Half Colours for Music.
We congratulated Ben Malandrinos and
Christopher Lea on achieving the Gold level
of the President’s Award.
Stefan Ranoszek, who placed 4th,
Desmond Fairall, who placed 5th, Alex
Peile and Giuseppe Guerandi were
selected to the South African team of 12
members to participate in the World Public
Speaking Championships to be held in Hong
Kong in 2015.
Matthew Boynton was awarded his
Springbok Scout Badge. This is a significant
achievement requiring much time and effort
and he therefore received a Distinction tie.
Chairperson of the SRF is Tom Sutcliffe
and Secretary, Redwald Aspinall.
Ihsaan Dawray, Tom Vidal and Jamian
Heesom-Baron were awarded Full Visual
Art Colours, and Liam Cook and Dylan
Maxwell were awarded Half Colours.
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SPORTING AFFAIRS
Jonathan Crowther was elected as Captain
of Athletics, and Tomas Badenhorst
will serve as Vice-captain. At the recent
Inter-Schools Athletics meeting, Jonathan
Crowther ran 11.3s (100m), thereby
achieving the highest score at the meeting and
was awarded the Best Athlete trophy.
The following two Basketball appointments
were announced for 2015: Luciano da
Graca:First Team Court Captain and Jeremy
Wilkinson: Club Captain.
Stuart Bristow achieved Protea Colours
for canoeing. He was selected as part of the
National Team and participated, along with
current Olympic and World Champions, in the
World Flat Water Marathon Championships
held in Oklahoma City, USA.
Trophies were awarded to the following
cricketers who achieved 5 wickets or more
in a match: Justin Rowe-Roberts (20-544-5,1st X1 vs Pinelands); Michael Burton
(22.4-4-76-6, u15A vs Paarl Boys High); Okuhle
Minyi (8-1-31-7, u14A vs Old Mutual CC);
Max Newbury (8.3-2-30-5, u17A vs Colfes
School); Robert Lancefield (5.1-2-7-5, 2nd
X1 vs Khayelitsha); Matthew Rudston (1st X1
vs St Albans, 9-1-5-25); Nikolai Piotrowski
(7-2-22-6, 3rd X1 vs Monument Park); James
Roche (15-0-61-5, 1st X1 vs Grey PE);
Richard Baikoff (8-6-2-6, u15A vs SACS);
Nikolai Piotrowski (4-0-23-5, 3rd X1 vs SACS);
George Meadows (6 Dismissals - 5 stumpings
and a catch), u17A vs Reddam Tokai 1st X1);
Dylan Maxwell (7.4-0-24-5, u17A vs Reddam
Tokai 1st XI); Aydan Labuschagne (15.16-35-6, u15A vs Rondebosch); Tyla Scarles
(12.5-4-27-5/1st X1 vs Wynberg Boys); Anton
Volkel (10-2-25-5/2nd X1 vs Paul Roos); Dylan
Maxwell (5-0-15-5/u17A vs Paul Roos); Stefan
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Olbrich (4-0-27-5/3rd X1 vs Paul Roos); Max
Newbury (4-1-9-5/Stayers X1 vs Wynberg);
Justin Rowe-Roberts (7-2-15-5/1st X1 vs
SACS); Matthew Rudston (11.1-7-10-5/1st
X1 vs SACS); Nic Viljoen (9-0-23-5/u17A vs
SACS); Rouxhan De Nyschen (4-0-15-5
(incl. a hatrick)/3rd X1 vs SACS); and Richard
Baikoff (9-2-18-6/u15A vs SACS).
Daniel Lombard was awarded his 100th
cap for the Bishops 1st XI, in the final game of
the season against Paarl Boys’ High School. Full
Cricket Colours were awarded to: Jordan Flax,
Daniel Lombard, Justin Rowe-Roberts
(re-award) and Matthew Rudston. Half
Colours: Luke Burton, Tom Richardson
and Luke Schofield. Congratulations to Tom
Richardson who has been appointed Captain
of Cricket for 2015.
In the recent Swartland MTB race (42km)
and PPA Elgin Valley race (45km), Stefan
Dominicus finished in 2nd position claiming
his 4th and 5th podium finish of the season.
Karl Prins was congratulated for his superb
performance at the Mountain Biking Enduro
World Series. He finished in 1st place out of 130
local and international riders in the Junior Men
category, beating his nearest rival by 0.7 seconds.
Karl is therefore the Enduro World Champion
in his age group and will travel to France in
2015 to defend his title. In the PPA One Tonner
cycle race (163km), Stefan Dominicus rode
in a time of 4h 55m to clinch the 3rd position in
his age group. He is also to be congratulated for
attaining his Full Cycling Colours and for being
elected Captain of Cycling.
Sean Douglass was congratulated on
being this year’s Western Province Group
Boys overall winner in diving, as well as for
winning the Open Men section. As a result of
his performances, he was awarded full Western
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Province Colours for Diving.
Our matric fencers ended on a high note
at the Junior National Championships. The
rankings for the 2014/2015 season were: Alex
Collings: ranked # 2 in junior foil and # 8
in senior foil in South Africa and 235 in the
world; Robert McGregor: ranked # 1 in
junior and senior men’s foil in SA and 49th
in the world; Philip van Biljon: ranked
29th in junior men’s epee and 56th in senior
men’s epee in SA. Finbarr Lebona, Alaric
McGregor and Jamie Diggle competed in
the Junior National Championships. Finbarr
Lebona and Alaric McGregor won bronze
medals in cadet men’s foil and Jamie Diggle
was ranked 11th in cadet and junior men’s foil.
Finbarr Lebona is ranked 12th in cadets
and 23rd in Junior foil. Alaric Mc Gregor is
ranked 8th in cadets and 9th in junior foil.
Saadiq Brey was appointed as the leader
of First Aid for the 2015 season, and Siseko
Maweyi was awarded Full First Aid Colours.
The 2014 winner of the Johnny Marr
Fishing Trophy was Ryan Labberte.
The Bishops golfers made it into the Western
Province finals. The Bishops 3rd team won
the Southern Suburbs log, but narrowly lost to
Strand in the final playoff, and were awarded
the Silver medal. The Bishops 2nd team played
perfect golf to beat Tygerberg and they finished
with Provincial Bronze medal.
At the Bishops Golf Championships and
Inter House Challenge, Cole Cruickshank
achieved 1st place, was crowned the Bishops
Golf Champion and received the Pagliari Plate
(he won on the fourth extra playoff hole against
Nic Pithey). The Rookie of the Year Trophy
was awarded to Peter Thacker, and the
winning House was Ogilvie.
The Senior Inter House Hockey trophy
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was awarded to Ogilvie. The Bishops
team, comprising Jack Newman (captain),
Shaylin Foflonker, Abdulla Idrees,
Malachy Barbour, Gregory Bolus, Matt
du Plessis, Andrew Hodgson, Marco
Lanfranchi, Daniel Nelson, Bulelani
Ngquvana, Luke Ranoszek and Christian
Rohrer won the Wynberg 8-a-Side Hockey
Tournament.
At the Knysna Midway Rowing Classic, the
1st eight won the u19 event. The following
boys received medals: Preston Thomas,
Christopher Mewet, James Faure,
Christopher Gruber, Piers Johnston,
Nicholas Emms, Alexander Steyn,
Charlie Baylis and Xander Gowar. Piers
Johnston received the trophy for the Midway
Knysna Regatta on behalf of the crew. The
u15A A eight won the 1000m A Octuple and
the 4km Heads race; the u16 8+ won their
heads race over 4km; the u16 A4+ won their
event. Medals were awarded to: Christopher
Kode, Calum Wehmeyer, Oliver Innes,
Andrew McAdam and Dylan Evans.
Individual events at the Inter House Ergo
Championship were won by: grade 8: Scott
Jeffery; grade 9: Stephane Pienaar; grade
10: Luke Viljoen; grade 11: Piers Johnston.
The senior team event was won by Founders,
and the junior team event by Gray.
Gerard Pieterse, Keenan Jacobs, Justin
Heunis, Jesse Wilensky, Jez MacIntyre,
Justin Rowe-Roberts, Saud Abrahams,
Mervano da Silva, Nic Bester, Max
Linley, Sam Mitchell, Justin Carey and
William Day were awarded Full Rugby
Colours. Andre Manuel, Cornel Smit and
J-P Smith were awarded Half Colours. The
Rugby-Inter House 7s had a new look this year
with the inclusion of an u16 age group, a new
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points system and having all the matches played
alongside each other on the Lutgensvale fields.
The Overall Inter House 7s Trophy was awarded
to Founders on the new system where all teams’
points in the preliminary rounds are combined.
Gray and White shared second place. The
age group winners were: u14: Kidd, u15:
Founders, u16: Founders, u19: School.
Sailing the Lipton Cup Challenge is one of
South Africa’s oldest and most prestigious keel
boat sailing events. In the sailing that took place,
this year’s Bishops team came 12th out of 15
boats. The team is most grateful to the National
Sea Rescue Institute for coming to their
aid when they got into difficulty when their
spinnaker became entangled with mast rigging
and could not be brought down. This resulted
in them being blown away from the racing
area and not being able to steer the boat due
to the huge forces the sails were putting on the
steering mechanism. The team of Matthew
Morris, Nic Ryall, Rayhaan Surve, Luke
Smith, Boyd Kane and Jack Belcher are
to be commended on their efforts and for
showing great courage in the face of adversity.
Matthew Morris was awarded the Ross Dyer
Trophy for Sailing Excellence.
Calvin-Ziegler Smith ended the squash
season ranked as the SA No 2 player in
his age group and won WP Open and WP
Closed, and Jonathan Greyling won the
Strand Open u14. We congratulated the
following boys on their re-awards of Full
Squash Colours, Stefan Ranoszek and
Peter Brink. Jonathan Woolley, Alex
Green, Ross Nelson and Glenn Yates
were awarded Half Colours. The Inter House
Squash Championships were won by Ogilvie
(Senior) and Kidd (Junior).
The winners of the Inter House Soccer
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Championships were School (Senior) and
Birt (Junior).
Tom Sutcliffe has been appointed Captain
of Tennis for the 2014/2015 season. Gray’s
tennis team, comprising Malachy Barbour,
Lloyd Wood, Richard Wellington and
Shane Goodsell, won the Inter House doubles
tennis tournament. Malachy Barbour won the
Charles King Cup and was crowned the Junior
Tennis Singles Champion of 2014.
Tristan Hermans was selected for
the WP Junior Touch Rugby squad and
participated in the Junior Interprovincial
Tournament (IPT). He was awarded his
provincial colours for Touch Rugby.
Liam Neill was awarded a Distinction
tie, and Kimon Haralambous and Andie
During were re-awarded Distinction ties for
representing South Africa at the Waterpolo
Junior World Championships in Istanbul.
Congratulations to the following boys who have
been chosen to represent Western Province in
December at National Tournaments: u19A:
Seamus Murphy, David Bruchhausen,
Liam Neill, Kimon Haralambous, Andie
During and Keanan Alexander; u19B:
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Sozon Sarandis and Michael Alberts;
u16A: Cameron Glynn-Dicks, Brett
Sneddon and Tom Baldwin; u16B: Jordan
Nel, Matt Perrott and Alex Williams; u15A
and B: Aidan Neill, Cayden Marquis,
Brandon Burke, James Morritt-Smith,
George Spencer and Paolo Bersella; u14A:
Mike Houlie and Matthew Klingenberg;
u14B: Alex Jankovich, Rob Young, Dave
Nivison and Michael van den Heever. At
the SACS tournament, Andie During, Kimon
Haralambous and Liam Neill were selected
for tournament team. Liam Neill was chosen
as ‘Attacker of the Tournament’ and Andie
During as ‘Goalkeeper of the Tournament’.
At the U16 DHS tournament, Aidan Neill
was selected for the tournament team – a huge
feat considering that he is still u15. Andie
During (re-award), Kimon Haralambous
(re-award), Zack Herberstein (re-award),
Liam Neill (re-award), Luca Bersella
and Seamus Murphy were awarded Full
Waterpolo Colours. Michael Alberts (reaward), Keanan Alexander (re-award), Dave
Bruchhausen and Brett Sneddon were
awarded Half Colours.

AWARDS
JERSEYS
Academic
Andrew Bodenstein, Gerard Pieterse and Michael Thomson
TIES
Distinction
Debating: Desmond Fairall and Rahul Naidoo
Scouts: Matthew Boynton
Waterpolo: Andie During (re-award), Kimon Haralambous (re-award) and Liam Neill
Academic
Ryan Andreas, Jake Bennett, Andrew Litkie, Scott Maslin, Alexander Rohrer and Grant Soll
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All Rounders
Piers Johnston, Eddie Murphy, Timothy Langerman, Redwald Aspinall, Elliott
Gordon and Drew Turpin
Interact
Luke Janssens, Stefan Olbrich, Daniel Gregory, Michael Thomson and Daniel Goldberg
Service
Nicholas Featherstone and Chris Kode
Leadership distinction
Adam Rothschild, Alexander Rohrer, Benson Joubert, Christopher Lea,
Christopher Viljoen, Cole Barnard, Daniel Lombard, Daniel Mesham, Gerard
Pieterse, Graham Turnbull, Graham Welham, Grant Soll, Jake Bennett, James
Beningfield, James David, Jamian Heesom-Baron; Jamie Battersby, Jason Botha,
Jesse Wilensky, Jez MacIntyre, Jonathan Smuts, Jonty Quenet, Jordan Flax, Kimon
Haralambous, Lood van Niekerk, Luca Bersella, Matthew Sellier, Max Linley,
Michael Wright, Murray McKechnie, Nic Bester, Nicholas Cullinan, Nicholas
Hyslop, Nikhal Narismulu, Pule Nkopane, Rahul Naidoo, Richard Freund, Rupert
Langerman, Simon Thompson, Siseko Maweyi, Tariq Salie, Tim Allan, Tom Orton,
Tom van As, Tom Vidal, Warren Black and William Warne.
Leadership 2015
Head Boy: Jordan van Tonder
Deputy Head: Day Boys: Tom Richardson
Deputy Head: Boarders: Jarryd Lurie
Houses	
Founders
School
White
Gray
Ogilvie
Kidd
Birt
Mallett

Head of House	Deputy Head of House
Tom Murray
William Day
Jarryd Lurie
Liam Cook
David Bruchhausen
Siya Qamgwana
Tom Richardson	Piers Johnston
Tom Sutcliffe	Dylan Maxwell
Nicholas Frankenfeld
Matthew Roberts
Stefan Ranoszek
Michael Thomson
Stefan Dominicus
Rayhaan Surve

There will be a Christmas Day Eucharist Service in the Memorial
Chapel at 08:30 to which visitors, family and friends are invited.
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farewell to staff
GEOFF KIESWETTER

Geoff Kieswetter started his teaching career
in 1979 at Dale College in King William’s
Town. His teaching career included stints at
Rondebosch and SACS with an interlude at
UCT to complete an MBA in 1997. After
flirting with industry at HSBC bank in
Johannesburg, he returned to teaching, joining
the Bishops staff in 2000.
He has completed 15 years of exceptional
service at Bishops, as a superb and revered
teacher in the English department, sports
coach and tutor, editor of the Bishops Blue,
and teacher-in-charge of the Public Relations
group; he has made his mark in the full ambit
of Bishops life.
He has long been associated with Gray

House and his contribution to the House has
been significant. He started in Gray in 2003
as a tutor and Assistant House Director, and
returned to tutoring in 2008 when he took
over as master-in-charge of Cricket. He has
always been a staunch supporter of Gray, and
the boys in the House, and an excellent tutor
and mentor, and perhaps it is no accident
that 4 of the Heads of Houses from the last 5
years have come from his tutor group.
Following his stint as Assistant Coach (to
Luc Hoefnagels) for the 1st Cricket Team, he
took over as a fantastic teacher-in-charge of
Cricket and manager of the 1st XV rugby
team.
He has the reputation of being the ‘voice
of reason’ in the English department and we
are indebted to him for his professionalism,
wisdom, in-depth subject knowledge, and for
his eye for detail – his proof-reading skills are
legendary.
His other roles and responsibilities are
too numerous to mention, suffice to say that
he will be remembered as an exceptional
schoolmaster and will be sorely missed in the
English department. Geoff joins his wife Liz
in ‘The Treat Company’ and we wish them
sweet success!
Guy Pearson, Wayne Tucker and Joc Wrensch

RUSSELL DRURY
Russell Drury joined the Bishops staff 10
years ago in 2005. From the outset he had
a wonderful rapport with the boys and was
a very popular member of the English and
Drama departments. He immersed himself
in all aspects of Bishops life and soon proved
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to Durban, and he joins the staff of Clifton
Prep as their HOD English. We wish them
both all the best.
Guy Pearson, Wayne Tucker and Graeme Klerck

PETER BROSTER
Peter Broster started teaching 47 years ago!
He taught for 40 years and for the past 7 has

to be a jack of all trades – very often finding
himself needed in three places at once. He
became Assistant House Director in Kidd
House in 2005 and was respected for his
insight and wisdom.
He was an integral member of both the
Drama department, where is creative energy
and flair for anything technical saw him being
involved as technical director on a number
of productions across all three schools, and
the English department, where his passion for
website creation was used to great effect.
We are indebted to him for his
contributions in the classroom, as teacherin-charge of cycling; for heading up the
AV department, for his cycling expertise on
Epic, for his hockey coaching and for his
effervescent personality. His enthusiasm,
energy and natty dress sense will be missed by
boys and staff alike. Russell follows his wife,
Ilze, who has been promoted in her business

The perfect Bishops teacher: laptop
in one hand, rugby balls in the other
and cell phone on the hip for instant
contact by parents!

been at Bishops as the Physics and Chemistry
teacher for our post-matrics. You do get
legendary status after 47 years of teaching!
Peter has been involved in many aspects of
the school, coaching rugby at 6ths and 7ths,
contributing to the Epic; refereeing rugby
matche; officiating at sports days and much
more.
He has now reached the proverbial ‘three
score and ten’ and it is time to hang up the
chalk! The ‘silver fox’, as he is affectionately
known by the staff, plays a very positive role in
the morale of the common room and will be
missed for his many witticisms and his always
dry sense of humour.
Guy Pearson
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There will be a Christmas Day Eucharist Service in the Memorial
Chapel at 08:30 to which visitors, family and friends are invited.

CHAPLAIN’S NOTES

2014 Bishops Confirmation candidates with Archbishop Thabo Makgoba

As we look forward to the end of the school
year, we are conscious of the fact that the
Epic adventure is soon to be upon the grade
10 boys. They are hard at training with boots
to be broken in, discussions around first aid,
geology, food preparation and a myriad of
other things to think of. The last few months
have been a challenging and busy time in
the school with a number of things on the
go in the “so-called” quiet term. The newly
refurbished library was blessed and opened
on the 4th September and was immediately
claimed as the favoured study spot of the
Matrics. Confirmation followed with a Quiet
Day at Bishops on Saturday 6 September
and the Service of Confirmation on Sunday
7 September in the Memorial Chapel with
Archbishop Thabo Makgoba presiding. It was
wonderful to see a full chapel as the 38 pupils

from Bishops, 20 from St Cyprians, 22 from
Herschel and 4 from St Georges’ College
were confirmed. Mr Pearson kindly hosted
the gathering to tea at the Frank Reid Pavilion
after the service. Thanks must go to the
Chaplains of Herschel Girls (Rev Sue Taylor),
St Cyprians (Rev Natalie Simons-Arendse),
Mrs Bev Voigt of St George’s and Mr Mike
Hampton (Bishops Prep) who assisted in the
preparation of our Confirmation candidates.
Our sister school, St Cyprian’s Diocesan
School for Girls, has been very busy of late.
It was interesting to attend the celebratory
service at St Cyprian’s School on 23 October,
as they celebrated 10 years as an ICON school.
(International Cross of Nails schools). It is
believed that they are one of the first (if not
the first) school worldwide to have received the
Cross of Nails, which is a symbol associated
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with Coventry Cathedral, UK, recognising
the school as a place integral in the work of
reconciliation, peace-making and conflict
resolution in South Africa. At a ceremony
on 23 October, Somerset College, St Paul’s
School Faure, St Michael’s School Khayelitsha
and Dunatos Private Remedial School were
also admitted to this august association. Both
the Chaplain and Youth Pastor attended the
St Cyprian’s Founders’ Day service in the St
George’s Cathedral on 2 October and were
able to witness the “Dance around the tree”
back at the school afterwards.
Prof John Lennox, Oxford Professor
and Christian Apologist, visited the school
and addressed the boys in Chapel on 11
September. After a stirring and thought
provoking address, he left the boys and staff
with many questions and a deeper sense of
awareness of their Christian heritage and
faith.
During the school holiday break, some
minor repairs to the Memorial Chapel resulted
in a major concrete cloud settling over every
item of furniture. While the speaker cables
were now well hidden in walls, behind panels
and under floors, this resulted in an extensive
clean-up of the chapel which emerged from
the holidays sparkling and ready for the
Valedictory Service which followed on Friday
17 October at 11h30. Prize Giving was
held in the Mallett Centre earlier in the day
where the school celebrated the remarkable
achievements of the many hard working and
multi-talented boys of Bishops. It was there
that the new Head Boy of the College was
announced and Jordan van Tonder of White
House was able to greet the school body for
the first time. Bishops Praise was re-introduced
to the time-table after an absence and the
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combined service of Pre-Prep, Prep, College
and Staff was hosted in the Mallett Centre on
20 October - a short but profoundly moving
occasion for all who attended as we celebrated
life at Bishops in song and prayer.
A number of community events have
occupied our time of late. We were able to
welcome Margaret Blaine (nee Hunneyball)
back to Bishops with her family. She is the
daughter of GC Hunneyball, Vice-Principal
in the time of HJ Kidd. We have celebrated
the baptisms of Chloe Thomashoff, Stuart
J Whittaker, Daniel H Hobbs and Cameron
Lister. We joined the Turner family as they
placed the ashes of Stuart Turner into the
Garden of Remembrance and mourned the
passing of a number of significant members
of the Bishops community, including Betty
van der Bijl (wife of Pieter, previously Head
of the Prep, and mother to cricketer Vince
and his two sisters Alex and Linda). We
also said farewell to Louise van Wyngaard,
grandmother of Adam, and Lionel Morkel,
father of David. Two of our younger ODs
were also taken leave of – Simon Caruthers
(OD 1993) and Mawenda Neti (OD 2009).
May they rest in peace and rise in glory.
The porch area of the Brooke Chapel
has recently been protected from further
environmental damage. On the advice of
architect Derrick Henstra, the side windows
of the porch were enclosed in glass to protect
the sandstone columns from wind damage and
erosion, while the archway now has a glass
door which will prevent birds and bats from
roosting in the eaves and entering the chapel.
This project was funded with donations from
those generous benefactors who have donated
to the Chapel Improvement fund when
using the chapel for baptisms, weddings and
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funerals. The stained glass window project
is on-going and is awaiting designs from the
artist. It has also been mooted that a “Friends
of the Bishops Chapels” association could be
established to assist with fundraising and the
development and protection of the chapels. All
input welcome.
We look forward the mid-term Eucharist
service next week, the Remembrance Day
service on 6 November and to the Blessing
of the Boots service on 16 November. The
Chapel Committee has decided to experiment
with the College Carol Service taking the place

of the end-of-term Eucharist service on the last
day of term. This decision was influenced by
the placement of Epic at the end of the year.
We would then need to hold the Carol Service
early in the term or to have a service while the
grade 10 boys were on Epic, the grade 11 boys
writing exams and the grade 9 boys away on
their Adventure week. We do look forward,
however, to welcoming friends and family of
the Bishops Community to the annual Richard
Cox concert and to the 08:30 Christmas Day
service in the Memorial Chapel.
Rev Terry Wilke

ha molteno library
Opening Speech
It is with great pleasure and with such honour
that I am able to stand before you all here
this morning, to open the new, upgraded,
world-class Molteno Library. I am humbled
to be able to share with you all a journey that
began years before my time in the Library,
and what was the accumulation of millions
of minds, thoughts and ideas which I am just
lucky enough to be a part of at the very end.
Those minds, thoughts and ideas are not only
from the people standing next to you here
underneath this Poplar tree, in this quad, nor
are they from skilled professionals who worked
on this project. In reality it’s an accumulation
of a global co-evolutionary change in
consciousness, thinking and ideas about
Learning and Spaces. What I’m actually
trying to say is that much has changed over
the years in teaching and learning spaces as a
result of the complex 21st century world that
people are having to now live in. You young
men, and even some of us not-so-young men

and women, need to be equipped with 21st
century learning skills and attitudes that will
most notably serve you beyond the boundary
of Bishops.
The 21st century skills and attitudes that I’m
referring to here include: critical-thinking and
problem-solving, curiosity and imagination,
collaboration across networks, agility and
adaptability, initiative and entrepreneurialism,
self-regulation and responsibility, grit and
resilience. So we’ve all made an attempt to
try and facilitate this learning experience by
creating dynamic and flexible learning spaces
in the Library, an academic and cultural “hub”
that can be used by both the boys and staff
of Bishops outside of their classrooms and
Houses. The role of the Molteno Library is
therefore to nurture a spirit of enquiry and
research, to engender lifelong interests and
passions and it is a place to provide digital,
written and social resources to expand and
enhance learning beyond the curriculum, very
often using technology as a medium to do so.
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Mr Gerry Noel at the opening ceremony of the newly upgraded Molteno Library

And so 21st century libraries, in general, are
no longer only quiet places to read, but they
are also places of activity and action, where
it’s not so much about COLLECTIONS of
books, computers and resources, but more
about CONNECTIONS of people to other
people and a multiplicity of various resources.
Why do I say, we’ve ALL made an attempt?
Well, it’s simply because we all have. Not only
did boys and staff provide feedback about the
previous library space last year in a school
survey, but also many of you have in some way,
small or large, provided input to help shape
what the library has turned out to become.
Even the top 12 quotes that 164 of you voted
for recently have been put up on the walls.
This new, world-class, state-of-the-art

space is YOUR space. It belongs to all of
you. Unlike other facilities in this school
such as pavilions, sports fields, which simply
by the nature of their specific function will
only benefit some of you during your journey
through this school, this facility can and will
directly benefit each and every one of you,
potentially for every day that you are at this
school. It is YOUR space and you and the rest
of the school therefore need to take ownership
of and most importantly, responsibility for
this space. And so for you to do this, you as
an individual need to consider three very
simple guidelines: respect this space, respect
others and respect yourself. The new Molteno
Library offers the following multi-functional,
wirelessly supercharged, flexible learning
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The Help Desk

spaces for over 180 users at any one period of
time:
The Social and Research Commons,
which is on the ground floor is where you’ll
not only find the Help Desk, but we are also
looking to establish what is referred to as
“soft” IT help for your educational computer
software-type help. You’ll find comfortable
relaxing furniture and plenty of space to plug
in and work on your laptops. It is where the
new print room will go, to which you’ll all have
24-hour access, via a keypad code. We are
trying to establish some form of coffee and hot
chocolate facility there too.
From the Social and Research Commons
you can go up one level to the Learning
Commons. This is larger than a class-sized
venue where you can come and work and find
History and Art literature. Furthermore, this
area boasts three soundproof seminar rooms,

which will have all the IT projection, sound and
collaboration facilities you could ever need.
The IT Commons is an open-spaced
working area for IT Staff, who are there to
offer around-the-clock assistance and help for
staff and their IT needs.
The Reading Commons provides an
awesomely chilled, relaxed and quiet reading
space with “fatsaks” that many of you have
already become accustomed to. You’ll find
Fiction in this room and it is here you’ll also
find the peace and comfort that is perhaps
more common in traditional library spaces.
Finally, right at the top of the Library,
there is the Indaba Commons, which is
where you’ll find English literature, poetry,
Afrikaans, French and Xhosa books, as well a
performance area for drama, public speaking,
debates and speeches. This too will become
a state-of-the-art IT projection facility, which
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The Social and Reference Commons with
digital and state of the art teaching facilities

I would liken to a mini-movie theatre with
surround sound and the works – however it
will be so much more than this.
Before I hand over to Fr Wilke to bless the
new Molteno Library, there are some really
important “thank yous” that need to be made.
First and foremost, thanks must be given to
Council, Executive, the ARC and Building and
Grounds Committees, but in particular Mr
Pearson, Mr Wood, Mr Bizony and Mr
King, whose leadership and guidance have
been monumental in this whole process and
without whom, this Library would not have
become a reality.
To Mr Jonathan Holtmann, Mr
Donovan Murray and friends from
Maintenance who have helped in every way
possible to deliver this facility from a building,
maintenance and grounds perspective.
To Mrs Pekeur and the cleaning staff
in particular, Ms Athabile Magadla, Ms
Lizzy Mpambela and Ms Brenda Daries,
it could not have been made into, and could
not continue to be kept, in such shipshape
condition without you.
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The Reading Commons still providing a
more traditional library feel

A huge thank you to all of IT and AV, but
particularly Mr Fortuin, Mrs Dinan, Mr
Richter and Mr Fataar, who’ve had to
endure much disruption and chaos amongst all
the building, but who have always done their
jobs willingly and often with smiles.
A special thank you to Mrs Wilke for your
help in raising some of the funds that paid for
this facility.
The next three individuals have played a
massive role in transforming this space into
what it is, from its vision in the beginning
stages right up to its completion, and so we
must acknowledge and thank Mrs Freund,
affectionately known by you boys as simply
“Nella”, Mrs Gerhardi and Mrs Bowes,
you are simply the best!
To the school, colleagues and boys
– thank you for your input in creating this
space, as well as your patience and tolerance,
particularly during all the disruption and noise
during the building process. I would also like
to extend a huge thank you to the Biology
Department who welcomed us library folk
into their office spaces over the past 6 months.
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The Indaba Commons, a stage for speech and drama as well as functional mini theatre for
movie productions

And then finally and most importantly, a
huge thank you must be given and accredited
to Jane Baldwin Associates, including
all their subcontractors, but most notably
Mrs Jane Baldwin herself. It is her talent
and skill, ability to listen to so many different
perspectives and still at the end of it all have
that brilliant feeling for what makes up a 21st
century learning space and library for boys.
When speaking on matters of the leadership

system, Mr Westwood has said to me,
“We (Bishops) are a school where change
is celebrated.” I know and trust that this is
true about Bishops from my relatively short
experience here so far, and so may we all
look forward to many more changes and
celebrations for years to come, all the while still
holding onto our traditions, values and vision,
which makes this school so unbelievably great.
Gerry Noel

music
Over the past year there have been amazing
moments of elation and upliftment, moments
for the soul, for both the staff and boys.

The Bishops Classic Pops, reported in last
term’s magazine, was certainly a moment
of joy for all of us. It was something that
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There is nothing like music to relieve the soul and uplift it
– Mickey Hart

Rhiyaan Smith, winner of two major
music competitions

seemed to own the year, even before it began,
and there was an intention from the boys’
side to move towards the ‘unbelievable’ and
‘exciting’.
The musical year has also been filled
with five Lunchtime Concerts, the Matric
Recital, Bishops Society Soirées, ABRSM
examinations, Competitions, Simply Blue
Supper Shows and many other outside
performances. This year we have the largest
number of entries ever for the ABRSM
(London) music examinations. The results saw
us scoring a fantastic average of 82% with
37% of the boys obtaining a Merit grading
(80% - 86%) and 29% obtaining a Distinction
grading (87% and above). Because of
excellent individual results, two of our boys,
Shannon Thebus (Horn) and Kwangbem
Ko (Violin) were invited to perform in the
ABRSM Prize Winners Concert – of the
fifteen performers in the concert, seven of

them were from the Bishops College and Prep
School – a great showing from Bishops.
In Cape Town, there are two major piano
competitions: the Pieter Kooij and Johan
Vos Piano Competitions, which are run at
the same time of the year. Rhiyaan Smith,
a grade 11 pupil, participated in both of
these competitions. The wonderful news
was that Rhiyaan won the Pieter Kooij and
a week later heard that he had also won the
Johan Vos – an amazing accomplishment. A
relatively new competition in Cape Town is
the SACS National Music Competition; again
we had boys participating in it. Kwangbem
Ko (Violin) and Terry Kim (Violin) both
made it to the semi-final round. Arthur
Fisher (Trumpet) participated in the Artscape
Competition and he also made it to the semifinal round – the youngest Bishops boy to
have ever achieved this.
The matric band ‘Early Hours’ which is
made of Adam Rothschild, Lood van Niekerk,
Jake Bennett and Benson Joubert participated
in the national ‘Get Out of the Garage’
competition, which they won. The prize
includes a trip to Paris, London and New York
for performances and recording sessions, as
well as sponsored music equipment.
After the Classic Pops, there was no time
for rest, as three weeks later we once again
performed the Rachmaninov Piano Concerto
and the Tom and Jerry movie in St George’s
Cathedral as part of the Fikelela Aids Project
Fundraiser. The orchestra did themselves
proud!
One of the new additions to the Music
Department instrumental repertoire is the
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Giuseppe Guerandi - Harpist

Harp. We were very fortunate to be loaned
a harp by Natasha Norman and because
of its ready availability we already have
two boys learning the instrument, with a
third one beginning next year. One of harp
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student participated in a master class by
Jacqui Kerrod, from New York, which was a
wonderful learning experience.
In the first weekend of November, the Brass
Band, Saxophone Ensemble and some of the
singers of the Music Department joined forces
to provide an afternoon of music at Môreson,
as part of the Franschhoek Open Gardens.
Money raised at this garden will go towards
helping the St George’s Anglican Parish in
Franschhoek.
All that is now left of the year are the final
music practical examinations, a performance
of the Vivaldi Guitar Concerto for Strings
and Guitar (to be performed in the Eucharist
by the String Ensemble under the direction
of Lucia Scott, with the solo being played
by Alexandros Vavatzanidis (Guitar) and the
Carol Service.
As Heinrich Heine so aptly put it, ‘when
words leave off, music begins’ – so I say, may
the music always continue and be the thing
that make sense of the world and translates
our souls.
Mark Mitchell

college prize giving 2014
CHAIRMAN OF COUNCIL’S
ADDRESS – MR MIKE BOSMAN
Good morning to you all and welcome to the
College Prize Giving for 2014 at Bishops. It
is really great to see the Mallett Centre so
full with many parents and family members
here this morning. Thank you so much for
your immense support of the school and for
trusting us with your son’s education. I would
like to welcome our many distinguished
guests, Principal Guy Pearson and Maree,

OD Patron, Michael Watermeyer and Shirley,
Past OD Union President, John Arenhold and
Marion, OD Chairman, Brian Roberston and
Ruth, members of staff, grandparents, parents,
friends and the young men of Bishops.
We have here with us this morning
two special guests. One of them will be
introduced a bit later by Mr Pearson and the
other is one of our most famous old boys –
Mr Raymond Ackerman. As you know, Mr
Ackerman founded Pick ‘n Pay, but much
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more importantly, he played fullback for
the First XV at Bishops and matriculated
in 1948, some 66 years ago. Raymond, if
you don’t mind me saying so, that was a
long time ago! Mr Ackerman was elected as
President of the OD Union in March this
year and it is really brilliant to have him and
Mrs Ackerman here with us this morning.
Raymond, could I ask you to stand so the
school can see you and allow us to give you
both a big Bishops welcome!
To all the young men of Bishops, thank you
for your massive contribution to the school
this year. Nice work, guys! We are very proud
of you. We are constantly and repeatedly
amazed at what you achieve while you are
here at Bishops. But you must know that we
are also very focused on what type of men
you will be when you leave Bishops. Because
ultimately, it will not be what you have done
or can do that will be really important in
your life. It will really be about what kind of

human being you are.
What kind of person will you be when
you leave? Are you someone who is able to
subscribe to a set of decent values that the
world and South Africa is so crying out for?
What kind of a dad will you be; what kind
of a partner will you be; what kind of leader
in your chosen career will you be? Will you
be able to stand up for what you believe is
wrong; will you be strong enough to be able
to effect change when it is required? Will
you stand up for the underdog; will you be
prepared to earn respect for yourself or will
you just cruise along following the popular
line? I am sure you will think about this all
and continue to make us proud.
The College Council has spent a great deal
of time over the past few years looking at what
kind of school we have been, what kind of
school we are today and what kind of school
we want to be. As you would imagine, this is
not a once-off process but one that we need
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to continually revisit. Not only do we need to
embrace new technologies, new demands in
education that come along and the effect that
all of this will have on the school, but we need
constantly to review and make changes when
appropriate.
This can be difficult because Bishops has a
famous heritage and many traditions that some
members of the Bishops community have
wanted us to uphold, under all circumstances.
So in amongst all of the incredible successes
of the school this year, as you are well aware,
Bishops was in the public eye for alleged
incidents of abuse that took place at Bishops
many years ago. I am happy to report that the
parties to the matter at the OD Union recently
entered into a process of reconciliation and
that the process has been successful. In this
regard I would like to thank them all for
being able to put aside their differences, in
a dignified and civilized manner, in the best
interests of Bishops.
Early in 2012, the Council adopted a
zero-tolerance policy towards prejudice and
abuse of any kind at Bishops and we make
no apology for that. We are determined to
ensure that the values that boys learn and live
with whilst they are at Bishops are consistent
with the values that we want them to live with,
when they leave the school. This continuity
of values in the transition between Bishops
and the real world is an important feature of
current Bishops thinking. At Council we have
been determined to eliminate all harmful
practices at Bishops that would be regarded
as unacceptable in a modern society. Whilst
we are incredibly proud of our Bishops
history, we need to accept that some traditions
and practices that took place Bishops in the
past were wrong and are unacceptable to
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us, especially so when viewed so clearly in
hindsight, through a 2014 lens of the world.
Admitting that some of these practices were
wrong in the past is not a betrayal of our
heritage, nor some sort of breakdown of trust
or display of weakness. Rather it is an honest
acknowledgment that not everything that went
on at Bishops in days gone by was always right
and we apologise for that.
A couple of years ago we decided to tackle
the issue of historical abuse of boys head
on. We decided to assist every old boy of the
school who wished to report acts of abuse to
us and we made up our minds that any kind
of abuse should never be allowed to happen
again at the school. As part of this process,
we conducted a meticulous review of all our
policies and procedures at Bishops and we
believe that it will be very difficult, if not
impossible, for some of the events of the past
to happen today.The Council commends the
College Executive and staff for the changes
they have made in leadership and senior/new
boy relationships over the past few years and to
you boys for embracing this change.
So, we were incredibly pleased to see in
the recent Independent Quality Association
survey that 100% of the parents at College
feel the school is a safe place for their sons to
be at. In the same survey, 98% of the boys
and 97% of the parents feel that the academic
standards at the school are high. A massive
98% of the boys say they are happy to be a
Bishops and 98% of the parents at Bishops
say that their sons are happy at Bishops. 100%
of the College teachers say boys are happy
at Bishops. And, of course, we recognize the
direct correlation between happy boys and
high-performing boys – something that is so
clearly part of Bishops of today. 100% of the
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teachers say they are proud to be at this school.
99% of the parents say that the Principal
provides good leadership to the school and
95% say the school’s management team
performs well. Needless to say, these results are
way above the average for independent schools
in South Africa. I am happy to report that the
school is very full with 1 360 boys and we have
very long waiting lists. So, to you Guy, your
executive team and to all the members of staff
at the College, we say very well done to you
and thank you very much for the outstanding
job you are doing.
Last year I mentioned the names that
appear in the inside front cover of the Bishops
magazine in small type. They are the twelve
men and women who serve on the Council at
Bishops. The Council is effectively tasked with
acting as the board of directors for the school.
As former Bishops principal, John Gardener,
used to remind us, ‘We run the school like
a business, but not as a business.’ By far the
biggest job that Council has, from time to time,
is to find and keep the best Principal for the
school. Amongst other things, Council also sets
the overall direction and pace of the school,
overseeing the development of the strategy for
the school, the development of the land and
buildings and ensures the financial well-being
of Bishops.
Over the past couple of years, Council
has significantly ramped up the development
of various physical improvements to the
school. Projects at the College which have
been completed or are in the works, include
the completion of the Stefan Coutts-Trotter
Indoor Cricket facility – one of the best of
its kind in the world; the now-completed
total refurbishment of the Molteno Library
to a much more modern Learning Centre of
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excellence, in line with top schools elsewhere in
the world; the development of the Woodlands
Pavilion near the entrance to the school which
will overlook the hockey Astroturf and Table
Mountain and which will house the OD Union
offices and Bishops museum. The pavilion is
due for completion early next year. We will
be replacing our Astroturf in a few months’
time and have plans for big improvements
to the building currently housing the san for
the nursing sister, the visiting doctor, two
physiotherapists and the school shop. You will
have noticed that we have also invested and
will continue to invest in the improvement
of all of our facilities and landscaping at
Bishops, including all of our playing fields at
the school. So, I would like to apologise in
advance to all parents who are drivers of 4x4
vehicles because we are planning to remove
the traditional mudbath at the entrance to the
school on the right hand side, as we completely
redo the entrance to the school in due course.
We will also completely refurbish all of our
science laboratories next year. Other than that,
there are currently 68 other projects underway
at the College, Prep and Pre-Prep ranging
from improvements to fire control systems,
kitchen upgrades to bathroom renovations.
Council meets 5 times a year and I normally
meet with Guy weekly. Sometimes we speak
to each other daily and sometimes, several
times a day. The Council has various sub
committees of experts that meet and make
recommendations to Council on areas relating
to the remuneration and benefits for staff,
the plans for building developments at the
school, finance and accounting, risk and the
investments of the school. So, to all of the
members of Council and its committees I
would like to say a very big thank you for
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everything you do to support and lead this
magnificent school.
Well done to all the prize winners here this
morning. You have worked exceptionally hard
and made us proud! Congratulations from all
of us.
To each of the Matrics, thank you for your
leadership of the school this year. I wish you
well in your final exams. Please remember that
what you arrange for yourself over the next six
years or so will either set you up properly on
the road of life or may cause life to be more of
a battle. So please work hard, play hard and
keep your head up in difficult times. When
you are faced with what appears to be a big
problem, ask yourself if it will matter in five
years’ time. If it won’t matter, it is not a big
problem!
Good luck with it all!
Finally I would like to take this opportunity
to wish you all a very happy and peaceful
Christmas and a brilliant holiday. Thank you
very much.

PRINCIPAL’S ADDRESS
– MR GUY PEARSON
Chairman of Council, Mr Bosman and Mrs
Bosman, Honoured guests, Members of staff,
ladies and gentleman and young men of
Bishops.
It is a pleasure to present my report on what
has been an extremely successful 165th year in
the history of Bishops. I do not intend to give
a blow by blow account of all the successes of
the year, these have been well communicated
to you in newsletters, on our website and
the school magazine, suffice to say that I
continue to be amazed and humbled by the
achievements of our boys, both individually
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and collectively in a multitude of activities.
The successes have been achieved on a
provincial, national and indeed, international
level.
At the beginning of the year we celebrated
the superb results of the class of 2013 in the
final NSC examinations, certainly the best set
of matric results of the past 10 years. We are
quietly confident that the class of 2014 will
do us proud come the final examinations. It
is important that we continue to benchmark
ourselves in Olympiads and Exhibitions on
a national and international level and the
boys have certainly done so this year. (It is
worth mentioning that 4 of our boys from
the class of 2013 have gained admission to
Harvard, MIT, Wharton School of Finance
at University of Pennsylvania and the Berklee
College of Music in Boston.)
It has been an outstanding year culturally;
we have been well entertained by the
exceptional creative and musical talent at
Bishops in three major events; the Great
Gatsby in March, followed by the Eisteddfod
in June and the outstanding Classic Pops in
July.
On the sports fields the boys continue to
give of their best and always play with pride
and passion for their school and teammates.
We know that schoolboy sport is fraught with
challenges and, in many instances, schools
have “lost the plot” in the quest of national
rankings and in succumbing to other external
pressures. We need to keep reminding
ourselves that we are fundamentally a “school
that plays sport and not a sports school”! At
the same time we know that sport is important
to boys and I am happy that at Bishops
we have mostly got the balance between
academic, cultural and sport right.
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There are a myriad of other activities in
which our boys have involved themselves in a
positive and engaged manner: public speaking
and debating, the societies programme;
community service involvement, the leadership
programme, the list goes on and on; what I do
know for certain is that Bishops is a very busy
and productive place and the challenge is that
there are not enough hours in the day to meet
all the demands on our boys and staff.
There are many different constituents who
contribute to the successes we achieve and it is
appropriate that I say a few words about each
today. We are indebted to the Bishops Council,
led by Mike Bosman, for their leadership and
guidance. The role and influence of Council is
not fully understood and appreciated; I can tell
you from experience that we have a Council
which is committed and involved in providing
guidance and wisdom at Council Meetings and
at the various sub-committee levels of Finance,
Buildings and Grounds, Investment, Risk and

Remuneration Committees. They are elected
for their expertise and the constituent they
represent and I am personally very grateful for
their contribution.
The relationship between the school and
the OD Union is a very important one and
we know from the experience of the past
year that it can be very uncomfortable when
things go wrong! We also know that in most
instances the ODs have the best interests of
Bishops at heart and I would particularly like
to thank the President, Raymond Ackerman,
and the Chairman, Brian Robertson, for their
encouragement and support.
I recently heard a very wise saying relating
to schools and teaching: “A school can never
rise above its common room.” This is true of
Bishops and I am grateful to all staff, academic
and support, for their terrific contribution. A
special thank you to the School and College
Executive teams for their excellent leadership
and support. As you all know, I consider
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teaching to be one of the noblest professions.
St John Chrysostom, one of the four great
Doctors of the Greek Church wrote, “What
greater work than to direct the minds and
form the character of the young? I hold with
certainty, that no painter, no sculptor, nor any
other artist does such excellent work as the
one who molds the mind and character of the
youth.” It is a huge responsibility and one not
to be taken lightly.
At the end of this year we say farewell to
three special men on the Bishops staff:
Geoff Kieswetter started his teaching in
1979 at Dale College in King Williamstown.
Co-incidentally my twin brother was also a
first year teacher on the Dale staff in 1979!
Geoff’s teaching career included stints at
Rondebosch and SACS with an interlude at
UCT to complete an MBA in 1997. After
flirting with industry at HSBC bank in
Johannesburg he returned to teaching joining
the Bishops staff in 2000. He has completed
15 years of exceptional service at Bishops, a
superb English teacher, sports coach and tutor,
editor of the Bishops Blue, teacher-in-charge
of the Public Relations group; he has made
his mark in the full ambit of Bishops life. He
was a fantastic Master in charge of cricket for
many years. His other roles and responsibilities
are too numerous to mention, suffice to say
that he will be remembered as an exceptional
schoolmaster. Geoff joins his wife Liz in “The
Treat Company” and we wish them sweet
success!
Russell Drury joined the Bishops staff 10
years ago in 2005. His enthusiasm, energy and
natty dress sense will be missed by boys and
staff. Russell follows his wife Ilze who has been
promoted in her business to Durban and he
joins the staff of Clifton Prep as their HOD
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English. Russell has a wonderful rapport with
the boys and his contribution in the classroom,
as teacher-in-charge of cycling, heading up the
AV department, the Epic and in his pastoral
role and much more, has been exceptional.
Peter Broster started teaching 47 years
ago! He taught for 40 years and for the past
seven has been at Bishops as the Physics and
Chemistry teacher for our post-matrics. I
mention Peter because it is truly the end of
an era. You do get legendary status after 47
years of teaching! Peter has been involved in
many aspects of the school, coaching rugby
at 6ths and 7ths, contributing to the Epic,
refereeing rugby matches, officiating at sports
days and many more. He has now reached the
proverbial “three score and ten” and it is time
to hang up the chalk! The “silver fox” (as he is
affectionately known by the staff ) plays a very
positive role in the morale of the common
room and will be missed.
I always speak at my first meeting with new
parents of the importance of the “triangle of
care” which needs to be established between
the school, parent and boy for a truly positive
experience. I want to thank you Bishops
parents for your support of your sons and
the school; I believe the relationship between
the school and the parents at Bishops is a
positive one. It is very demanding being a
Bishops parent, besides the obvious financial
commitment there is a tremendous expectation
in terms of support and involvement in the
extensive curriculum and events on offer.
You Bishops parents do this very well and I
know your boys appreciate it, we certainly
do. Of course the trick is to do in in such
a manner that your sons can say of you at
the end, “my parents were never in the way
but never out of the way.” Being a parent is
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not easy; there are no manuals or fool-proof
recipes! It takes constant attention to many
details, it takes patience and wisdom, it takes
the courage to say no when necessary. Good
sons know that their parents are trying to do
the best for them and so they will understand
and respect, but not always welcome, being
given clear directions. No is a loving word!
Boys do best when the boundaries and
consequences are clearly defined; they ask 3
questions: what are the rules; who is in charge;
will they be fairly applied? When these are
clearly established, at home and at school,
they will get on and thrive. Marcus Aurelius,
in the movie ‘Gladiator’ wished he had been
firmer with his son Comodus to stop the selfindulgence, the selfish ambition and the lack
of respect for others; instead he allowed it to
grow unchallenged in his son. He looked to
Maximus, his General, as his true son, the one
in whom we could admire the noble virtues
of wisdom and justice and temperance and
fortitude. As Marcus Aurelius said at the end;
‘I want to know that my life had meaning.”
What more wonderful meaning than for you
parents and us educators than to guide these
young men to fullness of life.
One of the groups which contributes so
much to the positive relationship between
parents and the school is our Parents
Association. They work tirelessly to promote
friendship and camaraderie between parents
and staff and in the process raise some money
for those “nice to haves”. My thanks to each of
them and to the Chair, Simon Cranswick, who
is really a star!
Now to you boys. I often think that the most
important of the constituents is the boys, after
all they are our ‘raison d’etre’, if we get it
right with them all else falls into place. If we
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have happy and productive boys, we will have
satisfied, parents, staff, Council and hopefully
the OD’s too! I want to commend you all
for your contribution to the successes this
year. It has been a very good year and a very
happy one. We have had very few disciplinary
incidents; you continue to embrace change in
a mature and responsible manner. You have
been loyal and committed, to the school and
your friends. I must make special mention
of the leadership of Head Boy, Jordan Flax,
and Deputy Heads, Gerard Pieterse and
Richard Freund. They have been terrific and
have complimented each other so well. As
an aside, I remember teaching a young man
by the name of Michael Flax at Selbourne
College in 1980 in Standard 9A. He was a fine
student and he and Lauren can be proud of
the son they have produced. Jordan, Gerard
and Richard have been wonderful rolemodels and ambassadors for Bishops. I thank
the entire matric group for their leadership;
Valedictory follows but it is appropriate that we
acknowledge them here. There are still “hard
yards” to do as you write your finals. Choose
wisely as you contemplate your career. Your
education does not end here, it only begins.
Your career is so crucial to your sense of value
and well-being. Choose a vocation which calls
you to something you believe in. Choose a
vocation, not a job, and you will be fulfilled.
If you spend your life saying: “I have only
15 or 20 years to retirement” you will have
condemned yourself to a life sentence and we
will have failed you.
It is a very challenging world out there
which can be very depressing to contemplate;
just read the newspapers for confirmation
of that. We are so privileged at Bishops to
live and work in an environment which is
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full of faith, hope and optimism. Let us
remember the words of Albert Einstein;
“Either everything is a miracle or nothing
is a miracle”. It is our calling at Bishops to
ensure that we instill an optimism and attitude
amongst our boys that indeed everything is
a miracle and to live our lives accordingly. I
thank you.

HEAD OF SCHOOL’S ADDRESS
– JORDAN FLAX
Good morning Mr and Mrs Pearson, Mr
Bosman, honoured guests, members of staff,
parents, family, friends and gentlemen of Bishops.
It was nearly 5 years ago when I arrived at
White House, on the afternoon of the 11th
of January 2010, nervous but excited for the
new chapter that lay ahead. The first person I
met upon arrival was a 6 foot 4 giant. I strolled
up to him and said, ‘Good afternoon Sir, I’m
Jordan’. He replied with, ‘Hi Jordan, my name
is Daniel Lombard and I am your dorm mate.’
As the words left his mouth, my jaw dropped
– I was flabbergasted. From that moment on,
I knew I was in for an exciting journey. At last
year’s prize giving, I said that we, (the grade 11s
at the time), were eager to lay down our mark, serve
our school well, and leave a legacy that would never be
forgotten. The achievements of this class have
been nothing short of extraordinary, with
South African representatives in every facet
of Bishops life. On the playing fields, Bishops
had South African sportsmen in water polo,
hockey, fencing and canoeing. Culturally, we
had South African debaters, public speakers,
scouts and musicians, and academically we
had far too many awards to mention. We also
had bands that won national competitions
and Simply Blue who remained the headline
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attraction of Bishops music.
Some special highlights of the year that
spring to mind include: winning the Mazinta
Cup water polo; going undefeated in the local
hockey league; beating Wynberg in a 2-day
cricket match and bagging a brace of rugby
wins against arch-rivals, Rondebosch, as well
as claiming the prize scalp of Paarl Boys’ High
at Newlands rugby stadium. Add to this the
magnificent Bishops Classical Pops, which
surpassed all expectations. In particular, Lood
van Niekerk’s mesmerizing piano piece which
left the crowds in awe. The ever-popular
Eisteddfod was another overwhelming success
and The Great Gatsby was an excellent and
professional production.
The Bishops boys really showed their true
colours this year by participating in numerous
awareness campaigns, such as the headshaving for cancer; ice-bucket challenges for
ALS and many more. I applaud you all on
your fine efforts, taking up the cudgels for
noble causes is part of the Bishops DNA and
should be carried through as the years go on.
Often we take it for granted to have the
opportunity to attend such a fine institution
like Bishops. We are so fortunate and we have
our parents to thank for their continued love
and support. My family has been behind me
the whole way and helped me endure the
challenges of the year. Thanks for the time,
love and effort you have put in to ensure my
happiness. I love you all so much.
There are a few other parties I’d like to
thank as well: I’m going to miss my House
Director, Mr Wallace’s pep talks where he’d
share his wise words of wisdom with me,
usually going along the lines of, ‘Jordan,
ul-ti-mate-ly you must con-soli-date and contextua-lize the sit-u-ation.’ Sir, you were always
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there to make sure I was heading down the
right path and offered me so much support
and backing. Just like any good Liverpool
supporter, ‘you never let me walk alone’. I had
the pleasure of listening to the man with the
voice of an angel, Mr Carletti, during morning
chapel services. Whenever I was in doubt
about the tune of a hymn, which was often
because I am borderline tone deaf, I would
casually pause to listen to Mr Carletti and then
try my utmost best to follow suit. I’d like to
thank Mr Pearson and Mr Jacobs for all their
support and guidance with respect to my role
this year. Also thanks to the Heads and Deputy
Heads of Houses who have done a great
service to the school and who have left their
own special mark in their respective Houses.
I have now reached the part of my speech
where I am going to try and offer a few words
of wisdom. Before I attempt this, however,
I believe it necessary to mention that I have
been made fully aware by some of my friends

that there is a certain amount of pressure on
me this morning - to quote Jonathan Sheefeni,
‘If you do not make me cry, you have failed as
a Head Boy!’
Sheefeni, standing up here at the moment,
I cannot explain how much I want to make
you cry – a good upper cut to the jaw might do
the trick, but it’s probably not what you had in
mind. I must confess that I was guided in the
right direction by some of the greats. Besides
my Dad and Mr Jacobs, the first great I turned
to was Confucius and he said, ‘Success depends
upon previous preparation, and without such
preparation there is sure to be failure.’As far
as preparation is concerned, Bishops is an
institution that prepares you well: for your
exams, for your sport and culture and for your
future. Bishops instils the correct morals and
values in you and morphs you into a complete
gentleman that makes your friends, your family
and yourself proud. We owe it to ourselves
to reflect on our time here; our successes, our
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failures and our intense preparation. The 1st
XV rugby team was able to play that beautiful
brand of running rugby because of their
hard work and preparation with fitness and
conditioning fanatic – Steve Mac – a name
that sends shivers down the spine of any rugby
player, or even any cricketer as of late, who
has endured a field or gym session with Steve.
People from other parts of the city have asked
me what a day at Bishops is like. If I had to
describe a day at Bishops to you, I’d start off by
saying that it’s significantly longer than a day
anywhere else; it’s definitely not a 24-hour day,
it’s more like 30 hours long.
Grade 8: you are like early-morning House
runs: you’re sleep-deprived and exhausted, but
you’re getting into shape in order to be able to
deal with the rest of your high-school careers.
Grade 9s – you are like tutor periods: you’re
in a familiar space, but you’ve escaped from
the grade 8 responsibilities, and are waiting for
the challenges that lie ahead. You are about to
embark on a journey that will transform you
into the man you become when you leave the
gates of Bishops.
Grade 10s – you are like open periods:
you’ve left the not-so-tough times of grade 9
and begun another relaxed year with Epic and
Exchange. However, your time is coming soon,
so rather than counting down the days, make
the days count.
Grade 11s – you are like the afternoon
sport’s practices: you’ve changed and are all
kitted up and ready for the challenges to come.
You guys are about to take the reins from the
Matric Class of 2014 – 150 of my brothers
who have called Bishops home since 2010. I
have full faith that you will be able to take the
Bishops name proudly forward next year and
uphold and maintain the values and traditions
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associated with our beloved school.
Grade 12s – we are like the beautiful sunsets
that appear over our stunning Table Mountain
vista. You’re looking over the pristine Bishops
campus and reflecting on your time spent, but
the sad truth is, that like that sunset, you won’t
be there in the morning.
So, how do we say goodbye to such a special
place? A place that will forever have a superemotional spot in our hearts. My advice is,
‘don’t cry because it is over, smile because it
happened’. We are all so privileged to have
had the opportunity of attending Bishops.
Everything we have learned here will hold
us in good stead in our futures – an exciting
time of change and challenge. A message to
my fellow matrics for the future ahead: Jimmy
Dean said, ‘I can’t change the direction of
the wind, but I can adjust my sails to always
reach my destination.’ Guys: good luck for the
years to come. Don’t forget: what lies behind
you and what lies in front of you, pales in
comparison to what lies inside of you all. You,
me – we all have the power to do, have and be
exactly all that we wish. I would like to thank
each and every matric for affording me the
honour to lead you this year. I’ve loved every
second of it and tried to do my best to help
make all your final years be the best they could
be. You guys, my brothers, have made it so
easy for me, by always offering a helping hand
and causing so few problems for us to deal with
this year. I will never allow these memories
ever to fade – the memories from the 5 best
years of my life – my 5 years at Bishops. I will
always take pride in donning the mitre; my
blood will forever be blue and my heart will
always beat to I Vow to Thee my Country. Thank
you for this opportunity and I hope I have
done you all proud. Pro fide et patria.

Prize Giving Awards

Mr Vernon Wood, Mr Geoff Kieswetter and Mr Marcus Bizony

Thomas Janisch

Finn Geldenhuys

Christopher Aubin

Daniel Mesham

Gerard Pieterse: The Philip Stent Trophy
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ACADEMIC PRIZES 2014
Grade EIGHT
Brandon Snider
Calvin-Ziegler Smith
Thomas Janisch
Finn Geldenhuys
Derek Reissenzahn
Tim Sharples
Jeff Malherbe
Jonathan Greyling
Karl Stapelberg
Michael Wilson-Trollip
William Bromley
Michael Beckurts
Dean Jacobs
Christopher Kotze
Ryan Labberte
Joshua Mol
Ryan Solomons
Michael Van den Heever
Nic Vine-Morris

Grade Prize 1st, An OD’s Mathematics Prize, Economic and Management
Sciences Prize, Geography Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Grade Prize 2nd, Biology Prize, Art Prize, Technology Prize, General Good Effort
Grade Prize 3rd, Life Orientation Prize, General Good Effort
Science Prize, Geography Prize (shared), General Good Effort
English Prize, Xhosa Prize, General Good Effort
French Prize, General Good Effort
History Prize
Afrikaans Prize
Drama Prize
Practical Music Course Prize
Non-practical Music Course Prize
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort

Special Mentions
English
Thomas Janisch; Ryan Labberte; Brandon Snider
Afrikaans
Francesco Guerrini; Ryan Labberte; Jordan Meyer
Xhosa
Okuhle Minyi; Daniel Nelson
French
Stephen Fourie; Max Froelicher; Francesco Guerrini
Mathematics
Thomas Janisch; Christopher Kotze;
	Derek Reissenzahn
Life Orientation
Finn Geldenhuys; Dean Jacobs; Jeff Malherbe
Science
Kamal Sacranie; Calvin-Ziegler Smith; Brandon Snider
Biology
Finn Geldenhuys; Thomas Janisch; Christopher Kotze
History
Joshua Mol; Jonathan Pletts
Geography
Calvin-Ziegler Smith; Logan Tait
EMS
Thomas Janisch; Christopher Kotze
Technology
Ryan Labberte; Theodore Psillos; Michael Wilson-Trollip
Art
Michael Beckurts; Ryan Labberte; James Shuttleworth
Drama
Joshua Mol; Karl Stapelberg
Music
Jonathan Greyling; Liam Gordon-Turner; Brandon Snider
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Grade NINE
Christopher Aubin
Angus Thring

Jamie Diggle
Mac Cheminais
James Hamilton-Russell
Nicholas Bowden
Kwangbem Ko
Felix Burt
Nayati Moodliar
Ross Tucker
Sanele Mayosi
Andrew Hodgson
Nicholas Featherstone
Luca Guerrini
Finbarr Lebona
Stephane Pienaar
Gregory Schoeman
Calum Wehmeyer
Richard Wellington
Special Mentions
English
Afrikaans
Xhosa
French
Mathematics
Life Orientation
Science
Biology
History
Geography
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Grade Prize 1st, Biology Prize, Strakosch Prize - Life Sciences, Art Prize,
Technology Prize, General Good Effort
Grade Prize 2nd, English Prize, Mary Clarkson Prize for Creative Writing,
Geography Prize, Mathematics Prize (shared), Strakosch Prize - Maths,
Economic and Management Sciences Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Grade Prize 3rd, History Prize, French Prize, General Good Effort
Afrikaans Prize, Mathematics Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Non-practical Music Course Prize, Life Orientation Prize (shared), General
Good Effort
Science Prize, Strakosch Prize - Physical Science, General Good Effort
Practical Music Course Prize , General Good Effort
The Gladys Manning Memorial Prize
Drama Prize
Life Orientation Prize (shared)
Xhosa Prize
Economic and Management Sciences Prize (shared)
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort

Christopher Aubin; Gregory Schoeman;
Richard Wellington
Christopher Aubin; Stephane Pienaar;
Nikolaos Tapanlis
Nicholas Bowden
Brendan Naude; Calum Wehmeyer
Christopher Aubin; Jamie Diggle;
Nicholas Featherstone
Christian Rohrer; Mitesh Valodia
Jamie Diggle; Nicholas Featherstone; Angus Thring
Luca Guerrini; James Hamilton-Russell;
Stephane Pienaar
Gabriel Makin; Angus Thring; Calum Wehmeyer
Christopher Aubin; James Hamilton-Russell
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EMS	
Technology
Art
Drama
Music
Grade TEN
Nicholas Janisch
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Christopher Aubin; Brendan Naude
Marcus Craig; Jamie Diggle; Nicholas Featherstone
Nicholas Bowden; Luca Powell; Richard Wellington
Andile Themba; Ross Tucker
Zola Baird; Jody Williams; Stephane Pienaar

Alexander Peile
Stuart Mesham
Carl-Phillip Lehmann
Jason van der Linden
Nikolai Piotrowski
Roch De Mey
James Cottrell
Akha Manjezi
Jonathan Frost
Ziyaad Bawa
Daniel Bodenstein
Mitchell Christy
Ahmed Dhansay
Boyd Kane
Christopher Mitchell
Jean Pienaar
Nicolas Rubin
Daniel Tate
Drew Turpin
Alexander Williams

Grade Prize 1st (Archbishop West-Jones), The Guy Currie Science Prize,
The Lascelles Birt Memorial Mathematics Prize, Strakosch Prize - Maths,
Music Prize, General Good Effort
Grade Prize 2nd, Strakosch Prize - Physical Science, Accounting Prize,
General Good Effort
Grade Prize 3rd, General Good Effort
Additional Mathematics Prize, Strakosch Prize - Life Sciences
The Memorial Biology Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Economics Prize, The Andrew Henderson Memorial Biology Prize (shared),
General Good Effort
English Prize, General Good Effort
Information Technology Prize, General Good Effort
The O.D. Prize for Afrikaans
Art Prize
The Stanley Clarke Junior History Prize
The Pauling French Prize
Maths Literacy Prize
Xhosa Prize
Geography Prize
Life Orientation Prize
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort

Grade ELEVEN
Liam Cook

Grade Prize 1st, Strakosch Prize - Physical Science, Science Prize (shared),

Luke Baker
Francois Stassen
Jonathan Rossouw
Andrew Henderson
Robert Lancefield
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Josh Knipe
Sam Jeffery
Christian Cotchobos
Soo-Min Lee
Jonti Oehley
Michael Thomson
Stefan Ranoszek
Benjamin Tzemis
David Bruchhausen
Jeremy Wilkinson
Elliott Gordon
Phiwe Mayosi
Julian Knobloch
Grade TWELVE
Daniel Mesham

Ihsaan Dawray
Nicholas Hyslop
Richard Freund
Nic Cullinan

Rahul Naidoo
Gerard Pieterse
Warren Black
Murray McKechnie
Jonathan Fish
Grant Soll
Andrew Bodenstein
Muhammed Razzak
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Biology Prize (shared), The Pauling French Prize, Art Prize,
General Good Effort
Grade Prize 2nd, General Good Effort
Grade Prize 3rd (shared), Economics Prize, General Good Effort
Grade Prize 3rd (shared), Afrikaans Prize, General Good Effort
Mathematics Prize, Additional Mathematics Prize, Strakosch Prize - Maths,
Science Prize (shared), Music Prize, General Good Effort
Strakosch Prize - Life Sciences, Biology Prize (shared), General Good Effort
The Edna Hodgson Prize for English, General Good Effort
Life Orientation Prize, General Good Effort
History Prize
Accounting Prize
Information Technology Prize
Geography Prize
Xhosa Prize
Maths Literacy Prize

Grade Prize 1st, Gorham Mathematics Prize, Harry Robinson Prize for
Mathematics and Science, The Thresher Prize for Physics, Information
Technology Prize, Economics Prize, Mark Newton-Thompson Afrikaans
Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Grade Prize 2nd (shared), Visual Arts Prize, Mark Newton-Thompson
Afrikaans Prize (shared), General Good Effort
Grade Prize 2nd (shared), An Old Boy’s Prize for Science, Life Orientation
Prize, General Good Effort
Xhosa Prize, Stanley Clarke History Prize (shared), The Warham Searle
Prize for Southern African History, General Good Effort
Stanley Clarke History Prize (shared), Sybil McGregor Prize for Historical
Research, Bertha Solomon Prize for South African History,
General Good Effort
Edward Ridge Syfret English Prize, Victor Lewis Prize for Biology,
General Good Effort
First Pauling French Prize, General Good Effort
Gray House Old Boys’ Prize for Additional Maths, General Good Effort
Music Prize
Helen Liddell Geography Prize
Martin Silberbauer Prize: Most Industrious Geographer
PriceWaterhouseCoopers Prize for Maths and Accounting
Accounting Prize
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Liam Tennis
Tim Allan
Rhys Farrell
Harshil Govan
Jamian Heesom-Baron
Benson Joubert
Taku Mtombeni
Philip van Biljon
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Maths Literacy Prize
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort
General Good Effort

OTHER SPECIAL PRIZES
Alexander Peile
The Junior Reading Prize
Angus Thring
The Charles Morris Memorial Essay Prize
Daniel Mesham
The Writer’s Prize, The Ashburnham Prize for English Reading
Mitchell Christy
The Headmaster’s Junior English Speech Prize
Rahul Naidoo
The English Verse Prize
Stefan Ranoszek
The Hands Memorial Essay Prize
Thomas Orton
The H.J.Kidd Speech Prize
Carl-Philip Lehmann
The Junior Louis Esselen Welsprekendheidskompetisie
Francois Stassen
Die Junior J.S.M.Viljoen Skrywersprys, Die Junior Voordrag
Hamid Toorabally
Die Senior Voordrag
Jamian Heesom-Baron
The Senior Louis Esselen Welsprekendheidskompetisie, (Second Language)
Lood van Niekerk
Die Senior J.S.M.Viljoen Skrywersprys, The Senior Louis Esselen
Welsprekendheidskompetisie
Thomas Orton
Michael Cameron Computer Prize
Daniel Lombard
The Sam Butler Drawing Prize
Daniel Toy
Rembrandt van Rijn Medal
Ihsaan Dawray
Leonardo da Vinci Medal, The Pierneef Cup for Art
Lood van Niekerk
The Brian Guillemard Prize for Major Contribution to Music in the School
Richard Freund
The Prize for the Best Contribution to the Choir, The Graham Coote Prize
for the Best Contribution to an Ensemble
Shannon Thebus
The Sholto Cole Organ Trophy
Jason Botha
The Prize for the Most Improved Musician
Lood van Niekerk
The Piano Prize
Nicholas Hyslop
Instrumentalist’s Prize
Simon Thompson
The John Joubert Cup for Composition
Pule Nkopane
The Masey Prize for Environmental Studies (shared)
Siseko Maweyi
The Masey Prize for Environmental Studies (shared)
Soo-Min Lee
The Solomon Prize for Excellence in Competition Mathematics
Jamian Heesom-Baron
Rotary Club of Claremont ‘Service Above Self ’ Award
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Lidderdale Prize for Considerateness

Jonty Quenet

Mervano da Silva
Gerard Pieterse
Matthew Boynton
Jamian Heesom-Baron
Rupert Langerman
Simon Thompson
Michael Wright
Jonty Quenet
The Bob Snape Prize for Enthusiasm

Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy

Calven Wilson
Brandon van der Westhuizen
Richard Schwulst
	Daniel Tate
Nabeel Goolam Mahomed
Joseph Linley
Max Newbury
Ben Steyn
Ihsaan Dawray
The George Hodgson Prize
Gerard Pieterse
The Philip Stent Trophy
Nicholas Cullinan
The Roston Franks Memorial Floating Trophy
Garth Turner
The Tuppy Owen-Smith Trophy for Excellence in Sport
Robert McGregor
The Speciality Prize for Smaller Sports
Kimon Haralambous
The Doug Todd Trophy for Sport (shared)
Andrew During
The Doug Todd Trophy for Sport (shared)
Justin Rowe-Roberts
The Jamison Prize for Athletics
Nicholas Hyslop
The O.D. All-Rounder’s Prize
Thomas Orton
The O.D. Merit Prize

Nicholas Hyslop: The OD All-Rounder’s Prize
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inspires individuals

■ Back Row: L Leach D Huppert H Govan P Van Den Heever S Schneiderman J Irvine N Cullinan C Bell W Black J Quenet S Bailie B Joubert Z Herberstein J Heunis
M Jordan M Boynton J Ryall J Woolley T Kuhn J Beningfield
■ 6th Row: J Heesom-Baron A Rohrer B Meyer D Mesham L Schofield R McGregor J Battersby R Andreas T Meyer B Malandrinos L Gordon C Roos M Froelicher
J Roche M Hanley J Smuts L Bersella J Macintyre P Heywood C Viljoen
■ 5th Row: P Bonavera S Hodgson J Gilson J Botha J Bester A Obadeyi B Wright 0 Burt S Abrahams P Mitchell C Young D Bruiners L Hudson M Chiti U Vassen
M McKechnie T Vidal A Rothschild N Hyslop A Raubenheimer
■ 4th Row: M van Niekerk M Kerswill N Bailey D De Villiers N Narismulu J Fish C Whiting S Murphy M Da Silva L Hill J Strydom J Blyth K Chin M Inskip
S Maweyi D Yona J David L Tennis S Bristow R Walters R Roux J Jameson
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■ 3rd Row: B Brake P Ntloko M Reuvers 0 Dhalluin T Orton N Jairo J Sheefeni J Carey K Morojele J Wilensky A Immelman B Kilpin J Friedmann P Nkopane M Wright
L Hepburn A Gomes K Jacobs L Whaley W Warne C Gray
■ 2nd Row: S Wells I Dawray C Lea M Razzak M Sellier G Anderson J Conrad T Mtombeni R Schoeman F Ahmed T Salie A Litkie S Voss R Valbom B Opie
R Langerman R Farrell S Baartman 0 Matheson Y Majal A Collings
■ Front Row: P van Biljon C Barnard L van Niekerk R Naidoo K Haralambous N Bester D Lombard T Van As G Pieterse (Deputy Head Boy) J Flax (Head Boy)
G Pearson (Principal) R Freund (Deputy Head Boy) J Bennett S Thompson G Soll J Rowe-Roberts T Allan G Welham M Linley S Mitchell
■ Insets: A Bodenstein A During J Epstein S Maslin D Toy G Turnbull G Turner
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HEADS OF HOUSES 2014

■ Back Row: R Naidoo L van Niekerk G Welham C Barnard G Pearson (Principal) T Allan M Linley G Soll J Rowe-Roberts
■ Front Row: K Haralambous T Van As N Bester R Freund (Deputy Head Bqy) J Flax (Head boy) G Pieterse (Deputy Head Boy) D Lombard J Bennett S Thompson

ten club 2014

■ Back Row: R Farrell S Thompson N Hyslop R Freund D Mesham I Dawray
■ Front Row: R Naidoo N Cullinan (Chairman) V Wood (Deputy Principal) P Nkopane T Orton
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13 Year ties

■ Matric Recipients of 13-year ties.

thomas orton

Thomas Orton is congratulated on winning the
OD Merit Prize at the Bishops Prize Giving

Thomas Orton, winner of the OD Merit Prize
in 2014, was the subject of an article in the Cape
Argus on 27 October 2014:
While most matric pupils are starting their final
exams today, Thomas Orton has already started
university. In fact the 18-year-old Bishops pupil
from Tokai started his tertiary education several
months ago and has been swopping his uniform
for civvies halfway through the school day and
hopping on to the Jammie shuttle for classes
at UCT. He was allowed to enter university

because he has completed his A-levels in several
subjects and is not writing the National Senior
Certificate exams. The A-levels are usually
written by students in the UK as a school leaving
qualification and can be written at a few schools
in the Western Cape. “I don’t know why but I
just got interested in them (A-levels). So from
Grade 9 I started doing a couple for fun in my
free time. I would just buy the text book and
then two or three months before the exams I
would just read over it.” Orton said that because
he had passed his A-levels in further maths,
UCT gave him a credit for first-year maths and
allowed him to do a second-year maths course.
He is also doing a second-year physics course.
And if school and university life wasn’t enough
to fit into his busy schedule, Orton also won the
Programming Olympiad, scooped the top spot in
physical science in the national Science Olympiad
and a gold medal in the English Olympiad. He
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travelled overseas three times this year, including
once to participate in the London International
Youth Science Forum. Academics are not his
only interest. He is also a keen hockey player,
plays the piano and achieved provincial colours
in debating. Asked what his future plans were,
Orton said that for his undergraduate studies

he was not planning on focusing on a specific
career but was more interested in “a broad-based
education”. He said one of his interests was
Artificial Intelligence. “I like the idea of one day
having super intelligent machines that can solve
lots of problems.”
Ilse Fredericks

news from the houses
FOUNDERS
House Director: Dave Mallett
Head of House: Tom Murray
Deputy Head of House: William Day
achieving podium finishes in Heats Week
2014 is coming to a close and as we look back
(1st), Sports Day (3rd) and Relay Sports (3rd).
at the various achievements of Founders boys
Founders also managed to win both senior and
in all aspects of Bishops, we can safely say it
junior Tug-of-War and the toughly contested
has been a brilliant year for Founders. Under
Inter House rugby. The House’s contribution
firm leadership from Tom van As (Head of
of 4 players to the 1st Water Polo team as well
House), Graham Welham (Deputy Head
as 2 players to the 1st Rugby team, 2 players
of House) and the rest of the matric year, we
to the 1st Hockey team, 2 players to the 1st
have succeeded in keeping up the excellent
Cricket team, is evidence of the talent Founders
name of Founders. Thanks must also be given
has to offer. Congratulations to Liam Neill
to Mr Mallett, Mr Glanvill, Dr Murray and Ms
for making the SA u18 Water Polo team and to
Chateau for refining the House in all aspects.
Zack Herbestein, Seamus Murphy and
Founders excelled once again this year in a
Michael Alberts for their selection to the
variety of sports. The first term saw Founders

Braai on the Founders Terraces: Tom Murray
(Head of House 2015), Lubelo Scott and
Brandon van der Westhuizen

The Founders Quad
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Western Province u18 team. Congratulations
must also be given to Mervano Da Silva for
being selected for the Coca-Cola Craven Week
– many a remarkable achievement!
Founders also managed to impress on the
academic front. The Prize Giving was a
success with many boys winning prizes: Nyati
Moodliar (Drama Prize), Francois Stassen
(Grade Prize 3rd), Robert Lancefield
(Economics Prize and Biology Prize), Josh
Knipe (Grade Prize 2nd), and Sam Jeffery
(Grade Prize 3rd and Economics Prize).
Congratulations to Christian Stellik
(Wanganui Collegiate, New Zealand),
Brandon van der Westhuizen
(Framlingham College, UK) and James
Murray (Culford School, UK) for being
chosen for the Bishops Exchange Programme.
We have heard many great stories from
Christian and eagerly await news from Brandon
and James. We trust they will thoroughly enjoy,
and learn a lot from, their time abroad.
With the tunes of “Come Together” by the
Beatles and “Crocodile Rock” by Elton John
still stuck in our heads and a disappointing
Eisteddfod in which we “unofficially” came 4th
for Inter House singing, we are determined to

Inter House rugby trophies: Musa Nyangiwe,
William Day and James Ipser

improve next year’s result with at least one Owl.
The annual Grade11 leadership camp was
successful, resulting in great bonding with each
other and Mr Mallett. Many plans were made
for next year and it is just a matter of time
before we start seeing big differences.
With the end in sight, we wish all the Matrics
well for their important upcoming exams.
We also would like to express our gratitude
to the matric group of 2014 for the examples
they have set for us as leaders. Their immense
contribution to the Founders Terraces has also
helped make the House a much better place.
Tom Murray and Josh Knipe

SCHOOL
House Director: Jannie de Villiers
Head of House and Deputy Head of School: Jarryd Lurie
Deputy Head of House: Liam Cook
Head and Deputy Head of House, Jarryd
After a busy and demanding second term, the
Lurie and Liam Cook respectively. Jarryd
School House boys were able to maintain the
Lurie was also appointed as Deputy Head of
level of success synonymous with the House.
School and Head of Boarders for 2015.
In the Eisteddfod, we won the inaugural
Just before this year’s Matrics knuckled
Boarders’ Owl thanks to a combined matric
down for their final exams, leadership awards
effort lead by Siseko Maweyi. The matrics
were awarded to the following: Gerard
of 2015 look to retain the prestigious award
Pieterse, Tim Allan, Siseko Maweyi, Pule
under the leadership of the newly elected
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U16 Sevens Team

Senior Sevens Winners

School House confirmation candidates with
Archbishop Thabo Makgoba

Nkopane, Jez MacIntyre and Christopher
Viljoen (with distinction). Conor Young,
Devon Bruiners, Luke Leach, Jarryd
Strydom (with merit). Dean de Villiers,
Pierre Heywood, Garth Turner, Paolo
Bonavera, Joshua Epstein, Curtly Roos.
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As always, School House performed very
well in Inter House sports as well as in other
sporting achievements. The senior rugby team
won the Inter House final by beating White
House. In soccer, the seniors triumphed once
again, this time over Founders House, to claim
the Inter House trophy in a penalty shootout.
Provincial and first team representatives
in sport were as follows: Rugby: Gerhard
Pieterse (WPu18), Jez MacIntyre
(WPu18), Andre Manuel (WP Academy),
J-P Smith (WPu18), Luke Leach, Devon
Bruiners, Jarryd Lurie, Tristan Leyds
and Brandon Salomo. Seb Prentice
(WPu16B). Hockey: Garth Turner (SAu18),
Jarryd Strydom. Cricket: Tim Allan,
Matthew Rudston. Squash: CalvinZeigler Smith (WPu14). Tennis: Jarryd
Lurie and Daniel Gregory. Golf: Liam
Cook. Cycling: Chris Viljoen. Nathan
Mngomezulu also represented WP for
Touch Rugby.
School House was able to accumulate a
number of prizes at the annual Prize Giving
ceremony. In Grade 8 Calvin-Ziegler
Smith won five prizes and was placed second
in the grade. In Grade 9 Luca Guerrini
won a prize for general good effort. In
Grade 10 Calvin Wilson was awarded the
Thomas Dudley Persse Trophy. In Grade
11 Liam Cook received seven prizes and
was placed first in the grade, while Julian
Knobloch won the Mathematical Literacy
Prize. In Grade 12: Gerard Pieterse was
awarded the French Prize, Lidderdale Prize,
Philip Stent Trophy and prize for general
good effort. Garth Turner received the
Tuppy Owen-Smith Trophy for excellence
in sport, while Tim Allan received a prize
for general good effort. Pule Nkopane and
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Siseko Maweyi shared the Masey Prize for
environmental studies.
We would also like to thank the cleaning
and cooking staff as well as our resident interns
for their hard work and guidance. We also

thank Mr de Villiers, Mr Walsh and Mrs
Koegelenberg for their care. We look forward
to another exciting year for School House in
2015.
Jarryd Lurie and Liam Cook

WHITE
House Director: Warren Wallace
Head of School: Jordan van Tonder
Head of House: David Bruchhausen
Deputy Head of House: Siya Qamgwana
commended for assisting in shaping
the boys in the House to become
brilliant individuals.
The matric group of White
House 2014 was a great bunch of
boys. They were all approachable
and were successful in adapting
to a very different senior-junior
relationship compared to the one in
place when they were the juniors in
the House. This made the House a
happy environment to be in. They
showed great leadership this year
and were the inspiration for the 2015 motto
2014 in White House was a year that really
for leadership, “Leading through influence and not
stood out for different reasons. Despite not
authority”. Ultimately, they will be remembered
winning any trophies this year, the boys in
as a group that the House looked up to simply
the House showed great courage in getting
for their excellence in many respects and
us into many finals, but it seemed as though
through this diverse excellence, they truly
there was just something lacking to get us
accomplished their goal set in their motto,
over the finish line. Nevertheless, the diversity
“Aspire to inspire”. As White House leaders and
of the House really stood out this year as
matrics for 2015, we shall strive as a unit to
we had boys prevailing in many different
take this prestigious House to new heights. We
aspects of the Bishops life. White House has
believe that the recipe for a successful year will
been blessed with outstanding individuals
be based around the foundations and examples
in the past few years and the 2014 Head
set by us. Excellent discipline in the House will
Boy, Jordan Flax, and the 2015 Head Boy,
be the primary goal and from there, we will
Jordan van Tonder, have both come from
see the successes of the House and the boys
the House. The tutors, House Directors
branch out. Muhammad Ali once said, “With
and Housemother, Mrs Dimbleby, can be
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From academics to cultural life to
the sports field and in the leadership
of the school, we have truly been
blessed, and for each and every one
of us, it is an honour and privilege
to be part of this group. We hope to
influence others to strive to achieve
and perform at their optimum level
and in doing this, shall endeavor
to fulfill the goal set in our motto,
“Leading through influence not authority”.

faith, discipline and selfless devotion to duty, there is
nothing worthwhile that you cannot achieve.” This
quote epitomizes what will be key for success
in White House next year. If we inspire the
House and earn their trust and faith in us, we
will be able to achieve great things.
Our matric group for 2015 is an outstanding
bunch, having boys who are front runners in
almost all aspects of the school life at Bishops.

Flag Raising: Duma Gcabashe and
Stuart Boynton

Matric Portfolios
for White House
head of school: Jordan Van
Tonder (assist with Cultural portfolio)
head of house: David Bruchhausen (as well
as the Discipline portfolio)
deputy head of house: Siya Qamgwana (as
well as the Discipline portfolio)
pastoral grade 12: Ross Church
grade 11: Stefan Olbrich
grade 10: Liam Blackstock
grade 9: Callum Parton
grade 8: James Van Niekerk
academics: Stefan Olbrich
cultural: Tim Jankovich
sport: Justin Nel and Cornel Smit
spirit: Leonardo Potgieter
communications: Sebastian Hanekom and
Llewellyn Shanjengange
spirituality: Chris Hitchman
house manager: Ilyaas Petersen
community concerns: James Van Niekerk
and Tim Jankovich
srf: Justin Nel
food and functions: Sebastian Chisin
green - recycling: Tadhg Dewar
president’s awards: Leonardo Potgieter.
David Bruchhausen
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GRAY
House Director: Joc Wrensch
Head of House and Deputy Head of School: Tom Richardson
Deputy Head of House: Piers Johnston

Gray House Matrics celebrate
Eisteddfod Owl success.

Once again Gray House has seen great
success in a year filled with some outstanding
achievements. There is no doubt that many
of these achievements stem from the awesome
energy and enthusiasm that is generated within
our House. This can be greatly attributed to Nic
Bester, Lood van Niekerk and the rest of
the Gray House Matrics for doing such a superb
job at the forefront of leadership this year. One
achievement in particular, which involved a
combined effort from all the Gray House boys,
epitomized this success. In the very competitive
Eisteddfod competition of 2014, all the boys
represented the House in at least one area, from
Music, Speech and Art to our fantastic House
play and the very exciting Movement. Due to
our exceptional efforts we managed to win the
Performance Owl, Art Owl as well as the Prelim
Owl. We also managed a 2nd place for both the
Singing and Music Owls. All in all, we won the
Eisteddfod and collected the Overall Owl for the
second year in a row, which provided a morale
boosting start to the mid-year holidays. Special
mention must go to Lood, for his tremendous

Gray House placed 2nd in the Inter House Golf –
Anton Volkel, Cole Cruickshank; Michael Hanley and
Alexander Immelman

efforts in the daunting task of leading the Inter
House Singing, as well as to all the Matrics who
led in the different areas of the Eisteddfod.
As usual, Gray House has had another
solid term in the sporting arena, with several
fine performances from individuals, and
from the House as a whole. On the rugby
field, Gray House had a strong showing of
1st XV players with representation from Nic
Bester, Tim Kuhn, and Jesse Wilensky
wearing the Bishops Blue. With regards to
hockey, Tom Richardson and Michael
Hanley represented Gray strongly in the 1st
XI. On more individual performances, Cole
Cruickshank was recently placed 6th on
the Men’s WP Golf Order of Merit list after
some good performances on the course, and
also helped Gray House place 2nd in the Inter
House golf competition, as well as clinching the
individual trophy. At the inaugural Inter House
rowing competition, Gray House managed an
outstanding 1st place with a great performance
from the juniors in the 4km team event. A
mention must also go to James Faure for
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Grade 11 Leadership Camp: Nicholas van
Ryneveld, William Baldwin, Tom Richardson and Jack Harrison

travelling to Belgium as part of South African
Schools Rowing Union Development Squad.
The special Bishops Classic Pops took place
this year with a number of Gray House boys
getting involved in this very memorable event.
A stand out performance from Lood van
Niekerk as the main soloist for the evening was
a spectacle of its own. Congratulations to all the
Gray House boys who were involved, as well as
to Mr Wrensch for his immense contribution
to the wonderful event. We can all be proud
of another successful year from Gray House,
and look forward to many more exceptional
accomplishments!
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Piers Johnston (Deputy Head of House) and
Tom Richardson (Head of House and Deputy
Head of School)

Gray House has a strong momentum from
this year, and as the grade 11s have now taken
up the reins as leaders of the House, we are
looking to keep everyone moving forward!
With the transition now in place, the House
is responding well to the new leaders and the
focus is back on exams and the Epic. This
year’s Matrics have set a high standard, but
we are looking forward to the challenge of
following in their footsteps and keeping up the
legacy of strong leadership in Gray House.
We anticipate another year of outstanding
performances and great House spirit!
Tom Richardson and Piers Johnston

OGILVIE
House Director: Glen Gibbon
Head of House: Tom Sutcliffe
Deputy Head of House: Dylan Maxwell
of the House’s many talents, and this is
Following the success of Ogilvie’s big
especially true with the Inter House fencing
Eisteddfod push, the House came back
trophy. Robert McGregor and Philip van
from the winter break ready to continue our
Biljon are the stalwarts of Bishops fencing
successes into the second half of the year.
and have won the competition for the House
The second semester never fails to offer new
in all five of their years at the College. The
challenges of exams, Epic and leadership, and
team dominated this year, beating Gray 45-15
the Oggy lads have tackled these challenges
on the way to the final where they triumphed
with utmost enthusiasm.
over Mallett. Keeping with the theme of the
Winning silverware has always been one
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The winning senior hockey team,
featuring both brothers of the Gardener,
Hyslop and Kilpin families

Gold-winning golfers after a good day
at Royal Cape: Peter Thacker, Jonathan
Smuts, Nikolai Piotrowski, Nic Pithey

minor sports, Jonny Smuts’ golf team set out
to go one-up on last year’s 2nd place at the
Royal Cape. That they did with ease, while
Nic Pithey came second in the individual
competition and Peter Thacker won ‘Rookie
of the Year’. One cannot forget the big winter
sports duo of Hockey and Rugby, and it goes
without saying that we excelled in these. The
senior Inter House hockey team had a nail
biter of a competition after squeezing into the
final after a long penalty shootout in the semis
that really put the keepers through their paces.
The final was not as close, and we cruised
through to victory over Gray.
The fourth term was the term of change,

starting with changes in and around the
House. While the boys were away on holiday
the builders arrived to give the entrance and
quad a fresh lick of paint and to install a
fantastic new bathroom. This also saw the
leavers presenting their gift to the house: a new
trophy cabinet which will relieve the currently
overflowing display in the matric room. Of
course, this meant it was time for the change
in House leadership. Ogilvie celebrated the
achievements of the Matric class of 2014 with
the “Rock and Roll” House Dinner held in
mid-October, and amidst a night of laughter
and nostalgia, the new leadership team was
announced. Tom Sutcliffe is the Head of
House for 2015, and his Deputy Head is
Dylan Maxwell. Jake and Justin have led the
House from strength to strength this last year,
and they leave a legacy which is sure to be
continued.
2014 really has been a showcase of all that is
good in Ogilvie, not only because we overfilled
the trophy cabinet, but also because of the
amazing spirit and dedication shown by each
boy. We’ve stuck together as a team, and the
memories of this year will last forever. A fin.
Daniel Mesham

Ogilvie’s real rock stars at the “Rock
and Roll” dinner: Jake Bennett and
Adam Rothschild.
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KIDD
House Director: Graeme Klerck
Head of House: Nicholas Frankenfeld
Deputy Head of House: Matthew Roberts
With the departure of this year’s matrics,
Kidd House has handed over its leadership to
a bright and promising set of grade 11s, under
the guidance of Nicholas Frankenfeld
(Head) and Matthew Roberts (Deputy). But
the incoming matrics aren’t the only change
the leadership in Kidd House will experience
in the next term. In a teary-eyed farewell at
our House dinner, we bade farewell to our
beloved Mr Russell Drury. We wish him well
on his expedition to Clifton Prep, Durban,
sure in the knowledge that he will be a sorely
Kidd House Dinner
missed in Kidd House leadership and vibe.
Though our Eisteddfod cabinet seems
To continue the story of Kidd, where Benson
a little bare, the latter half of 2014 has
Joubert left off 6 months ago, we must start
been phenomenal for many individuals. six
by bidding farewell to its main characters, the
boys received academic ties and Simon
Matrics. It has been an inspiring year with you
Thompson received his academic jersey.
all and despite our disappointing Eisteddfod
Among the academic tie winners, Angus
performance, I can say with all certainty that
Thring also qualified for the third round
it was not for lack of trying, and the Matrics
of the SAMO Maths Olympiad, received
were the true driving force. Full leadership
a distinction for his grade 6 music exam
colours were awarded to Zandy Rohrer,
and had a piece published in English Alive.
Jamie Battersby, Benson Joubert, Max
Rhiyaan Smith won two prestigious music
Linley, and Simon Thompson.

The Victorious Kidd House U14 Sevens Team

Sisanda Connect Day
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competitions: the Pieter Kooij and Johan Vos,
and was announced as the vice-captain for
fencing (2015). Joshua Mol, Alex Peile,
and Jeremy Wilkinson flew to East London
to compete in the National Public Speaking
Competition. Alex Peile was selected to
represent South Africa in Hong Kong next
year. Jeremy Wilkinson has also recently
received his Debating and Ensemble ties.
He also placed in the top 30 of the National
Science Olympiad and the UCT Maths
Olympiad, in the top 20 of the National
Programming Olympiad and was selected for
the Ten Club. We also sported top achievers
at the regional Science Expo: Nathan
Fleming (bronze); Jason Hofmeyr (silver)
and Ziyaad Bawa (gold).
October saw Kidd showered in awards at
Prize Giving. fifteen students received awards;
a special mention must go to Angus Thring,
who placed 2nd in his grade and received 7
other individual subject awards.
In the sports arena, Kidd won the junior
squash trophy; Stuart Bristow received
Protea Colours for canoeing; and David
Laubscher was selected for the WP Karate

team. Julian van der Watt ‘wowed’ with his
plethora of karting achievements (recently 8th
at Super Rok World Championships; he also
won the National Cup), and our u14s won the
Inter House Sevens competition.
In other achievements, Benson Joubert,
part of the band Early Hours, won the ‘Get
Out The Garage Competition’ and will be
flown to New York after his exams to record a
single with the rest of his band.
The grade 11s organized a very enjoyable
Variety Concert and raised R4000 for
our charity, Sisanda Fundaytion. We have
collaborated with Sisanda in many ways
during the year. A few weeks ago we also held
a ‘connect day’, where the students of Kidd
House could meet, interact and play with the
kids they have helped throughout the year.
Looking forward, the future looks bright. Mr
Gerry Noel will be joining the ranks as Assistant
House Director. Mr Dean Sudding has also
joined us to add to our fine selection of tutors,
and the grade 11s are keen to show Kidd their
worth. I wish everyone well for the November
exams and the remainder of the year.
Jeremy Wilkinson

BIRT
House Director: Trevor Pasquallie
Head of House: Stefan Ranoszek
Deputy Head of House: Michael Thomson
As 2014 draws to a close, the new leadership takes
over and our matrics begin their final exams, it
is only fitting that we look back and celebrate
all that Birt has accomplished in the latter part
of this year. From the cultural successes of
Eisteddfod to triumphs on the sports field, 2014
has really been an all-round great year and a fine
way to celebrate our 30th anniversary. While
Head of House 2015, Stefan Ranoszek, and
we have added several trophies to the luminousDeputy Head of House, Mike Thomson
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Four Birt House Directors gathered at the
30th Anniversary Celebrations: Tom Fair,
Paul Murray, Trevor Pasquallie and Warwick Richter

green, stuffed animal in our trophy case, by far
the crowning achievement of the year was the
way in which the House pulled together; the
camaraderie and gees of the Birt House guys
is what truly made this year special, and I look
forward to carrying the successes of 2014 into
next year.
Eisteddfod 2014 will go down as one of the
best; not only did we come from 6th the year
before to narrowly losing out on a podium
position by half a point, but so too did the House
really enjoy doing so. The Debating final was
hard fought, however we came out as runner up,
while the House Plays were thoroughly enjoyed
by all. We emerged winners of both the Singing
and Movement sections and some stand out
individual performances in accompaniment. The
talent in the House was showcased in the Birt’s
Got Talent supper and concert in September.
This gees for Birt that was built around
Eisteddfod was carried into the Inter House
competitions with our juniors winning Inter
House hockey and taking second place in soccer
and rowing, while our seniors finished as runner
up in Inter House squash. The individuals within
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Eisteddfod Singing Owl Champions

the House also had their chance in the spotlight
with many of them being acknowledged at
our House dinner. Grade academic prizes
were awarded to Ryan Labberté (grade 8),
Christopher Aubin (grade 9), Luke Baker
(grade 10), Michael Thomson and Stefan
Ranoszek (grade 11 shared) and Richard
Freund (matric). Luc Janssens was awarded
the Canon Trophy through a matric vote and
Andie During became the first winner of
the Sports Achiever of the Year award. I would like
to take this opportunity to congratulate Saud
Abrahams on playing Craven Week rugby
and being awarded full colours for rugby; Luke
Baker on making the SA fly fishing team;
Stefan Ranoszek on winning the Jackson Cup
as individual squash champion and performing
well in the recent National Public Speaking
tournament where he placed fourth in the
country. He and Giuseppe Guerandi (placed
27th) have both been included in the national
team. Christopher Aubin was placed 8th
in the country for the Mathematics Olympiad.
Laurence Midgley and Matt Clayton have
been included in the new Simply Blue group.
Mike Thomson and Stefan Ranoszek both
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Birt’s Got Talent!

received academic jerseys and have been invited
to join Ten Club. Luca Bersella and Andie
During were awarded full colours for water
polo. Ryan Labberté won the Johnny Marr
Fishing Trophy. Tristan Hermans was again
awarded WP Junior Touch colours.
2014 has undoubtedly been a year to

Junior Hockey Champs

remember in the history of Birt. With exemplary
individual and team performances alike, Birt has
not lacked for accolades while the House spirit
forged throughout the year is something to be
cherished, and something that I hope to bring
forward into 2015.
Stefan Ranoszek

MALLETT
House Director: Marion Bradley
Head of House: Stefan Dominicus
Deputy Head of House: Rayhaan Surve
	
  

from a strong matric group who
led by example and upheld the
high standard which is expected of
the boys. They set the standard for
the class of 2015 and showed the
House what it means to be Mallett
Men. We reflect on a good year for
Mallett and look forward to next
year and the men it will produce.
The Mallet Dinner was a lovely
evening where we thanked our
Mallett Matrics at the annual House dinner
past matrics for the amazing year
we have had, received some good
The House was very well rounded in 2014 and
advice and enjoyed a delicious meal with
this showed in the vibe among the boys and
the Mallet boys and officially handed over
staff. The grade 8 boys joined Mallett without
leadership to the Matrics of 2015.
any hiccups which showed the promise that
The 2015 Mallett House leadership team
the year would bring. Mallett has benefitted
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The junior hockey team and their coach
manager, Warren Black

kicked off with a two-day conference at the
Protea Hotel in Durbanville. The aim of
the conference was to outline the strategies
needed to form a united and effective matric
group. The sessions were informative and
productive, with discussions involving each
and every portfolio, directed at helping
the Mallett matrics of 2015 focus on, and
effectively deal with, the challenges they will
face over the next year. This event can be
considered a profound success.
This year saw Mallett do fantastically
throughout cultural, academic and sporting
areas. Academically Mallet has shone as
each boy put in his best and the Matric class
received the award for the best academics in
the school for 2014. The winter Inter House
sporting events saw Mallett just missing
the play offs in the senior hockey and great
determination from the boys who dug up
those last bits of strength and gave it their all
in the Inter House soccer as well as a show of
absolute commitment and pride on the rugby
field. Various other Inter House events gave
the Mallett boys a chance to show off their
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Kimon Haralambous and Rahul Naidoo
handing over the leadership of Mallett to
Stefan Dominicus and Rayhaan Surve

“gees” and pride for the House. Next year is
looking to be a good sporting year with most
of the victorious teams this year being from
the younger grades. Eisteddfod is for many the
busiest time of the year, and for Mallett this is
no exception. With our entry slots crammed
full and an air of excitement permeating the
House, all the boys set out for their events,
ready to give of their best. After many hours of
hard work and a multitude of performances,
we won both Senior and Junior Debating, and
our finalists earned many top awards, which all
contributed to a pleasing result (third overall),
and a promising sign of what the years to come
have in store. Another huge cultural event was
Classic Pops and it was, without a shadow of a
doubt, an event not to be missed. It showcased
the very finest talent which the Music School
has to offer. No stranger to talent, Mallett men
could be seen performing in over 15 items,
ranging from the harmonious Simply Blue and
the roaring Rock Bands, to the ever-present
Choir and the simply fantastic Orchestra. This
diversity on display boded well for the Bishops
Eisteddfod next year!
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The winning senior debating team Eisteddfod 2014 (Tom Orton, Rahul Naidoo and
Muhammed Razzak)

The Mallet staff have played an integral
role in the successful functioning of the House
and continue to apply their talents to keeping
Mallet house thriving. Mr Steenkamp has
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been a part of Bishops and a part of Mallett
for almost two years now and is unfortunately
leaving the House to move to White House.
Although he came in 2013 it feels as though
he has been a part of the House for much
longer because as soon as he stepped through
the door he immediately had the Mallett
“gees”. Mr Steenkamp has brought so much
to Mallett and Bishops from the Xhosa
classroom to his endless care for each Mallett
boy. We will all be sad to see him leave Mallett
House and wish him well for his time at
White, but we will always remember him for
his favourite phrase, “Glory, Glory Mallett
House, Glory, Glory.”
Mallett has had a successful year and next
year promises to be the same, even better!
Stefan Dominicus, Rayhaan Surve and Alan Pohl
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college sport
FENCING
2014 has been another exciting and
action-packed year! The Bishops Club has
maintained its status as the foremost fencing
school club in the Western Cape. The High
Performance Academy entered its third
year at Bishops dedicated to developing the
standard of junior and cadet fencing in South
Africa. This year, we improved our medals’
table as well as the international ranking of
two of our senior fencers. The strength and
conditioning sessions continue to add to the
success and fitness level of our fencers.
African World Championships
March 2014.
Robert McGregor and Alex Collings

were selected to take part in the 2014 Junior
African Fencing Championships in Cairo,
Egypt in March of this year. Although
the team as a whole was considerably
inexperienced at international competitions,
when compared to previous years, they still
managed to be competitive at the highest
level, which is promising for the future of
South African fencing. There was success in
the team events, where both Rob and Alex
formed part of the u20 Men’s Foil team. After
eliminating a much-favoured Algeria 45-32 in
the semi-finals, SA went through to face the
hosts in the final. The SA team eventually fell
to an incredible Egyptian outfit, losing 45-28,
with Bishops fencers on that team collectively
winning 26 of those points!

Bishops fencers and two ODs all medal at the Cape Open.
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Finbarr Lebona (2nd from left) and Alaric McGregor (far right) – both won
bronze at the Junior Nationals.

Junior World Championships
April 2014
Robert McGregor attended the World
Championships this year in April, which was
held in Bulgaria! Robert fenced in cadet (u17)
and junior (u20) events at the world fencing
championships. He was also selected once
again to participate in the FIE sponsored
training camp in the weeks leading up to
the competition. He progressed through the
poules, however he entered the round of 128
against a Hungarian fencer ranked 7th in the
world. His final ranking in the competition
was 92nd. Mrs J Withers travelled with the
team as the South African Jr Team Manager
to Bulgaria.

Club Championship Evening
August 2014
The Bishops championship evening on
Tuesday 19th August, which included the ODs
and Inter House finals, was as much of an
occasion as it has been over the last few years!
AWARDS 2014
CERTIFICATES:
Alan Pohl, Nicholas Featherstone, Tristan Collis, Terry Kim
CLUB BADGES:
Bronze: Rhenda Tshifulara, Shirag Maharaj, Terry
Kim, Alaric McGregor, Gunther Cloete (re-award).
Silver: Jamie Diggle, Finbarr Lebona, Carl Philip
Lehmann, Chris Steyn, Kael Pillay, Cade Cannon
Gold: Rhiyaan Smith
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HALF COLOURS:
Philip van Biljon, Soo-Min Lee
CUPS:
Inter House Cup: Ogilvie, Best Swordsman:
Robert McGregor, Service Cup: Alex Collings
CLUB OFFICERS FOR 2014/2015
Captain: Soo Min Lee (M), Vice-Captain:
Rhiyaan Smith (K)
The OD Challenge was one of the
highlights of the evening, but the ODs
managed to win for the third year in a row.
Other Highlights from 2014: Robert
McGregor is currently ranked number one
in South Africa in Senior Men’s foil and Junior
Men’s foil. Alex Collings is currently ranked
8th in South Africa for Senior Men’s foil and
2nd for Junior Men’s foil. Alaric McGregor
and Jamie Diggle are ranked 9th and 11th
respectively for Junior Men’s foil in South Africa.
SOUTH AFRICAN COLOURS
Robert McGregor: u17 foil and u20 foil
Alex Collings: u17 foil and u20 foil
Once again, a great year for the club!
We look forward to an exciting 2015
year of fencing and all the challenges it
will bring. South Africa is also hosting
the Commonwealth Cadet and Junior
Championships in July 2015!
Jacky Withers

GOLF
The 2014 golf season was a really good one
for Bishops Golf. As always, whether for the
first or third team, our boys showed incredible
determination and a ‘never-say-die’ attitude.
Their willingness to give it their all until the
very last putt was inspiring. The incredibly
high rainfall experienced in Gauteng earlier
in the year meant that Glen Gibbon and a
handful of our best golfers had to settle for an
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alternative tour destination as the Dainfern
Challenge was washed out. The Woodlands
Classic, held at Serengeti Golf Course, more
than made up for the disappointment. Our
boys gained valuable experience and had
a great time of it. Jonathan Smuts set a
wonderful example as Captain of Golf this
year. His friendly disposition together with
contagious enthusiasm went a long way
towards making this year a wonderful one!
Cole Cruickshank (Grade 11) successfully
defended his individual title at the Bishops
Inter House Championship. He beat Nic
Pithey on the fourth extra play-off hole.
In addition to this, Cole was crowned the
2014 Royal Cape Club Champion (all ages)
and the 2014 Royal Cape Open Champion
(all ages). He achieved 3 second places in
GLACIER Junior WP series events; was
selected for the WP u19 Hexangular golf
team; finished 2nd in the 2014 WP Mini
Masters tournament; 3rd in 2014 Erinvale
Open; won Atlantic Beach Junior open and
participated in the World Junior series at
Langebaan. He currently plays off scratch
and is ranked 33rd SA BOYS. Our 1st team
finished third in the South A league. Our 2nd
team placed 2nd (on a count out) in the South
B league and our 3rd team won the South C
league. At the WP North/South playoffs, our
second team took home the bronze medals
while our 3rd side came home with silver.
The future for Bishops Golf is brighter than
ever and we look forward to further success
in future. Special mention must be made
of Mr Gary Coombe (2nd team) and Mr
Glen Gibbon (3rd team) for their support
and encouragement throughout the season.
Congratulations to all!
Mervin Walsh
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HOCKEY
1 XI
The Bishops 1st XI has certainly done the
school proud on the hockey field this year. I
am pleased that the team managed to meet
most of the challenges and in the process
produce an excellent and most memorable
2014 season. The pre-season camp and tour
to the ISHF to George provided the players
with the opportunity to get to know each
other and set the foundation for the season as
we operated with a squad system. This tour
proved invaluable, (losing to Oakhill, a school
we expected to beat) was a catalyst to our
team building process and allowed us to find
our best playing combinations and build the
foundation for the domestic season. Not much
was expected from this group of players, but as
the season unfolded the team began to work as
a unit and play some excellent team hockey. A
significant aspect of the team was to take each
game as it comes, not get too far ahead of
ourselves and play within our ability as a team.
With this approach some excellent results were
recorded and it was only at the last hurdle that
the team was beaten by arch rivals Wynberg
in the KO final. It would be harsh to define
the season by this loss after so much had been
achieved by a super bunch of players. This
certainly has to be one of the most memorable
seasons for the players that were well led by
Mike Wright, with Garth Turner and
Jeremy Ryall supporting him.
ST

Players acknowledged with Awards:
Full Colours: Garth Turner, Mike Wright, Justin
Nel, Lloyd Gardener, Jeremy Ryall. Half Colours:
Dayaan Cassiem, Simon Kilpin, Callum Parton, Tom
Richardson, Nic Hyslop, Ben Kilpin, Mike Hanley,
Graham Welham, Jarryd Strydom. It really good to
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see so many players being acknowledged and is
an indication of the character of the team.
TEAM AWARDS
Player of the Year: Garth Turner and Jeremy Ryall
Sportsman of the year: Michael Wright
Players’ Player: Ben Kilpin
WPA and SA National Player: u18A:
Garth Turner; u16A: Dayaan Cassiem
Thanks to a special squad of players whom
I really enjoyed coaching this year. Also, thank
you to Jason Mulder, my assistant coach; we
have enjoyed an excellent year together. I know
players have benefitted immensely from his
input. Bishops hockey is lucky to have him.
Bishops 1ST XI Hockey Statistics For 2014:
Played 23, Won 17, Draw 5, Los 2, Goals for 72,
Goals Against 24
Warren Wallace
2ND XI
The 2nd XI has had a good, solid season. A
fine team on paper, they were lucky enough to
have the opportunity to attend the St Stithians
1st Team Hockey Festival in preparation for
their season. They acquitted themselves well
in three of their matches, winning one and
drawing with the St Stithians’ 1st XI 2-2,
after being up for most of the game. They
then settled into a very good first half of the
season, ending it undefeated. They were not
as effective in term 3, when they narrowly
lost games to Paul Roos, Rondebosch and
Wynberg and a touring side from Oakham
School, in England. Fitness was really the
telling factor, with goals being conceded at
critical times, late in the second half of games.
This is something to consider for the boys who
will play in the top two teams next year. I was
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also thrilled that so many boys were able to
have opportunities in the 1st XI, even though
it sometimes disrupted our preparations and
matches – par for the course, when you such a
good 2nd XI. My thanks to Greg Edwards
for his fine job as assistant-coach and to the
boys in the team, who made it so enjoyable to
coach this year.
Graeme Klerck
3RD XI
The Third XI have enjoyed a hugely successful
season, as their results clearly show. We scored
a total of 42 goals over the 12 marches, with
Dean de Villiers being the top goal-scorer
(more than 17), and we only conceded 10.
This performance shows a solid defensive lineup, ably led by Schofield and Burton, and
latecomer, Jordan Van Tonder, as well as a
brilliant attack, as evidenced by the number of
goals scored by de Villiers, Ryall and others
in the front six, in addition to the awesome
drag flicks by Schofield. Thanks to Jamie
Wallace for the dedicated training sessions
and attacking and defensive drills. Without this
kind of coaching we would not have enjoyed
this level of success. Well done and thanks
to all for your contribution to a great and
enjoyable season.
Bishops 3RD XI Hockey Statistics For 2014:
Played 12, Won 8, Draw 2, Lost 2
John Holtman
4TH XI
At the start of the 2nd term, the athletically
adept fortress which is the 4th team hockey
assembled. Self-proclaimed the “force” of
Bishops Hockey, our short season proved that
we were a team to be reckoned with – on and
off the field. The season started with a flourish
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when we flustered the 3rds in a series of valiant
friendly matches – putting away some stunning
goals. We remained steadfast even after they
started stealing our best players in an attempt
to win! Under the coaching of the ever-patient
Leighland Daniels we grew together as
a team and showed our passion towards the
sport. Although I stand to be corrected, I
remember more victories than defeats – an
entirely unbiased recollection. The team
developed some serious all-round talent over
the two terms; all of which made us daunting
to any opposition. There was a great ‘gees’ in
the team and one of the finest memories was
the display of sprinting prowess from Ezra
“Young Lord” Williams, who beat Alessandro
in a hundred metre dash before our very eyes! It
was great having a committed group of matrics
– Andrew Bodenstein, Jamie Gilson,
Harshil Govan, James Irvine, Benson
Joubert, Chris Lea, Daniel Mesham
and Tom Orton – some of whose talent was
missed due to overseas trips and varsity exams
from Tom, illness from James and the broken
collar bone from Chris. Jamie Gilson doubled
up as the 3rd team goalie as well and had
some awesome games! Most of all though, the
developed skills of an entire team as a single
unit carried us through the season. I can say
with absolute pride that I have been part of the
growth of an incredible team under fantastic
staff leadership and can’t wait to be reunited
with most of them in 2015. We hope we made
you proud this season Bishops! Thanks to
Leighland Daniels and Mr Robertson for a
great season. One, two, three, FOURTHS!!
Mike Thomson
U16A
After a productive pre-season tour to

* Photograph: Evergreen at Lake Michelle
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Michaelhouse, where we beat St Charles, St
Johns and St Albans, we were ready to take
on the Western Province. We beat Wynberg,
Fairmont, Paarl Boys and Paarl Gym
convincingly. We only lost one game in the first
half of the season and it was truly a promising
start. Unfortunately in the 2nd half of the
season things did not go as well. We started
with losses to SACS, Paul Roos and Wynberg,
but recorded good wins against SACS (KO),
Central, DF Malan, and Chesterhouse (KO).
We were unfortunate to lose to Rondebosch in
the Knock-out Semi-Final. We were selected
to represent Western Province at the Western
Cape Play-offs and played against the best
school teams from Boland and SWD. We
won the tournament and head to Pretoria in
December to play in the South African School
Sports Championships. Wesley Gardener
was selected to the Championship winning
Western Province U16A team and Christian
Rohrer made the WP U16B team. Chris
Hyslop (Captain) and Malachy Barbour
were selected to the WP Disas team. George
Meadows’ leadership of the team this
year was valuable and he had the respect of
the team. I was extremely pleased with the
progress that each player made and I believe
that this group of players will be a force to be
reckoned with in the future.
Bishops u16A Hockey Statistics For 2014:
Played 16, Won 8, Draw 6, Lost 2
A-J Spieringshoek
U16B
The highlight of the season was a hard fought
win against Rondebosch in the second term,
largely thanks to a superb keeping performance
by Nick Proudfoot and an all-round team
effort. The team played for each other and
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enjoyed a great sense of camaraderie – this
showed in the results as apart from narrow
losses to Wynberg, we lost only one other match
against Paul Roos in the dying moments of the
game. Over the course of the season the team
progressed under the watchful eye of coach,
Ryan Schmitz, and Mr Steyn.
Drew Turpin
U16C
It was an interesting and enjoyable season for
the boys, coach and managers alike. The results
were evenly spread with four high score victories
and four losses with a draw against Wynberg.
Jake Beachy-Head is to be praised for his
role as captain, leading by example. Thanks
to the services of Harry Danckwerts as
coach for the season and to my replacement for
Term 2, Chris Bolze. Last minute changes in
venues caused some communication problems,
but Lloyd Jones amongst others led the way
with cell phone technology to rectify for the
future. Boys tend not to refer to the wind tunnel
notice board even though team lists are still
published. We were lucky to have the services
of replacement goal keepers due to the preseason injury of Evan Pandiani, so the time
and effort of Andile Themba and Nick Da
Costa were appreciated.
Mike Withers
U15A
The team had some significant wins (including
a win against Rondebosch in the final game
of the season). Michael Burton was a great
captain and enjoyed the support of Ivan
Stassen and Liam Dicker (as vice captains).
Shaylin Foflonker gained excellent skills
from the training he got throughout the season
and made a most reliable goalie. Other team
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members were: Matt du Plessis (scud missile
striker), James Gordon (Mr reliable), Tom
Warren (the poacher), Angus KennedySmith (BFG), Michael de Kock (double
defence), Luke Leach- Lewis (pocket rocket),
Josh Lowe (a.k.a. swag), Jack Newman (the
general), Marco Lanfranchi (stealth fighter),
Andrew Hodgson (rear admiral of the fleet)
and Robbie Lennett (the Energade man).
The team really enjoyed the coaching styles of
Michael Day and Ally Golding (both ODs).
The many hours of skill training paid off and
this was evident on the end-of-season tour to
Knysna and George. The team played 4 matches
against mixed-strength teams (all opposition sides
included some first team players). This was a
perfect way to end a very happy season. Thanks
must go to the parents who helped make the
season a success. Some of the team went on to
compete in the Inter School 8-a-side tournament.
Bishops won the tournament convincingly. A
special thanks to Jack Newman (captain) and
Lloyd Gardener (coach).
Leon Glanvill
U15B
The team had an unforgettable season and
ended with a goal difference of 23. It was
not an easy season as most of the schools we
played against did not have an u15 league
and so we played against u16 teams. Although
some of the results against these schools were
not as good as what we would have liked, we
gained plenty of experience. The team played
an attacking, unselfish style of hockey which
is synonymous with Bishops hockey. This style
was ever present in the games against SACS,
Paarl Boys and Bellville in which we scored
26 goals and conceded only 3. There were
some memorable moments in the season, but
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the highlight was when we played Wynberg
away. We were playing their u16 Team so we
knew it was going to be tough; we went into
the game extremely confident after a great
start to the season. We conceded six first half
goals and as you can imagine the mood at half
time was not great. A halftime pep-talk from
Mrs Campbell inspired us to a 1-0 second half
victory. The end result was a 6-1 loss, but that
second half performance was the best display
of hockey I saw from my team all year. Our
coaches were Ryan Julius, Lloyd Gardener and
Owen. Our manager was Mrs Campbell.
James Watson
U15C
This season was enjoyable, but also testing
for the U15Cs with great wins but also some
disappointing losses. The team was captained
by Robert Storey at first until he was
promoted to the B team leaving the captaincy
in the capable hands of Russell Hill. The
best moment had to be the unforgettable win
against Westerford in which we came back
from a two goal deficit to win 3-2 with two
goals being scored in the dying minutes of
the match. We also won an exciting match
against SACS and managed to win two of the
three matches we played against Westerford.
Even though some results weren’t as good
as we wanted, we never lost the drive to win
our matches and to have fun while playing.
The team’s progress and our team spirit
wouldn’t have been possible without Likhaya
Ntlokonkulu, our coach, and Mrs Campbell,
our manager.
Benedict Chetwin
U14A
As newcomers into Bishops College, all our
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hockey players were eager to impress and
grab opportunities from the start. This was
facilitated by the tours Bishops offered – either
to Michaelhouse or to Durban. The teams,
consisting of mixed ‘A’ and ‘B’ abilities, had
30 tenacious boys representing Bishops to the
best of their ability. In terms of results, it was
not what we all hoped for, but it was a great
chance to blend in with new team mates and
grow a relationship with our coaches. The
time for the first game of the season arrived
vs Settlers. All wearing the blue of Bishops,
we felt united as a team and ready to kickstart our season. With a great team effort
and the helpful guidance of our coaches, we
pulled off a great 5-0 win. The low-lights of
the season were losing in the semi-finals of the
knockout vs Central Hockey Club and our first
encounter with our arch rivals, Rondebosch.
In both games, we got totally out-played and
didn’t work together as a whole. We faced a
strong Wynberg side at home, to lose in the last
move of the game in a short corner. A tough,
but important lesson was learned that day,
that the game is not over till the final whistle
is blown! At the half-way mark in the season
our team had to adjust to a big change, with
our coach Ed being forced to leave South
Africa due to immigration issues. We were
then privileged enough to have the South
African Hockey Captain’s brother, Mr Smith,
as our coach. He brought a whole new aspect
into our team, with new tactics, commitment
levels and loads of energy! The highlight of
the season, must be claiming the double over
SACS. An awesome performance second time
round, putting the icing on the cake, we edged
closer to Bosch Derby Day to end the season.
With a string of quality performances and
tenacity, we were keen to get a win over our
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rivals. After great displays of hunger and team
brilliance, we played an outstanding game
of hockey. We came out of the game having
given it our all, so the loss didn’t linger in our
minds as we still felt proud of our performance
and how much we had grown as team since
our first encounter! It was a season that all the
u14s will remember and we are all incredibly
grateful for the effort the coaches put into our
team.
James Price
U14B
Term 2 started off very well with wins over
top schools, including SACS. This winning
streak came to a halt when we were faced
with two teams who were exceptionally skillful
and fast (Paul Roos and Paarl Boys), to whom
we unfortunately lost. At the end of the term
we faced our rivals, Rondebosch, and the
game was a rather disappointing one, but we
could all agree that we weren’t completely
focused from the start and we unfortunately
lost 4-0. The third term showed much more
consistency in terms of winning and in the way
we played. We improved our game and played
significantly better as a team. We beat SACS
for the second time, drew to Paarl Boys and
unfortunately lost to Paul Roos. The game that
everyone had been working towards finally
came. It was the final game of the season
against Rondebosch. All the hard work paid
off and we went into this game determined
to prove our worth. This was most definitely
proven with an unforgettable game where we
went from a previous loss of 4-0 to a 2-2 draw.
Thanks to our two coaches, Mr Maree and
Huw Newton-Hill, who continued to believe in
us throughout the season.
George Jones
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U14C
The team had an enjoyable season. Although
the results were up and down, they showed
great heart and character throughout. There
was a marked improvement in the skills and
play of everyone which was evident to all
who watched our games. Most of all the
team showed a great spirit of courage and
camaraderie; they never dropped their heads
when they went a goal down; they never lost
their cool when a call went against them and
they were truly a great advertisement of the
type of men Bishops produces.
Ben Merckel

ROWING
The fourth term started with the traditional
training camp near Robertson on the Breede
River. Sam Wells planned an excellent
programme and put the lads through their
paces. It is significant that the club is nearly as
full as it can be. There was an excellent turn
out of Grade 7 boys for the last two days of
the camp. Their introduction to the sport was
a positive experience and it is likely that all of
them will join the club next year. On the first
weekend of term, 18/19 October, Bishops
Rowing competed at the Knysna Regatta,
hosted by Western Cape Rowing and re-named

Knysna Regatta: Opens Eight with rowing trophy for 1000m race.
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Jason Pittaway, Warwick Pitman, Jack Graham,
Kalu Jay Varney, Scott Jeffery, James Aron, Benji
Hartman, Matthew von Bulow, Andrew Van Voore

the Standard Bank Midway Regatta. It was the
first regatta of the season against all the rowing
schools from the Eastern and Western Cape.
The regatta consisted of 1000m sprint races
on the Saturday and a 6km heads race on the
Sunday. Bishops crews did exceptionally well,
winning the 1000m u15 octopul and Opens
eight events, with the u16s losing the eight to
St Andrews by 0.46sec. The u16 won the four
and were second in the quad. The following
day, in the 6km heads race, Bishops won the
u15 and u16 eights. The following weekend
all the Bishops eights rowed at the Misverstand
Heads Regatta held on the Berg River at the
Misverstand Dam. The u15A octopul and u16
eight won their 4km races by significant margins
whilst the Opens eight lost their 6km race by
0.01 sec to Rondebosch.
The boys are benefitting from the coaching
they are receiving and have shown huge
commitment to the sport. Rowing could not exist
without parent involvement, and the new Rowing
Committee is building on the fantastic work of
the previous committee. The first Inter House
Ergo Competition was held in the theatre on 22
October. There was excellent cameradie between
boys who play many different sports and the new
computerised ergo programme showing a sculler
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U15B eight: Alex Rodinis, David Kingdom, Ciaran
Manca, William Bromley, Tristan Sides, Ryan Wonfor, John Grieve, Oliver MacRobert, James Halle

rowing across the screen was much enjoyed. The
winners for the different events were:
Individuals (rowing 1 000m)
Grade 8: Scott Jeffery (Founders House)
Grade 9: Stephane Pienaar (Ogilvie House)
Grade 10: Luke Viljoen (School House)
Grade 11: Piers Johnston (Gray House).
The team event (8 people from each House)
was won by Gray House (juniors) and
Founders House (seniors). The overall
winner of the competitions:
3rd: White House
2nd Founders House and
1st: Gray House.
Leon Glanvill

The Knysna Heads U16 race winners, Kode,
Innes, Boynton, Pienaar, Barkai, Macadam, Biard, Wehmeyer and Evans, with the Chairman
of WP Rowing, Francois Pienaar (back row).
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A trademark Nic Bester hand-off

RUGBY
MESSAGE FROM COACHING
PROFESSIONAL
Our aim this season was to establish an
understanding of Bishops rugby. It was our
plan to get all coaches from all age groups
working with a common goal and that is
to produce highly-skilled, conditioned and
intelligent rugby players by the time they reach
grade 11. We made a big step up with regards
to conditioning and we definitely reaped the
rewards from all the hard work our coaches
put in here. We wanted to be fitter than other
teams, more skilled, have players that can think

for themselves, make the correct decisions more
often than not and confidently execute those
decisions. This is not an easy path we have
chosen for Bishops! It took a huge effort from
players and coaches to play with the intensity
we expected from them. It is definitely work
in progress but we have had a great start. A
huge thank you to all the coaches, conditioners,
medical staff for their commitment towards
Bishops Rugby and especially towards the boys.
Thank you to the parents for your support and
well done to the boys for the passion shown
each Saturday.
Mike Bayly
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1ST XV
Captain: Gerard Pieterse*
Vice-Captain: Sam Mitchell*
Regulars: Keenan Jacobs*, Justin Heunis*,
Jesse Wilensky*, Cornel Smit†, André
Manuel†, Jez MacIntyre*, Justin
Rowe-Roberts*, Saud Abrahams*,
Nic Bester*, Mervano da Silva*, Max
Linley*, J-P Smith†, Justin Carey*,
William Day*
Others: Keanan Alexander, Patrick
Mitchell, Tim Kuhn, Jarryd Lurie,
Luciano da Graca, Luke Leach, Devon
Bruiners, Tristan Leyds, Brandon
Salomo and Matt Jordan
* = Full Colours
† = Half-Colours
Head Coach: André Jacobs
Assistant: Mike Bayly
Assistant: Wesley Chetty
Manager: Geoff Kieswetter
Medics: Geoff Huber (The Good Doctor),
Gerald Muller (Physio) & Megan Petrie
(Physio)
Conditioning Coach: Steve McIntyre
Performance Coach: Tom Dawson-Squibb
Cameramen: Brendon Earp-Jones & Paul
Leach
What a rollercoaster ride was our 2014 season!
The 2nd term started with defeat against
Glenwood and ended with a fine win over
Rondebosch at Rondebosch; the 3rd term
started with two defeats against Paarl Boys’ and
Paul Roos, followed by a hard-earned win at
home against SACS and a disappointing loss
at Wynberg and ended with two excellent wins
against a very strong Drostdy outfit and a very
committed Rondebosch (both at home). It is no
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surprise that the highlights of the season came
in the 2nd term, as the side was decimated by
injuries from mid-June till the end of August!
In that 2nd term we came from behind to beat
Boland Landbou (29-25), hammered SACS
(80-5) and Rondebosch (52-14) in televised
games; and beat Kingswood, Hugenote, St
Andrew’s, Bellville HS and De Kuilen, all
comfortably. In mid-year we participated in
the Independent Schools Rugby Festival at
Michaelhouse with a squad containing but five
regular 1st XV players, with eleven regulars not
available through provincial selection or injury
or both! Here we lost 25-41 to Michaelhouse
and beat Kearsney 40-13 and St Alban’s 49-5.
This team was well-conditioned, wellmotivated and well-prepared for a tough
season, and the results would have been much
better but for all of those injuries, and a
tendency to lack faith in the traditional running
game when the going got tough, especially
against the Boland schools. One of our best
spells was the 2nd half of the home game
against Wynberg: trailing 0-20 at the break, we
fought back brilliantly, ran them off their feet,
scored three scintillating tries, but fell short by
one point – a real “if-only” game! However,
it was very pleasing to see the growth of the
players.
Leading from the front from the back (!),
Gerard Pieterse was inspirational as a
player and our leader. His gliding into the
backline, strength and pace created many tries
for himself and others in the 2nd term, but his
season was curtailed by long-term hamstring
problems, picked up whilst representing
Western Province at Craven Week. His return
for the final game of the season against
Rondebosch was much-needed! Keenan
Jacobs proved that he has the ability to make
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reliable place-kicker, and
fully deserved his call-up
to the Western Province
Academy side after Jez
MacIntyre had been
forced to withdraw from
the Craven Week side
because of the elbow
that he damaged in
the first Rondebosch
game. Who can forget
his calm slotting of the
penalty that won us
the last game against
Rondebosch! Justin
Heunis played some
outstanding attacking
Jesse Wilensky in full flight
rugby but needed to be
more aware of his positioning in the line on
it as a rugby player, scoring some fantastic
defence. Also blessed with pace, power and
individualist tries and rounding off moves that
an eye for a gap, he produced some thrilling
had seen us sweeping downfield from long
moments in a season laden with thrilling
range. His ability to collect chip-aheads was
moments and great tries. It was no surprise
uncanny! On the other wing, André Manuel
when he was selected for the WP Craven
added tremendous value to the team and
Week side. The performances of the halfscored some great tries using his pace, ability to
back pair of Justin Rowe-Roberts and Jez
explode off either foot and his reading of the
MacIntyre were simply outstanding – despite
game. He also suffered a long-term injury on
both being guilty of poor decision-making
provincial duty (a broken arm) and stunned us
at critical moments. However, this was more
by making himself available for the last game
than made up for by the speed with which they
of the season, and scored an important try in
put pressure on all opponents through their
the hard-fought victory over Rondebosch – it
revelling in the high-tempo game that was the
is with much anticipation that we’ll welcome
cornerstone of any gameplan! Jez also suffered
him back next year. Jesse Wilensky was our
injury and was missed in his absence; Justin, on
go-to man, and wherever he played (full-back,
the other hand, played every second of every
wing, centre) he excelled and was man-ofgame – every second! And, as scrum-half, he
the-match on several occasions, catching the
had to keep up with the play more than any
eye with his blistering pace and his eye for a
other – what a tremendous asset he was! Luke
gap. He was a real team man! Cornel Smit
Leach, Seb Hanekom, Tristan Leyds,
was also hampered by injury but was hugely
Devon Bruiners and Brandon Salomo
effective at inside centre, and was a very
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Jez MacIntyre distributes

were drafted into the backline at various
times during the season, and each one fitted
in seamlessly. With Cornel, Seb, Tristan and
Brandon returning next year, André Jacobs is
going to have some selection headaches – of
the kind one would want!
Saud Abrahams was a tower of strength
at No. 8 and it was most gratifying to see
this hugely talented loose forward applying
himself so diligently and in such a committed
fashion, often playing on when his body was
screaming for him to be replaced, throughout
the season and into the Inter House 7s. He was
recognised for his performances by also being
awarded his Craven Week cap. A great rugby
future awaits – watch this space! Mervano

da Silva (another of the six selected for the
Craven Week side) must be the most exciting
schoolboy flank in South Africa. Possessed
with the speed and side-stepping ability of
a wing or centre, he was at the forefront of
many of our best periods of rugby from
broken play – and this without ever shirking his
defensive responsibilities, and he managed to
secure many a turnover for us. And talking of
turnovers, Nic Bester was an absolute gem
in this regard, as well as in all phases of the
game. Had it not been for the recurrence of a
niggling shoulder injury, Nic would also have
played every second of every match this season.
He led well in the absence of Gerard and Sam,
and one cannot forget the fine interview that
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Keanan Jacobs on the charge

he enjoyed on Supersport at the conclusion of
the first win over Rondebosch. He thoroughly
deserves the respect that we all have for him, as
well as his full colours award. Sam Mitchell,
a huge and unlucky man, was dwarfed by the
lock who ousted him in the Craven Week side,
and unfortunately had to withdraw from the
Academy side through injury, which was our
gain as he was then able to lead the depleted
squad during the ISRF at Michaelhouse.
Sam’s sheer strength and determination, as
well as his ability to be in the right place at
the right time, saw him score many, many
tries over the course of the season. Alongside
Sam in the second row, Max Linley played
his heart out. Wonderful at lineout time and
fleet of foot in broken play, he multi-tasked
excellently as a fifth loose forward (Justin
Carey was the fourth!) It was not for nothing
that André Jacobs nicknamed him Maximus,
the Gladiator! Propped between two beasts in
William Day and J-P Smith, Justin Carey
made a huge impact in the set phases as well as
(and especially) in broken play. He assisted the
loose forwards tremendously in covering every
metre of the field, week in and week out, and
was devastated to be side-lined after injuring
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himself badly during the first Rondebosch
game – that particular victory came at great
cost! J-P Smith fitted into the side as if he had
been at Bishops since Grade R. His sheer bulk
must have sent shivers down the spine of the
opposition, be it at scrum-time or when in
rampaging-bull mode! When he learns that he
does not have to try to batter his way through
defences every time he receives the ball, he’ll
become the perfect prop! It was pleasing to
see this aspect of his game improving so nicely
by the end of the season, and great things are
expected of him next year… and in 2016! He
thoroughly deserved his call-up to the Craven
Week side and has a bright rugby future – salt
of the earth! William Day was another
tower of strength and impressed so much with
the way that he adapted, admitted mistakes,
and kept coming back for more punishment.
He often had more strapping on him than
an Egyptian mummy, and it is a wonder that
he was able to be so mobile around the field.
He will be a pivotal part of the 1st XV pack
in 2015. William also made a tremendous
contribution to the camaraderie of the team,
and certainly helped to raise spirits with his
smiling, mischievous demeanour!
Patrick Mitchell, Matt Jordan, Tim
Kuhn, Luke Leach and Devon Bruiners
(all matrics) all came into the side at various
stages of the season, either off the bench or
as starters, and all produced some excellent
moments, with Matt scoring the first try of
the season in the loss to Glenwood in PE.
Sadly, a nagging injury restricted his playing
time considerably, with him virtually unable
to play the second half of the season – a great
loss, as we missed the strength that he would
have brought to the pack. Tim Kuhn was
the surprise package of the season, and in any
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other year, he may well have been a run-on
lock. He impressed with his commitment and
determination, even when he came off the
bench after having already played a gruelling
70 minutes for the 2nds! Luke Leach and
Devon Bruiners were the two go-to matrics
in the backline, and both performed admirably
when called upon to don the 1st XV blue.
Both fitted in seamlessly and, like Tim, could
well have been in the starting line-up but for
stiff competition from Jez MacIntyre and
André Manuel. I know that the coaching
staff are very excited at the prospect of having
players of the calibre of Keanan Alexander,
Luciano da Graca and Jarryd Lurie in the
pack next year alongside the likes of William
Day and J-P Smith – they all fitted in so well
when they came off the bench on tour and back
home in Cape Town. We have seen enough of
Tristan Leyds and Brandon Salomo (who
leap-frogged the 2nds into the 1st XV starting
line-up for the last few games of the season!)
Both Tristan and Brandon showed that they
revel in playing the high-tempo game, with
Tristan either scoring or setting up memorable
tries from distance with his deceptive speed and
bewildering side-step.
The future is Bishops Blue!
Geoff Kieswetter
2ND XV
The team had an excellent season. To return
with a record of 9 wins, 1 draw and 3 losses
(against Paul Roos, Paarl Gym and Paarl
Boys) is an astonishing feat. It was not just the
winning of the games, but the way in which
it was accomplished. From grinding out a
moral boosting 12 – 12 draw against Boland
Landbou, to sublime finishing and clinical
displays that included a massive score of 110
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– 7 to the good against De Kuilen. The boys
prided themselves in playing a high tempo
skilled game of running rugby and tries of the
highest calibre were scored. Our team captain,
Graham Turnbull, and vice-captain, Luke
Leach, were outstanding in gelling the team
to a competitive unit which held its own
against the Paarl schools and recorded good
wins against all other opposition, securing the
triple crown against our traditional Southern
Suburbs rivals. The team was blessed with
brilliant individuals who used their rugby
skills to the maximum and we were treated to
a running rugby feast. The grade 12 group
need special mention as they instilled a legacy
that the grade 11s and 10s will gladly take
up and carry forward: Graham Turnbull,
Luke Leach, Patrick Mitchell, Pierre
Heywood, Timothy Kuhn, Joshua
Jameson, Grant Soll, Matt Jordan,
Michael Inskip, William Warne, Devon
Bruiners, Luke Hepburn, and Jonathan
Sheefeni – the commitment, dedication and
unrivalled passion with which they played
when donning the “all whites” is highly
commended. I thank my assistant coach,
Xabiso Beka, who marshalled the backline
to a slick and accomplished unit and whose
contribution to the team was instrumental in
our success.
Ronald Jacobs
3RD XV
This year the 3rd XV were a fabulous group
to work with and gave us a magnificent and
memorable season. From the outset it was
obvious that this particular group did not lack
in skill, pace, enthusiasm and work ethic. It is
for this reason that this team has been one of
our best in terms of performances and results.
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They battled well and all of the matches could
have been won if we had been a little bit more
clinical at times and had kept a clear head.
However, this should not distract from the
outstanding displays of the side. The Captaincy
and play of Joshua Jameson, Thomas van
As and Matthew Kerswell were one of the
major factors for our success – they all focused
and lifted the side when required. One of the
major successes of the side was the ability
of the team in retaining possession through
many phases of attack and often disrupting the
opposition on the floor in turning over ball that
the opposition thought they had secured. Our
lineouts and scrum work were outstanding and
we were never found wanting in these areas;
this is a fine testament to our forwards. Behind
the play of the forwards the backs have been
outstanding week on week, so much so, that
they were feared by opposition with their wave
after wave of attack.
Donovan Murray, Nico Lozides and Dino Lozides

enjoyable and successful season for the Wild
Boys. Most players had their good and not so
good games – and often the most stand out
were the ones the crowd did not notice as the
rucked and tackled for the team. Other players
who contributed to the season were: Oliver
Matheson (VC), Oliver Dhalluin, Medeli
Macha, Nikki-Tom Jairo, Nicholas van
Ryneveld, Alex Gomes, Luke Hudson,
Edward Murphy, Brandon Opie,
Matthew Sellier, Daniel Gregory, Liam
Tennis, Oliver Burt, Dean Huppert,
Piers Johnston, Leonardo Potgieter,
Danny Yona, Ryan Andreas, Dean
Thorne, Michael Alberts, Tom Murray
and Thabo Sebola. Nick Lassen (OD) is
a committed and gifted coach. He made it
fun for the boys while still demanding high
standards from all. My thanks to him and to
the input of the 3rd team coaches along the
way.
Peter Westwood

4TH XV
The team had a happy season with enough
wins along the way to make things relatively
easy in terms of keeping up morale. We did
not manage to be as consistent as one would
hope, as the impressive win at SACS, followed
a few weeks later by a loss at home to the same
team, highlighted. However, there were many
good tries scored through the season and some
impressive resolute defence in close games.
Perhaps the thing the team struggled with the
most was a consistent performance from the
forwards where the changes in personnel from
week to week were greatest. Richard Freund
was a super captain mixing good humour
with enthusiasm and courage. My thanks to
him and all players who made this another

5TH XV
Another great season was enjoyed by the
team, aka ‘Die AWB’! The conservative
symbolism of this abbreviation couldn’t be
further from the free style of play enjoyed by
these young men. At fullback Greg Jacobs
was a revelation after starting off very quietly
at flyhalf. This is his position as the time and
space suited him. The wings were all very
dangerous: Afolabi Babade’s (aka Kumar
Roach) swerving, elusive runs led to many
a spectacular try (often reserved for Bosch);
Jordan Woodman’s very direct, strong
running and exceptional defence and Jono
Crowther’s speed – who will forget that
memorable try at 8am on the Piley Rees?
At centre, Nathan Mngomezulu and
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Matthew Kinnear were excellent. Nathan’s
creative approach was the perfect foil for
the solid and very reliable Matthew. At 10,
Makumba Chiti was ‘solid’ in more ways
than one. He is strong and direct, yet he has
superb distribution skills and also proved a very
good captain. There was a plethora of very
good scrumhalves. Sean Douglass (who can
play anywhere) was his usual nuggety self with
amazing strength and defensive abilities; Alex
Immelman (the student of the game) did his
bit with his reading of play and very creative
chips and, finally, Xander Gowar, who
unfortunately only played towards the end. He
won the match vs Wynberg with an amazing
individual try. He is just a natural scrumhalf
and showed that, albeit belatedly, but he has
next year. So does Sean. The loose-forwards
formed a formidable unit. Daniel Gregory’s
strength, defence and ball carrying ability
often led to, and earned him many a try. Liam
Tennis’ speed to the breakdown and workrate, Mikail Adam was the ideal ‘loosie’
with his perfect combo package of being
the ideal link between the pack and backs.
Liam Goff grafted hard and improved his
handling which refined his game vastly. Taku
Mtombeni proved his versatility once again
by being just as good at flank as his original
position, hooker. He is one of those players
who just has the knack of always getting his
hands on the ball. The locks were Keean
Pople who was an absolute work horse and
his ferocious presence at the breakdown and
as a carrier was gold, and he played beside the
silent assassin Ben Tzemis who was the ideal
‘Bakkies’-type lock. The front row comprised
Ross Willis, who was a huge presence at
tight head; Luke Smith, who surprised
many with his unbelievable tenacity and work
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rate; Dean Thorne, who was an influential
presence with his strong scrumming and
devastating carries. Rupert Langerman,
at hooker, played a leading role in setting the
bar as far as commitment and ‘never say die’
attitude which is so important for the engine
room and team as a whole. Other players who
contributed during the season were Imran
Van Der Ross, Christian Cotchobos,
Justin Meintjies, Dean Huppert, Tom
Sutcliffe, Renda Tshifularo, Tariq Salie,
Leonardo Potgieter and Alex Gomez.
Well done too to Luke Kuhn on his debut
season as a very calm, relaxed coach at the
tender age of 20!
Dean Sudding
6TH XV
The team had a fun season. Our first half of
the year, dominated by the success of beating
our three Southern Suburbs rivals, helped to
ease the pain of being mauled by the Boland
schools. The second half of the season, as
it often does, presented us with one or two
challenges in terms of finding fixtures, but
we managed to get one or two extra games
against a Reddam XV and against Westerford
2nd XV. We were a little mismatched on these
two occasions. However, victory over SACS
and Rondebosch made up for these tough
encounters. We were denied the satisfaction
of a clean sweep against the Southern
Suburbs rivals as Wynberg was unable to field
a 6th team against us for the return fixture.
All in all a very enjoyable season with many
of our original players going up the ranks to
higher honours. Thanks to Mike Karam
for all his hard work with the backline in
particular, and to Peter Broster for just
being Peter Broster.
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U16A
Captain: Francois Stassen
Vice-Captain: James Macdonald
The season started well with victories at the
Hermanus Festival, where the team played
good rugby after only a few sessions in
preparation. It was to be a different year for
the team because they lost the services of some
players and positional changes were required
as a result. It must be said that the changes
were embraced by the team and the players
involved developed really well in their new
roles. They did not moan and complain, but
simply got on with things. The boys embraced
the ‘ball in hand’ approach and their attacking
style was enjoyed by all – especially by us and
the players. More than once they were unlucky
with the result, but we liked the way they
played, the way they made their own decisions
on field and were not playing as teacherinstructed boy-robots waiting on a coach
to make a call. They did not stand back in
defence and stopped sides with good line-speed
and technique (and a good dose of guts). The
team had a hard edge to the way they played.
Sure – they made mistakes and they probably
would have liked to turn some defeats into
victories, but they represented the school and
the brand with utter pride and determination.
They were ably led by Francois Stassen
(C) and James MacDonald (VC). Members
of the team were: Hloni Dornford-May,
Alessandro Lupini, Zico Oaker, Amani
Masha, Mukisa Mujulizi, Jean Pienaar,
Luke Viljoen, Marcus Knight, Cullum
Diem, Francois Stassen, Jason Hofmeyr,
Matthew Clayton, Harry Makin, Daniel
van der Valk, James Macdonald, Rob
Lancefield, Lubelo Scott, Seb Prentice,
Tristan Hermans, Devon Campleman,
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Ya’eesh Collins, Finn McCullagh,
Brandon V/d Westhuizen. We would like
to, on behalf of the whole u16 group, extend
a word of gratitude to Mr Wesley Chetty,
Mr Mike Bayly and Mr Ross Beckett for
their support and contributions throughout the
season.
Jean Nolte and Brendon Hamman
U16B
The team had a very good season. The results
speak for themselves, but more important was
the way the team went about its business on
the field, and how they improved through the
course of the season. The final game, where
we demolished a strong Bosch side, was the
icing on an already impressive cake! We played
irresistible rugby, never letting them into the
game, and turning over their ball whenever
they got it. All our tries were a testament to
teamwork and to individual skill and vision.
Then, there was also the matter of a drawn
game against Paul Roos, where we got stronger
and stronger and if the game had gone on a
few more minutes we would have comfortably
won, such was our dominance at the end. Our
success hinged on several factors: our backs
were very exciting, and our forwards did really
well in the line-outs and held their own in the
scrums, but mainly, this team could tackle.
They practiced hard and could also deliver on
a game plan. Team discipline on the field was
likewise a strength. This meant that in tight
games we could rely on our structures, and
this definitely gave us an edge in those tough
games. It is hard on all to nominate individuals
as all played their part, but there were some
very talented guys: Captain Jason Hofmeyr,
for his energetic, lead-from-the-front rugby;
Daniel van der Valk for his ability to make
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something from nothing; Oli Stevens, who
could also turn defence into devastating attack;
Alessandro Lupini who, playing with a
broken collar bone for a number of minutes in
the first Bosch game, exemplified his wholehearted approach to the team and the game;
Rob Lancefield was a complete flyhalf who
marshalled his backs well and could also read a
game very well. I would like to thank Chalky,
who was a great help in getting this team to
where it got. His ideas and energy on the field
were great, and the boys really enjoyed having
him there to help.
James Swift
U16C
We started well with a win over Boland but lost
our way a little and went down in a few games
we could have won. A lot of hard work was
invested in practice sessions with excellent drills &
skill sessions run by Jason Germishuys and Ollie
Hans. Gradually the hard work began to pay
dividends and the boys managed a hard fought
win over a surprised Paul Roos team. After
struggling against the very powerful Paarl Gym
side we then went on to a fantastic run of results,
winning all our Southern Suburbs fixtures.
Our rugby however was never focused on
results and most pleasing was the brand of
rugby being played. From David Dell’s
barging runs and surprisingly deft passing;
Keegan Baard’s sniping counter attacks;
Ben Steyn’s aggressive rucking and mauling
and the Mitchell brothers’ tireless work in
the loose, we played true Bishops intelligent,
running rugby. Our squad was continually
changing due to injury and promotions, but
everybody who played for the team played his
heart out week after week. Darren Holliday
redefined the phrase, ‘straight running’, and
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just never seemed to run out of steam. Rory
Mac Gregor (when not playing for the
Bs) provided fantastic energy wherever we
played him; Dylan Rowell was hard and
uncompromising on attack; Calvin Wilson
distributed the ball from flyhalf; Jonny Frost
was tenacious in defence with a deceptive side
step along with Philip Morkel-Brink who
was a dependable centre. Others who could
always be counted on to do more than their
share: Ryan McNamara, Chris Mewett
and James Faure; talented and hard working
forwards: Yazini Dube, up front in the
engine room, Toby Muller and Siya Yanta
who showed great maturity in dealing with
repeated call-ups from the Ds. Special mention
must also go to our Aussie import George
whose contribution at number 12 gave us an
edge on many occasions, and then the stick
of dynamite / pocket rocket that is Dylan
Goliath! This diminutive giant proved the
undoing of almost every defence we came up
against. His courage and pace just gave us the
edge we needed on occasions and allowed him
to create and score what must have been one
of the most ridiculous tries I have ever seen,
where he combined with probably half the
team in a move which started almost under
our poles and swept the length and breadth
of the field, to culminate in Dylan dotting
down under the Wynberg posts! Probably our
strongest asset this season was the team spirit
which could never be dented for long. None
of our opponents found a way to stop Matt
Rissik smiling - whether we were 30 points up
or down! Covered in mud, drenched in rain,
winning or losing they kept going! Thanks
chaps for a great season and especially to Jason
and Ollie for all your hard work.
Keith Warne
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U16D
The difficulty with any D team is that the
squad is always changing depending on
injuries and sicknesses in the higher teams.
The boys listed formed the backbone of the
D team: Tito Bakre, Menzi Cetywayo,
James Cottrell (captain), Tom Cullinan,
Shakir Dollie, Curwin Jacobs, CarlPhilip Lehmann, Toby Muller, Nikolai
Piotrowski, Aya Potelwa, Cal Tait,
Joshua van Breda, Nicholas Viljoen and
Sven Wellman. We found that local schools
could not field D teams while the Boland
schools were too strong for us, and so it was a
hard season. OD, Nic Boswell, did a great job
coaching the team and every boy improved as
a rugby player during season. The team even
included exchange boys who had never played
rugby before!
Phil Court
U15A
Everything a J-Blue does is for the team and
a J-Blue’s foremost responsibility is to improve
himself as an individual and player so to
progress the team…The class of 2014 excelled
in this particular aspect of what it means to be
a J-Blue. The brotherhood started forging after
a tremendous and extremely fruitful pre-season
involving some tough matches at the Paarl Boys
u15 tournament. We got a very good win against
Framesby which put an end to a seven game
losing streak carried forward from last year. The
excellent pre-season helped forge a brilliant win
over Boland Landbou - a team they lost to by
30 odd points the previous year. This resulted in
confidence being sky high but only momentarily
as we lost some continuity due to crucial injuries
to key players along with a frustrating loss to a
highly rated St Stithians team.
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We bounced back hard with a resounding
victory against a plucky St Andrews team - the
first time this team had scored 40 points with
6 tries or more as an age group ‘A’ side at the
College. We came crashing down again to
earth against a really well-oiled SACS team
who ended up being the best Southern Suburbs
team in the age group. Some changes were
made and the players responded well with two
good performances in the next two matches,
despite an away loss to Paarl Gym, where we
dominated for many moments in the match. I
could see the team was starting to progress in
many aspects and combinations were starting
to work. We were excellent at home against
Wynberg in a draw that should have been a
win. Against Belville we produced a brilliant
display of attacking rugby in arguably our most
perfect performance of exhibiting the total
rugby brand we try to play. Play it as you see
it while making the most informed decisions
according to the situation of the game and
what the defence is doing in front of you. Back
your skill and be rugby aware…Unfortunately
we could not carry this through into the first
Bosch game after a two-week break, although
we did well to win the second half 15-10 after
being down by 15 points at halftime.
A five-week break was not good for our boys
and, if you include all the tiring commitments
this year culturally, our boys got a monster
wake-up call as did many teams against Paarl
Boys in the first week back. This resulted in
‘operation salvage’ to get the pride and honour
of what it means to play for the J-Blues back
into the team and the leaders along with the
assistant coaches were brilliant in motivating
the boys and steadying the ship back on course
to our improvement goals. An amended
performance against Paul Roos and SACS
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followed where we could easily have troubled
SACS and snuck a result if it weren’t for some
positive mistakes that resulted in a few against
the run of play tries for SACS.
The away game against Wynberg was an
absolute epic and being 14-10 up with 10
minutes remaining meant we needed to be
smart in decision making in certain areas of
the field. Unfortunately we made one or two
poor ones in the heat of the moment and
managed to lose by one point. It was by far our
best away performance against a good team
and I could sense we were very much on the
up and the momentum was building. We beat
a plucky Drosty side at home, another team
they turned over a 30 odd point defeat from
last year. By seasons’ end we had reached all
our goals bar one, beating a Southern Suburb
team for the first time. The Bosch match was
an even contest; we started the stronger and
made better decisions at crucial times along
with displaying outstanding commitment in
defence. We beat Bosch and the J-Blues 2014
had become an inspired group who will grow
as an age group next year and will surely rise
to becoming a proud group of players that will
honour Bishops rugby in their senior years.
Well done to all the players as this was truly
a joint effort by the entire 23-man squad that
played regularly this year. A special thanks to
my assistant coaches in Cameron Doyle and
Zach Elkin who were extremely forthright
and astute while being excellent motivators
in their coaching style when working with the
team and individual players. Thanks to the
parents for also being an extremely supportive
group, it really helped develop and progress the
individual players and the team on the whole.
2…3…We R J-Blues!
Richard Smith
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U15B
2014 proved to be a difficult year, with a wide
spread of results. Even though the scoreboard
might not reflect the potential of this team,
the future holds a lot of promise. The team
has learnt to play for each other and to work
to the strengths of each individual. At scrum
time we proved our mettle and managed to
contest against some strong opposition. The
latter half of the season showed the improved
fluidity of the backline and the final match
against Rondebosch saw some good running
play off set pieces and broken play. I look
forward to seeing what these individuals
produce in the future. Stephane Pienaar
was the stand-out player of the season. He
has learnt to run hard with ball in hand and
break tackles before successfully off loading. He
always led by example. The team was ably led
by Lukhanyo Mntonintshi and Stephane
Pienaar, and stalwarts included: Zoal
Baird, Duma Gcabashe, Ross Goodwin,
Luca Guerrini, David Kinnear, Tivon
Loubser, Andrew McAdam, Lindani
Ngcokoto, Matt Norton, Siyamthanda
Sonja, Nicholas Tyndall, Richard
Wellington, David Wesson, Ethan
Wyner. Many thanks to the assistant coaches
Brad Flynn and Andrew Loizou for all the
hard work and effort.
Michael Vamvadelis
U15C
This is a team that showed great guts against
all they came up against. The season included
victories over Boland Agricultural, De Kuilen,
Peacanwood College, Stellenberg, SACS,
Wynberg and Rondebosch. Of the 15 games
we played, we won 6, drew 1 and lost 8. Stand
out players: Most Points: Richard Baikoff
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(45); Most Tries: Lloyd Wood (7); Back of the
Year: Samkelo Sani; Forward of the year and
Players’ Player: Ivan Stassen. A great thank
you must go to our coaches Blake Gowar,
Forwards, and Jason Wulfsohn, Backs.
Will Steenkamp
U15D
This team started off exceptionally well with 3
wins in 4 matches, but thereafter injuries and
sickness in higher teams meant we could not
field a side to honour many of the fixtures.
When players were called up to the C team,
they acquitted themselves well, with many
becoming regulars there. In the big victories of
Boland and Rondebosch (twice), running rugby
was the order of the day and the backline
scored most of the tries. Clinton Hamman
was exceptional as a coaching assistant. He
brought relevant drills to practices, which
together with his quiet and knowledgeable
manner, earned him a lot of respect from the
team.
Kevin Kruger
U14A
The u14A team of 2014 will be remembered
for many years to come for playing an
expansive, highly-skilled game of rugby that
is well beyond their years. This meant that for
those who watched our games, particularly the
ones we played against our Southern Suburb
rivals, that despite our many close and some
not so close defeats, we played a brand of rugby
that was exciting and innovative. As coaches,
we achieved our two main objectives this year.
Firstly, we upskilled every player, building
upon the type of skill set that they will need
in 2017/2018. This is the year when this age
group will run onto the Piley Rees where they
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will then match the opposition from the North
in size and strength and outmatch them in skill
and decision making. Secondly, we encouraged
a game that is different from the rest, one
that is high risk yet exhilarating and fun for
every single player from tighthead to fullback.
Our feeling is that if we coach a game that
is enjoyable, rugby will not become a simple
passing phase for these talented young men,
but rather something that they’ll grow into
and love for many years from now. Therefore
continuation was a key focus for the u14A
group this year. We began our season winning
six out of six games, placing us 4th in the
country on the u14A log for a brief few weeks.
The most noticeable of these early matches was
our tough 19-12 victory over Boland Landbou,
where our unyielding defence and on-target
attack helped us outsmart and outplay a
very ready and strong Boland team. After a
disappointing loss against SACS in torrential
conditions, we took a few hard knocks against
Paarl Gim and Paarl Boys which set us back
for the rest of the season. However we slowly
came back to our former days of glory when
we played our final game against Rondebosch.
We lost narrowly 21-23 in the last 7 minutes
with Will Rose almost pulling off a spectacular
comeback with a chip and chase down the
wing in the dying seconds. Highlights of the
season were countless, but may we remember
Hector Orrell’s ferocity in contact, often
ripping and stealing ball out of the darkest
mauls, Dimitri Kapoutsis putting shame
to Paarl Gim’s front row with superb scrum
technique, Tim Sharples storming down
the blind side providing precision offloads to
light footed Reuben Mndende on the wing,
Stefan Fourie’s world class tactical kicking in
all his matches at number 10 and his 80m run,
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scoring a try to put us in the lead against Bosch,
Rob Young’s world class support running
and tries out wide which made him the player
of the festival in Hermanus and the 15 man
try that we scored against Bosch in our final
match at home, which can only be described
as textbook style support rugby. However, what
will always be remembered about this team
is their camaraderie, spirit and grit - the runs
through Newlands forest, the frosty morning
wake up calls out on the Bradley’s farm and
pushing the bus out the mud just in time
for our first game at the Hermanus Rugby
Festival. A special mention must be made to
the outstanding leadership in the team which
made this season significant. The captain,
Victor Allen and his vice, Finn Geldenhuys
were humble in victory, courageous in defeat
and always kept the team on the right track no
matter what the situation or opposition. We
would also like to acknowledge and thank our
special and extraordinary manager Warwick
Richter, who has been demoted from next
year, leaving the u14As to join the First XV. We
wish him the best of luck!
Gerry Noel
U14B
A tight group of players enjoyed a fine winter
of rugby: they made the most of their training
(always undertaken with their mates in the
A-team, thanks to our squad-based approach
to practices) and represented the College
with passion and commitment on Saturday
mornings throughout the season. So many of
their matches went down to the wire, with the
eventual outcome being settled by just a mere
handful of points! This was especially the case
with their first away clash against Rondebosch,
where both teams were locked on 19 points
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until the hosts scored a try in the ninth minute
of injury time to seal a hard-fought victory!
The boys showed great flexibility, too, given
that there were almost constant changes to
their line-up after an initially promising and
settled start. Their ranks were hit hard by
illness in the wet and the cold of June and
August, and new faces from the C-team were
a constant feature of the last few games. The
highlight of the winter for these lads was
without doubt their win against SACS, away
from home, where the Bs romped to a 24-0
victory … in fact the score would have been
even more emphatic had not one of our chaps
dotted down over the dead-ball line, in a
blur of white-line fever! The return match at
Bishops proved to be another exciting affair
and another nail-biter too, as our boys lost a
low-scoring game by only three points, when
the visitors scored with just a minute or two
left on the clock! Mention should also be made
of the wonderful rugby played in the away
match against De Kuilen, where the ball was
given a lot of air! All our players revelled in the
warm sunshine of an early winter morning, as
the scoreboard rattled along. The boys of the
B-team will also look back with great fondness
on their camp, which took place towards the
end of the winter vacation. A weekend away
on a farm on the edge of the Klein Karoo
allowed for supreme team-building and
meaningful time spent together as our young
charges focused on game-plans and fitness,
on “potjie” competitions and game-viewing,
on upcoming opponents and strategies to
beat them! This really was a fun time for
the squad, and most productive too! One or
two individual players certainly caught the
eye and deserve special mention: Stuart
Vine scored a number of memorable tries
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for the team; Luke Wessels and Matthew
Klingenberg regularly stole the opponents’
ball on the ground to set up another attack;
Tom Burton’s fearless tackling became a
key feature of our defence; Luke Stevens
grew in confidence as he controlled our game
and marshalled our backs at Number Ten …
The boys were coached with great enthusiasm
and commitment by Calvin Bradley (OD),
William Donkin (OD) and Mahdi Elabor,
and owe these gentlemen a debt of gratitude
for their many hours at training and on the
side of the field. Hopefully their energy and
drive can be harnessed for future teams,
further down the line? Our boys were often
dazzled by their skills at touch-rugby, prior
to the start of each training session. Looking
ahead, these lads do have a few obvious goals
for next winter, given that they are yet to
record wins against Wynberg and Bosch! Our
very best wishes go to them, in this regard!
Warwick Richter
U14C
The season was characterised by mixed
fortunes. Some of the matches were closely
contested, there were some big defeats, and
there were attractive wins. However, the
boys played as much of the game as they
were coached to play, as they could, which is
attractive running rugby. When the side was
not affected by injury and other reasons, and
were playing to full strength, they were able
to carry out their tasks nicely, the forwards
playing hard, grinding rugby and the backs
attractive running. This side will go
on to do well, and as the boys grow they will
go into some of the higher sides. Tristan
Sides was a sterling tackler and good rugby
player. Liam Agnew was a hard worker.
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Sihle Kahla tackled hard, showed guts.
Ciaran Manca was fast and scored on the
wing. There were others as well; they all
played hard. Michael Blanckenberg did a
splendid job of getting the boys to understand
running rugby. He was ably assisted by
Richard Schwulst and Jordan Ross.
Paul Murray
U14D/E
Although the D team did not attain many
victories, just two out of ten games, this
should not detract from recording the
enjoyment which the players derived from
the season’s rugby; not to mention that
several of the final scores were very close.
Not least of these were the team’s excellent
performance against Paarl Gym away losing
10-13; but also narrow scores in all six of the
home and away games against our traditional
rivals SACS, Wynberg and Rondebosch.
Victories were recorded in the early games
against Reddam and SACS. Amongst players
deserving special mention were Junho Ko
who was a sound hooker while he also ran
hard and tackled thoroughly; prop Connor
Price scrummed effectively and also carried
the ball well; number eight Kalu Varney
ran effectively in general play; William
Bromley was a particularly versatile
member who covered virtually every position
in the backline; Yusuf Blake captained
the side well from flyhalf, while backline
player Alizwa Ngcwangu particularly
improved throughout the season. Other
players deserving mention include Hugo
Janssens whom, while he played with us
before moving up to the C team, served as
an excellent lineout jumper. Another player,
prop Oliver MacRobert even succeeded
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in moving from the D side right up to the
A. In general, all the players showed some
improvement as the season progressed.
Here we could also mention Ryan Wonfor
and Matteo Lupini who also received
regular C team call ups. The team was
served by a number of enthusiastic young
coaches; medical student and stooge Jordan
Leppan generally looked after the ‘E’ squad
which got two of its own matches during
the season; but Jordan was also a constant
mature presence and encouragement
regarding all the players in this lower under
14 grouping. Grade eleven students William
Baldwin and Nic Pithey managed the
backs and forwards respectively with mature
commitment and enthusiasm. Managers Mr
Jannie De Villiers and I felt very confident
with this determined grouping of coaches.
Rodney Warwick

SQUASH
1ST
The squash season for the 1st team starts
in February when, out of season, we send
our top six players to the St Andrews
Bloemfontein FNB Festival. This usually
gives these six players a kick start to the
season and this year was no exception.
The competition is fierce and the team of
Stefan Ranoszek, Peter Brink, Glenn
Yates, Alex Green, Ross Nelson and
Jono Woolley did their best to keep an
unbeaten record but in the end they came
back to Cape Town slightly licking their
wounds. The experience, however, proved to
be worth it as the team competed admirably
in the regular Thursday evening matches
in the local Super League. Our two teams
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of three players – split strength – won most
of their matches only losing to the strong
Paarl Boys’ teams and to our arch rivals
Rondebosch. Our closest neighbours also
managed to overcome our top five in the
Top Schools’ KO final again this year after
we had beaten Wynberg in the semis. In this
competition Calvin-Ziegler Smith made
his debut for the school 1st V with impressive
effect – winning his matches in the semis
and final stages. The season ended with the
Wynberg Stayers Festival held mostly on the
Bishops courts. In the six matches we played,
all against schools from outside the Western
Cape, we won 3, drew 1 and lost 2 matches.
We also were able to add other promising
juniors to the team for this and Jonothan
Greyling, Mitesh Valodia and Ibrahim
Kerbelker all had good matches during the
course of that weekend. the future of the first
team squash looks bright indeed!
U19 A – D
The rest of the boys who played team squash
this year made up the other u19 (or Open)
teams and they played in the WPYS Southern
Suburbs A, B, C and D leagues. Apart
from losses to one or two teams, who were
misplaced in their league, the Bishops teams
all did well. The atmosphere at the courts on
a Friday afternoon was always competitive.
The U19A team was headed by Calven
Wilson and Cameron Glynn-Dicks with
Oliver Dyer and Roch de Mey playing
their part too. The other teams were grateful
to the following Matrics who left their mark
on Bishops squash after five years of loyal
service: Andrew Litkie, Tristan Meyer,
Murray McKechnie, Muhammed
Razzak, Siseko Maweyi, and Jamian
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Heesom-Baron. I am grateful to JJL for
his hard work coaching and supervising these
players on a regular basis as well as TP for his
chauffeuring of the teams to away matches.
U15
The u15 squash league had a fruitful season
and the first team was unbeaten. We had
good depth with a group of up to thirty
grade 8 and 9 players. Our number one
player, Calvin-Ziegler Smith, is ranked
number one in the WP and number two in
the country. Jonathan Greyling is ranked
number three in the WP and also won the
Strand Open in August. These two young
men are going to be forces to reckoned with.
The atmosphere on the squash courts was
buzzing every Tuesday during practices and
on Thursdays when boys are allowed to
challenge each other. The 1st team consisted
of Calvin-Ziegler Smith, Jonathan
Greyling, Mitesh Valodia and Ibrahim
Kerbelker. The other boys who played in
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th teams were Gregor
Bell, Chris Haller, Firaaz Bagus,
Greg Schoeman, Tristan Smith, Chris
Aubin, Stuart Cottrell, James Halle,
Amo Mothibi, Patrick Murinda,
Matthew von Bulow, Brandon Thomas,
MA Rawoot, Gabriel Makin, John
Grieve, Calvin Sides, Marlin Brakhoff
and Sheridan Laudien.
Without the support of three members of
staff this season wouldn’t have been half as
successful as it was. We thank DR, YK and
WWT for their hard work both coaching,
driving and administering the junior squash
in what was their best season for years. Well
done all!
John Knight
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farewell to staff

NOELL ANDREWS
Noell Andrews has decided to retire from
her position as Head of the Pre-Prep two
years earlier than anticipated, after 14 years
in the position. She leaves the Pre-Prep a
happy, exciting and vibrant place. Noell has
done much to grow the Pre-Prep during
the years with improvements to the facilities
and seen it through a number of curriculum
developments. Professional development of
staff, review and exposure to new teaching
methodologies are important to her and most
Monday afternoons saw her leading a staff
meeting or welcoming an external presenter
to speak on a pertinent topic. She herself is

very open to new ideas, attending a number
of Proudly Primary, SAALED and Deputy
Heads’ Conferences and encouraging staff
to take advantage of similar opportunities.
Always impeccably dressed herself, Noell
has ensured similarly that the Pre-Prep is
always in pristine condition and worked hard
to encourage the boys to be proud of their
school in every way. She has pressed hard
for the erection of new facilities including
a library/media room, art as well as music
rooms and hopefully this project will come to
fruition next year. Noell’s management of a
learnership/internship programme over the
last 6 years has been very successful and next
year will see one such intern start a full-time
teaching post at the school.
Much has changed at the Pre-Prep during
Noell’s time: mimio boards and networked
classrooms, major increase in the provision
and supervision of learning support, the
retirement of a number of longer serving
staff, an extensive school-managed winter
and summer extra-mural programme and she
has managed these developments practically,
often pointing out the pitfalls that might not
seem that obvious to me sitting at the Prep.
Boys have enjoyed Mrs Andrews’ caring and
practical manner, always wanting to impress
her with a Gentleman’s Award and badge.
Her staff will miss her – she is caring with a
good sense of humour and has often stepped
forward for them over the years.
I have enjoyed working with Noell –
enjoyed her candour, her passion for the
Pre-Prep and her belief in Bishops. I wish her
and Donny happiness and new adventures
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as they move to the Wedderwil Estate close to
Sir Lowry’s Pass Village after many years of
having lived in Pinelands. No doubt she will
now have the time to pursue her own interests
and visit her family spread across the globe.
God bless and thank you, Noell.
Greg Brown

MIKE HAMPTON
Mike Hampton leaves us at the end of the year
after 8 years as the Prep and Pre-Prep’s Youth
Pastor. Mike has both grown into and created
the role extremely successfully. He has coached
rugby and cricket, taught most of the Divinity
lessons as well as some Life Orientation and
an English class, and led many assemblies,
spoken in Chapel family services as well as
College Chapel services. He has given our
boys a wonderful insight into Christian life in
vibrant, creative and straightforward ways.
Always humble, he gets the attention of boys
and teachers alike, inspiring and provoking
thought. He has shared his love of life and
his faith with us and we shall certainly miss
him. The boys have loved his humour, “cool”
demeanour and exciting assemblies with boxes
of Smarties and sour worms often the rewards
for volunteering to do something on the stage
(never quite knowing what it would be) during
one of Mr Hampton’s talks. Mike is a qualified

teacher, but also has a real gift for ministry so
it is no surprise that he leaves us to take over
the Kids’ Church at Common Ground across
the Common from us. I have no doubt that he
will make a significant impact in the Common
Ground Community. We wish him, his wife,
Jane, and their two daughters much happiness
in the future. God bless and thank you, Mike.
Greg Brown

Cultural afFairs
BISHOPS PREP MUSICAL REVUE
The 2014 Bishops Musical Revue was an
avalanche of nostalgia starting with a wistful
Over the Rainbow to a rollicking through all
the subsequent decades. It would be quite
wrong to highlight one or more items as they

all made their own individual impact. There
were moments of high optimism followed by
deep reflection; there were powerful musical
explosions and gentle harmonies...
Many in the audience will have had to pinch
themselves as a reminder that they were not at an
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school shop

summer Kit

n Great gifts and memorabilia
n Strapping and strap packs
n New cricket gear
n Waterpolo balls

Shop Closed
Shop Opens
Saturday 13th December at 12h00
Monday 5th January at 07h30
Contact Details
Shop Manager: Jodie
Tel: 021 6591970 - Email: info@schoolshop.co.za

The Cast

adult production but at a prep school production.
Numerous songs required a thorough
understanding of genre, mood, rhythm, diction
and attitude, all of which were masterfully
delivered by the cast. It was a delight, as always,
to see boys and girls working together, thanks
to the talent contributed by the delightful girls
from Rustenburg Girls’ Junior School, Oakhurst,
Springfield and Grove Primary. The production
was staged at the Prep in order to celebrate the
newly renovated Jagger Hall and what a fine
venue it is despite some space limitations.
A production of this kind twenty years
ago would have been a simple affair. Today
computerised sound and light equipment,

amplified band, multiple costumes, hair
stylists, make up and choreography are all de
rigueur and the Bishops production excelled
in all of these.
Not always visible, but essential, is a
dedicated team to attend to the logistics of
which there were undoubtedly many. The
fluid changes from one item to the next can
only have been achieved by such a team.
There were many involved and each of them
deserves acknowledgement. Most importantly
the children in the cast were left with
wonderful memories and for years to come will
remember this highlight in their education.
Well done to all.

CHESS

T

he chess teams have had a fantastic
year. The boys have enjoyed their
weekly sessions with Mr Ortell
and have benefitted greatly from his huge
enthusiasm for the game. The large number

of boys taking chess as an additional extramural is so encouraging and is a testament
to chess being alive and well at Bishops Prep.
We have loved playing in the Inter Schools
friendly league and have thoroughly enjoyed
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Inter House Chess 2014

our weekly matches against a variety of schools
across the Southern Suburbs. Our First Team
had a very pleasing season and out of 15
teams managed 3rd place overall in the league.
Well done boys! Our Second Team fared well
against mostly First teams to take 7th place in
the league. This is an excellent achievement.
What is very exciting is the young talent coming
through in Grade 3 and 4. Bishops Prep chess
looks like it will remain strong for a number of
years to come. Thank you to Mr Ortell for his
excellent coaching throughout the term. Your
1st team
WPPS
St Anne’s
Reddam 2nd
Muizenberg
Herzlia
Fish Hoek
Bishops 2nd
The Bay
St Anne’s
SACS
Kirstenhof
Reddam 1st
Groote Schuur
Bergvliet

Result
2nd team
Lost 1-5
WBJS
Won 4-2
SACS
Won 5-1
Reddam 1st
Won 6-0
Groote Schuur
Lost 2½-3½
Kirstenhof
Won 4-2
Bergvliet
Won 6-0
Bishops 1st
Won 6-0
WPPS
Won 5-1
Wynberg
Lost 2-4
Reddam 2nd
Lost 2½-3½
Herzlia
Lost 1-5
Muizenberg
Won 6-0	Fish Hoek
Won 5-1
The Bay

TOTAL

P14 W9 L5		

Inter House Chess 2014

hard work is really paying off! Thank you to
Mrs Anstey, Mr Shuttleworth and Mr Jacobs
for assisting with practices and matches. Your
help has been invaluable. Congratulations to
Rishay Thakersee who played in the SA
Junior Closed Championship early this year
and was subsequently invited by Chess South
Africa to play in the World Youth Games in
September. This year he has also won the
u10 Welgemoed Open and the Durbanville
Curro u12 tournaments. He has also just been
awarded WP Colours for the 4th consecutive
year to represent the
Result
u12A team at the SA
Lost 2-4
Nationals at Kimberley in
Lost 1-5
January 2015.
Lost 1½-4½
Inter House Chess: 1st
Won 4½-1½
Bramley, 2nd Charlton, 3rd
Lost 1-5
Van der Bijl, 4th Brooke
Lost 2-4
n Team: O Baum, A
Lost 0-6
Campbell, B Daniel, F
Lost 1-5
Davis, J Egypt, J Jacobs,
Lost 2½-3½
D Holgate, R Kotze, J
Won 5-1
Lapid (c), V Levendal,
Lost 1-5
C Nanoo, M Pettit, M
Lost 2-4
Roshan, C Scheepers, J
Lost 2-4
Sinha, C Stegmann, R
Won 5½-½
Thakersee, C T Turner,
C Toy
P14 W3 L11
Mike Hampton
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cross country

T

he cross country team had a
marvelous season in the last two
terms. There was a great vibe
amongst the boys. The u11s and u13s did
exceptionally well in all the events. These
achievements were led by our fantastic
captain, Shaun O’Brien, who kept the spirit
going and portrayed great leadership skills.
In term 3, under severe winter conditions, we
also managed to host a successful Friday race
for the Wynberg district schools. The highlight
of the year, however, was the 120 parcels
and the winners’ prizes that we distributed
to the children of the High Noon area. We
concluded the season with a lot of fun at the
camp, together with our honourable guests
from Micklefield, Rustenburg and Springfield
Girls’ schools. Our final gratitude goes to
all the cross country parents and a special
note to Mrs O’Brien for her unwavering
support throughout the season, especially her
pivotal contributions in the High Noon Cross
Country Camp.
T Siko

Shaun O`Brien on his way to winning
the Inter House Cross Country

Aiden Murphy, Michael van der Merwe
and Jock Buchanan

Inter House Cross Country 2014
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hockey

Josh Lander in action vs
Rondebosch in the rain
Brett Horn on the run

Josh Lander in action vs
Rondebosch in the rain
Rob Butler on attack

U13A
This team must go down as one of the finest
I’ve had the pleasure of coaching over the past
13 seasons. The boys were receptive at training
and keen to implement new skills, set pieces and
tactics while displaying an intrinsic desire to
achieve as a unit.
These elements were key as we set goals for
the season. We settled upon: trying to improve
with every outing, having a successful tour
to KZN with a priority of playing a skilful,
defensively structured, fast-paced brand
of hockey, to recapture the Top Schools’
Tournament crown at the end of the season.
These were all possible with the quality of
players we had at our disposal, but deep down
as the season progressed, I did realise that

Gray Fogarty on the ball

the Top Schools Tournament could become
a lottery when playing seven matches of just
twenty minutes each. I didn’t want such a fine
season to be spoilt if we hit a few pot holes on
the road to the title.
Going into that tournament required
confident knowledge and appreciation of
what we had achieved, but not becoming too
desperate to win on the night. This is easier said
than done. Suffice to say we started well, had a
little dip during the latter stages and then surged
into the final with an emphatic semi win that
rivalled our superb displays against Merchiston
and the KZN u13 B team. In my mind, these
were some of the finest displays of skilled team
play hockey that I have seen while coaching at
Bishops. To say the least, we were able to win
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Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E
Played: 17

Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Played: 5

Under 13A
Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13D
Under 13C
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
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HOCKEY vs Rondebosch – 24 and 25 April 2014
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Drew
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Won: 10

Drew: 1

HOCKEY vs Grove – 8 May 2014
Grove
Won
Grove
Won
Grove
Won
Grove
Won
Grove
Won
Won: 5

Drew: 0

HOCKEY vs Eikestad & Wynberg – 14, 15 & 16 May 2014
Wynberg
Won
Eikestad
Won
Wynberg
Won
Eikestad
Won
Wynberg
Won
Eikestad
Drew
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Drew

3-0
1-0
2-1
3-1
1-1
4-2
3-1
11-0
1-3
4-2
0-5
1-0
4-6
4-0
0-6
2-6
0-1
Lost: 6

7-0
3-0
12-2
8-0
9-0
Lost: 0

6-0
6-0
6-1
5-0
8-1
1-1
1-2
2-2
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Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E

Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Eikestad
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Eikestad
Wynberg
Eikestad
Wynberg
Eikestad
Wynberg
Wynberg

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Drew
Won
Won
Drew

Played: 25

Won: 19

Drew: 4

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E
Played: 17

HOCKEY vs WPPS & Rondebosch – 19, 21 & 22 May 2014
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
Rondebosch
Drew
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Drew
WPPS
Won
Rondebosch
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Lost
Won: 12

Drew: 2

4-3
3-0
4-1
2-0
6-0
2-1
4-1
3-0
8-1
4-5
3-1
5-0
2-2
4-1
4-0
3-3
Lost:

2

2-1
5-2
8-0
1-1
0-4
2-1
7-0
6-0
5-2
1-1
4-3
3-2
4-2
5-1
3-1
2-4
0-4
Lost: 3
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Under 13A
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E
Played: 16

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Played: 13

Under 13A
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HOCKEY vs The Grove & Wynberg – 26, 28 & 29 May 2014
Grove
Won
Wynberg B
Won
Grove
Won
Grove
Won
Wynberg A
Lost
Wynberg B
Won
Grove B
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Grove A
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Grove A
Won
Grove B
Won
Grove E
Won
Won: 13

Drew: 0

HOCKEY vs SACS – June 2014
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Drew
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Drew
SACS
Won
Won: 11

Drew: 2

HOCKEY vs Sweet Valley – 11 & 12 June 2014
Sweet Valley
Won

8-0
8-0
3-1
4-0
1-4
4-3
5-0
4-2
2-0
0-3
3-2
3-4
10-1
6-3
2-1
5-0
Lost: 3

5-1
4-1
3-1
7-0
5-0
7-0
14-0
0-0
10-0
2-1
9-1
0-0
6-0
Lost: 0

1-0
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Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E

Sweet Valley
WPPS B
WPPS C
Sweet Valley
WPPS
WPPS
Sweet Valley B
Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley u9A
Sweet Valley C
Sweet Valley D

Won
Lost
Drew
Won
Drew
Won
Won
Won
Won
Drew
Drew
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Won

Played: 17

Won: 10

Drew: 4

Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E
Played: 12

Under 13A
Under 13A
Under 13A

HOCKEY vs Reddam – 18 & 19 June 2014
Reddam
Won
Reddam
Won
Reddam
Won
Wynberg
Drew
Reddam
Won
Reddam
Won
SACS
Won
Reddam
Won
Reddam
Won
Reddam
Won
Reddam
Won
Reddam u9B
Drew
Won: 10

Drew: 2

HOCKEY Results KZN Tour – June 2014
Clifton Prep
Won
Hillcrest Primary
Won
Merchiston
Won

5-1
1-3
3-3
7-3
1-1
2-1
1-0
3-0
4-0
2-2
0-0
7-1
7-1
1-2
1-5
1-0
Lost: 3

4-0
2-1
8-2
0-0
6-0
2-0
2-1
9-3
4-1
2-0
4-3
2-2
Lost: 0

5-2
9-1
5-0
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Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13B
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13C
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 13D
Under 13D

KZN B
Clifton Prep
Curro Christian Academy A
Ashton College U14A
Clifton Prep
Curro Christian Academy B
Ashton College Under 13 A
Clifton Prep
Curro Christian Academy C
Ashton College Under 13 B

Won
Won
Drew
Won
Drew
Won
Lost
Drew
Won
Won

Played: 13

Won: 9

Drew: 3

Lost: 1

HOCKEY vs SACS –30 & 31 July 2014
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Drew
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won

7-1
1-0
2-0
0-1
7-0
0-1
2-1
1-0
8-0
2-0
10-0
4-4
7-5
4-1
6-0

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Played: 15

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B

Won: 12

Drew: 1

HOCKEY vs WYNBERG – 6 & 7 August 2014
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won

3-0
3-2
0-0
4-2
1-1
2-0
0-3
1-1
1-0
3-1

Lost: 2

10-0
1-3
2-0
5-0
5-1
5-2
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Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D

Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg
Wynberg

Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

Played: 15

Won: 13

Drew: 0

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E
Played: 16

HOCKEY vs WPPS – 11, 13 & 14 August 2014
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Drew
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
Won: 9

Drew: 1

6-0
4-0
3-2
1-2
5-1
10-3
7-2
3-2
4-1
Lost: 2

7-1
2-1
5-0
1-2
0-0
5-1
0-6
4-1
2-0
5-2
2-3
4-2
1-2
2-3
5-0
1-5
Lost: 6

HOCKEY vs Reddam, St Charles & Rondebosch – 18, 20 & 21 August 2014
Under 13A
St Charles Natal
Won
3-2
Under 13A
Reddam
Won
2-0
Under 13B
St Charles Natal
Won
1-0
Under 13B
Reddam
Won
7-0
Under 13C
Reddam
Won
11-1
Under 13C
St Charles Natal
Won
6-1
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Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E

Reddam
Reddam
Rondebosch
Reddam
Reddam
Reddam
Reddam
Reddam
Reddam
Reddam

Drew
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won

Played: 16

Won: 12

Drew: 1

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11D
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10D
Under 10E
Played: 17

HOCKEY vs Rondebosch – 27 August 2014
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Drew
Rondebosch
Drew
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Won: 8

the tournament after a tense shoot-out against
Kenridge Primary. This on top of an unbeaten
league season with not even a draw and an
unbeaten tour of KZN. All the boxes ticked. A
magnificent effort!
Michael van der Merwe was the heart

Drew: 2

0-0
0-2
1-3
7-1
6-0
4-3
4-1
6-0
1-3
2-1
Lost: 3

5-0
1-0
2-0
1-2
2-0
1-2
7-0
2-3
1-2
1-2
2-0
1-1
5-5
3-2
1-4
0-6
3-1
Lost: 7

and soul of the team. He captained the side
with distinction, leading through example with
passionate and skilful displays on the field. He
was instrumental in our success, delivering wave
after wave of attacking moves down the right
while working tirelessly in defence. Sam Elliot
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was our vice-captain. He possesses fine intricate
skill and, when used correctly, he was able to
use it to excellent effect on the left side of the
field, setting up quality passes and on the odd
occasion finishing brilliantly in the circle. Even
though not often tested, Tom Liefeldt made
some fine saves in goal this year. I will never
forget his brilliant stick save against Merchiston
and of course his super diving block-clearance
to win us the Top Schools Tournament. Here
he came into his own and delivered for the team
in tremendous style. Robert Butler provided
the drive from defence to attack down the right
using his excellent close ball skills to good effect.
This season’s experience will stand him in good
stead for next year where much will be expected
of this talented player. James Howard’s
highly effective communication, composure
and the timing of his step into the defensive line
was crucial and this gave our side confidence
that we could deal with any attacking play that
the opposition threw at us. Michael Wesson
was a tower of strength mopping up behind
our mid-field and confidently playing the
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attacking central defender role very well. His
development as a player was immense. Murray
Gordon was used as a utility back where his
natural go-forward ability and speed on defence
were used to give us cover on counter attacks
and was the thorn in many opposition sides. He
enjoyed a fine tour of KZN. Isaiah Wharton
grew so much as a player. Nobody could ever
question his commitment on the field, but
during the third term, he coupled this passion
with skilful defensive displays and of course the
odd reckless horizontal dive for good measure
to save another goal scoring attempt. He was
outstanding on the big stage of Hartleyvale
during the Top Schools Tournament. Jock
Buchanan thrived in a creative mid-field
where his composure on the ball and vision
was vital to our success in setting up the strikers
and winning corners. For obvious reasons, he
soon became a marked man. When confident
and given space his individual drives and link
ups going forward were sublime. Matthew
Lennett had the season of his life and, like
Michael, was the “go to guy” when the chips
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were down. His ability to retain possession,
pass and finish especially in tight matches was
remarkable and he is a player to watch in the
future. Chris Clark provided the side with
the much needed thrust down the right. He
was a handful for most opposition, finding
good space while also scoring many vital goals.
His acute strike after a great team build up
versus the KZN u13 B team was clinical and
outstanding. Caleb Oliphant was our main
goal scorer and on his day can destroy any
opposition defence and we relied heavily on his
mercurial abilities. He possesses pace, skill and
a natural hunger to score goals from open play
and short corners. He reached his peak in KZN
with some magnificent displays in build- up
play and finishing. Ross Hyne used his speed
effectively on the wing. He was able to win us
important short corners on numerous occasions.
His positive approach and ability to come off
the bench and make an effective contribution
was integral to our overall success. Marek
Kanigowski came into the team late in the
season after consistently performing well for
the B team. He has neat skill and an ability to
score. Marek has the potential to really kick on
and do well at College. Nic Cattell enjoyed
three caps for the team and proved to be a most
committed defender with a hard edge who
never looked as if he didn’t belong at this level.
I would like to thank our assistant coach,
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Steve Mendes, for his tremendous input this
season. His enthusiasm and man management
was exceptional and the team thoroughly
enjoyed having his expertise available to them.
I valued his proactive approach at training and
careful analysis on match day.
I would also like to thank the parents who
were wonderfully supportive of what we were
trying to achieve with this exceptional team. In
the years to come, the boys can look back on a
superb season with pride.
Murray Anderson
U13B
To use the boys’ vernacular, this was an
awesome season! The team quickly developed
into a force with which to be reckoned, to the
extent that we held Wynberg A team to the last
few seconds of an exciting match. The boys’
skill level has developed markedly over the years
and it would not be surprising to see a number
of these players in A teams in the future.
They produced some glorious hockey on
the Grade 7 Tour to KZN in June, playing
full-field hockey for the first time and acquitting
themselves particularly well. Returning to eighta-side hockey for most of the third term was a
challenge! The field just seemed too small for
the exciting, expansive brand of hockey that the
boys were now able to play. Fortunately we were
able to play full-field against St Charles and
Rondebosch, winning both games well.
In goals, Julian Simpson proved a tower of
strength, conceding very few goals during the
season. Slaide Marquis and James Koster,
in front of him, were equally strong in allowing
very little through. Our midfield was superbly
marshalled by Nic Cattell and Koster, and
tended to dominate most of the matches.
Andrew Rackstraw and Fergus Fletcher

18 College

March 2014
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were particularly hard-working on the right,
while Tom Byron and Aiden Murphy
also imposed themselves on the opposition’s
midfield. Luke Richardson was frequently
lethal in moving down the right and creating
numerous opportunities in front of goal, with
Marek Kanigowski and Ryan Sneddon
often completing the finishing touches up front.
This team, the Mighty Bs, played with great
spirit and were a real pleasure to coach. I
hope they have enjoyed Prep hockey and will
continue to play for many years, even if they are
attracted by the oval ball for a while!
Richard Goedhals
U13C
Congratulations to the u13C hockey boys on a
phenomenal season. The boys played with heart
and completed the season with no defeats in the
eight-a-side hockey league. Special mention must
go to Rufus Florin who scored an amazing 24
goals this season and continued to take charge as
a fantastic finisher and even a better celebrator.
Full marks must all go to the captain, Euan
Musselwhite, who also lead from the front
and was a great example to all the boys. The
boys played some wonderful free flowing hockey
and were rewarded with goals of the highest
order. Further congratulations must go to the
goalkeeper, Adam Hughes, who saved the team
on a many occasions, with great stick saves and
fast feet. To all the boys, thank you for listening
and always giving 110% on the field. It was an
honour to coach you and thank you for a superb
season. Good luck in your future endeavours and
always keep the Bishops gees going!
Justin Haynes
U13D
I would like to congratulate the team on a super
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season of hockey. They played so well as a team
and were able to dominate in many of their
matches. They played with tremendous heart
and effort while also trying to apply the skills
coached on the training ground. Their ‘never
say die’ attitude helped them to register many
memorable wins especially on the tour of KZN.
Steven Ross must be commended for scoring
in every match he played for the D team. I was so
fortunate to coach such a great group of boys. I
wish them all well in the future and hope many of
them will go on to play hockey at College.
Kelsey-Shae Bailey
U12
The season commenced with the backdrop of
the ever-growing new hockey and OD pavilion.
A sense of unpredictability met us each time
we arrived for a practice or match – would it
be jackhammering or concrete pouring - that
had us shouting loudly to make our voices
heard. Perhaps it was the excitement of this
new development and commitment to Bishops
Hockey that heralded such a spectacular year for
the Prep. The u12 group, short of standout stars,
toiled with distinction each week to return results
of which we could all be proud. The C team,
under the guidance of Mrs Maaike Tiaden, were
undefeated throughout the season. The A, B and
D teams won all but a very few of their games.
Throughout the season the boys always played
with a keen spirit and determination, but never
lost sight of good sportsmanship and humility.
The A team had to learn new roles to counter
the absence of the 2 strongest boys who were
used in the u13 age group. Scoring goals was
the biggest challenge. The team could certainly
defend, particularly with the admirable ability of
super-goalie Tim Kotze and Mr Reliable Sam
Hanssen as sweeper; Ben Cheminais and
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Conor White proved unstoppable on the right
flank as they frequently delivered the ball into
the opposition’s circle, but getting the ball into
the net was often the work of the tireless mid–
fielder Jordan Watson. Connor Dempers,
Jonathan Mopp, Masood Meyer and Liam
Hoffman were a delight to coach and can be
commended for their hard work throughout the
season. It was a fitting end to a fabulous season
when the team lifted the coveted Bishops u12
Day/ Night Hockey trophy.
Next year, from the comfort of the new
pavilion, I will watch this group play as u13 – I
predict a very good season awaits them.
Mark Erlangsen
U11
More rules, a different format, new coaches,
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strong opposition and often, quite diabolical
weather: these are just a few of the challenges
that have faced our u11 boys this season. Under
the watchful eye of Mr Erlangsen, Mrs Tiaden
and Mr Ntlokonkulu, our B, C and D teams
have flourished and enjoyed some remarkable
results. With the focus being on team work, the
acquisition of new skills and building a solid
foundation for the season, the boys have given
their all during practices and matches alike.
A strong feature across these three teams has
been their impressive team spirit and ‘never say
die’ attitude, often having to fight back in the
second half to record tough, hard fought victories.
Playing for each other has been evident to see and
this bodes well for the future as these boys move
upward to u12a next year and new challenges.
The u11a team have enjoyed a wonderful
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season playing 12 matches of which they won
10 and lost 2. Adam Clarke and Rowan
Howard were solid in defence working hard
to force opposition strikers out wide and away
from our goals. Clayton Warner and, at times
Boyd Gannon, were courageous in the goals
flinging themselves about and denying opposition
many goals. Our links of Imad Khan, Chris
Macdonald, Luke Parker and John Fisher
were outstanding, always showing a high work
rate and delivering excellent, well timed passes to
the front line. Josh Lander, Bruce Campbell
and Oliver Kennedy-Smith were superb up
front putting many goals past the opposition
keepers after some brilliant inter-play. All in all
the u11a team scored 66 goals in their season and
conceded only 11 – A super effort. Well done to
all the u11 hockey players this season. Thank you
for your commitment to the game and your hard
work. Your results are thoroughly deserved.
Steve Mendes
U10
Another highly successful season has seen the u10
age group develop into a force with which to be
reckoned. A lot of our emphasis has been placed
on developing not only the individual skills learnt
the previous year, but also the confidence to use
these skills in a match situation. In addition, the
boys have learnt that hockey is very much a team
sport, with each boy a vital cog in the machine.
The boys have worked hard at developing their
passing skills and have often run rings around
their opposition in this aspect of the game. It has
been pleasing to note the sheer determination
shown by many of the boys. On a number of
occasions we had to fight back from deficits and
often ended up drawing or winning matches
due to this ‘never-say-die’ attitude. The boys also
learnt during the season the value of playing
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in different positions. At this age, this is critical
to their future development, as they learn their
strengths and weaknesses. An aspect which the
WP Hockey Union seriously needs to consider is
the introduction of seven-a-side hockey for under
10’s (as opposed to the current six-a-side). The
former allows for a more constructive, but also
freer approach to the game. In addition, more
boys are involved, and this helps to significantly
promote the game. We enjoyed participating
in the SACS Festival this term, a really good
afternoon when the boys play against a number
of different schools in a short space of time. This
does a lot for the development of boys’ hockey;
many thanks to SACS for their continuation of
this very worthwhile initiative. One of our main
aims at the start of the season was that, win or
lose, the boys should enjoy their hockey. We hope
this has been the case and that they will continue
to enjoy the benefits of this great game in the
years ahead. Many thanks to all the coaching
staff for their enthusiastic input (often in terrible
weather conditions!) and to Mr Anderson for his
continued inspiring leadership of Prep hockey.
P Graney, C Anstey, K Bailey, J Cunnold, R Goedhals
U9
Throughout the season, every Wednesday
afternoon, the boys participated, with 4 full
teams, in a ‘mini- hockey tournament’ together
with SACS, WPPS, Wynberg and Rondebosch.
This weekly initiative started quite a few years
ago and creates a wonderful opportunity for the
boys to experience match play and learning to
play as a team. Furthermore, it gives the boys a
chance to practice what they learn during their
training sessions. Positive participation, good skills
development and great team spirit marked this
years u9 hockey season!
Maaike Tiaden
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BISHOPS PREP vs Sweet Valley & WPPS Festival – 17, 26, 27 & 28 April 2014
Under 13A
Sweet Valley
Lost
0-36
Under 13A
Wynberg
Won
21-17
Under 13A
Selborne
Lost
0-66
Under 13A
Highbury
Won
49-5
Under 13B
Sweet Valley
Won
52-0
Under 12A
Sweet Valley
Won
43-5
Under 12B
Sweet Valley
Won
31-5
Under 11A
Sweet Valley
Won
17-7
Under 11B
Sweet Valley
Won
25-0
Under 10A
Sweet Valley
Won
42-5
Under 9A
Sweet Valley
Lost
15-20
Under 9B
Sweet Valley
Won
20-5
Under 9C
Sweet Valley
Won
10-5
Played: 13

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 10C
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E

Won: 10

Drew: 0

BISHOPS PREP vs SACS – 10 & 14 May 2014
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Drew
SACS D
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS D
Won
SACS
Drew
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost

Lost: 3

12-33
7-20
17-15
0-25
26-24
7-26
0-63
10-48
26-24
10-5
12-12
26-10
17-12
33-12
0-10
31-5
5-5
5-35
0-10
5-40
10-30
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Under 9F

SACS

Lost

Played: 22

Won: 8

Drew: 2

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 9A
Under 9B
Played: 13

BISHOPS PREP vs Eikestad & Durbanville – 17 May 2014
Eikestad
Lost
Eikestad
Lost
Eikestad
Won
Durbanville
Lost
Durbanville
Lost
Durbanville
Lost
Eikestad
Drew
Eikestad
Won
Durbanville
Lost
Eikestad
Won
Eikestad
Won
Eikestad
Lost
Eikestad
Won
Won: 5

Drew: 1

20-45
Lost: 12

10-33
0-24
33-29
0-48
0-14
5-15
12-12
31-19
27-29
24-10
34-0
0-10
15-10
Lost: 7

BISHOPS PREP vs KENRIDGE, ISLAMIA, DURBANVILLE & CURRO – 24 May 2014
Under 13A
Kenridge
Lost
26-28
Under 13B
Kenridge
Won
26-12
Under 13C
Curro
Won
41-0
Under 13D
Durbanville
Lost
7-19
Under 12A
Kenridge
Won
31-5
Under 12B
Islamia
Won
50-0
Under 12C
Durbanvilee
Lost
10-36
Under 11A
Kenridge
Won
19-7
Under 11B
Kenridge
Won
33-0
Under 11C
Curro
Won
62-0
Under 10A
Kenridge
Lost
0-17
Under 10B
Kenridge
Won
42-12
Under 10C
Durbanville
Lost
5-27
Under 9A
Kenridge
Won
5-0
Under 9B
Islamia
Won
40-10
Under 9C
Kenridge B
Lost
0-15
Under 9D
Curro
Won
30-15
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Under 9E
Under 9F
Played: 18

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E
Played: 17

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 9A
Under 9B
Played: 10
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Kenridge C
Kenridge D
Won: 10

Lost
Lost
Drew: 0

BISHOPS PREP vs WYNBERG – 31 May 2014
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Won: 14

Drew: 0

BISHOPS PREP vs PRIMROSE – 7 June 2014
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Lost
Primrose
Won
Primrose
Won
Won: 9

Drew: 0

0-40
0-40
Lost: 8

12-38
42-7
22-5
12-5
0-10
12-29
12-10
29-12
29-7
24-15
17-0
17-0
10-0
25-0
65-0
40-10
30-10
Lost: 3

21-8
42-5
66-0
25-0
39-17
34-12
53-0
15-25
50-0
50-0
Lost: 1
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Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E
Played: 15

Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E
Played: 14
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BISHOPS PREP vs WPPS – 13 June 2014
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
SACS D
Won
WPPS C
Drew
SACS F	
Won
Won: 13

Drew: 1

BISHOPS PREP vs RONDEBOSCH – 21 June 2014
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Drew
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Drew
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Won: 4

Drew: 2

BISHOPS PREP vs RONDEBOSCH & SACS – 3,4 & 5 June 2014
Under 13A
Rondebosch
Won

38-12
38-14
67-0
15-14
22-21
39-14
36-7
24-19
35-12
37-5
5-25
25-10
25-0
10-10
20-10
Lost: 1

39-7
25-10
40-19
31-17
7-7
5-37
10-21
15-20
10-10
0-20
0-15
5-30
10-45
20-40
Lost: 8

31-12
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Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 13D
Under 12C
Under 12D
Under 11C
Under 10C
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E

Rondebosch
Rondebosch
SACS
Rondebosch
SACS
SACS
SACS
SACS
SACS
SACS D
SACS E
SACS F	

Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost

Played: 13

Won: 5

Drew: 0

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Played: 10

BISHOPS PREP vs DURBAN PREP – 24 July 2014
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Won
Durban Prep
Won
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Lost
Durban Prep
Lost
Won: 2

Drew: 0

28-5
22-38
7-14
32-15
12-27
0-62
12-25
10-7
0-25
20-5
0-35
15-30
Lost: 8

12-34
14-24
0-34
42-12
12-10
7-12
10-45
7-12
12-24
5-10
Lost: 8

BISHOPS PREP vs ATLANTIC, NICO BRUMMER & SACS – 26 & 29 July 2014
Under 13A
Nico Brummer
Won
57-0
Under 13A
Atlantic
Lost
20-29
Under 13B
Atlantic
Drew
24-24
Under 12A
Atlantic
Won
37-0
Under 12B
Atlantic
Lost
7-12
Under 12C
SACS D
Won
20-15
Under 11A
Atlantic
Won
65-0
Under 11B
Nico Brummer
Lost
12-15
Under 11C
SACS
Won
32-0
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Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E

SACS
SACS
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
SACS
SACS

Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost

Played: 17

Won: 8

Drew: 1

Under 13A
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 10A
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Played: 11

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 9A

BISHOPS PREP vs Sweet Valley – 2 August 2014
Sweet Valley
Drew
Sweet Valley
Lost
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Sweet Valley
Won
Won: 9

Drew: 1

BISHOPS PREP vs SACS – 9 August 2014
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Lost

10-20
0-44
5-0
10-5
15-0
10-45
10-50
Lost: 8

12-12
7-19
50-0
50-0
35-0
24-0
47-5
15-10
10-5
10-5
30-25
Lost: 1

7-10
0-50
22-32
40-10
12-36
15-27
15-21
15-7
0-29
27-0
10-12
5-25
5-10
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Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E

SACS
SACS
SACS
SACS

Won
Lost
Lost
Won

Played: 17

Won: 5

Drew: 0

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E
Played: 17

BISHOPS PREP vs WYNBERG – 16 August 2014
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Lost
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Wynberg
Won
Won: 11

Drew: 0

BISHOPS PREP KZN RUGBY TOUR RESULTS – June 2014
Under 13A
Trinity House
Won
Under 13A
Pelham
Lost
Under 13A
Westville
Lost
Under 13A
Merchiston
Lost
Under 13B/C
Hillcrest A
Lost
Under 13B
Merchiston
Lost
Under 13B
Empangeni A
Won
Under 13B/C
Eshowe A
Drew
Under 13B/C
Mandini A
Lost
Under 13B/C
Hluhluwe A
Lost

15-10
5-15
10-15
20-10
Lost: 12

17-48
0-47
19-12
29-10
17-27
21-19
7-14
28-15
29-24
17-29
42-0
27-0
5-10
20-5
20-15
35-5
5-0
Lost: 6

24-16
12-36
10-12
7-45
14-15
19-27
10-5
5-5
0-5
10-15
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Under 13C/D
Under 13C
Under 13D
Played: 13

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 9A
Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E
Played: 14

Under 13A
Under 13B
Under 13C
Under 13D
Under 12A
Under 12B
Under 12C
Under 11A
Under 11B
Under 11C
Under 10A
Under 10B
Under 10C
Under 9A

Hillcrest B
Merchiston
Merchiston

Won
Lost
Lost

Won: 3

Drew: 1

BISHOPS PREP vs WPPS & SACS –23 & 26 August 2014
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS C
Lost
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Lost
WPPS
Won
WPPS
Lost
SACS
Lost
SACS
Won
Won: 6

Drew: 0

BISHOPS PREP vs RONDEBOSCH –30 August 2014
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Won
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Lost
Rondebosch
Drew
Rondebosch
Won

24-10
14-32
12-26
Lost: 9

26-7
17-12
12-15
7-30
5-7
35-14
25-0
17-40
12-21
20-25
20-15
0-25
10-20
25-15
Lost: 8

19-10
49-7
7-30
17-10
41-12
29-22
42-17
19-10
17-15
0-37
5-17
7-19
15-15
20-10
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Under 9B
Under 9C
Under 9D
Under 9E

Rondebosch
Rondebosch
Rondebosch
Rondebosch

Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

Played: 18

Won: 9

Drew: 1

0-25
10-60
10-35
15-30
Lost: 8

rugby

Andrew Williams-Ashman determined to burst through

Dylan Krause on the attack

Connor Dempers breaks away

Dylan Perlman on the charge
with very close support

U13A
A tough season, yet enjoyable! The season
started with much anticipation after a very
successful u12year. The two touring UK sides
did show up one or two weaknesses in the side,
defence, size and lack of outright pace. This has
often been the case at this age over the years
and it has little bearing on the boys future rugby

Great offload from Sacha
Feinberg Mngomezulu

success. Boys all mature at different rates, key is
the development of skill and a love of the game.
I was reminded of the latter when James
Kilroe and Michael Muller members of the
2004 u13A rugby side that lost to Durbanville
75-0, James won the 2014 Varsity Cup with
UCT and Michael won the Western Province
Grand Challenge Club Championship.
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Aaron Woodman with Scarra
Ntubeni

The Sweet Valley game saw us fall apart,
the game ended in a harrowing loss and many
left feeling rather despondent. Credit must be
given to the boys for bouncing back as they
played some very good rugby against Highbury
and Wynberg at the WPPS Centenary Festival,
the win against Wynberg most impressive as
the team had to come from behind to clinch
a good win. The realisation that we would be
up against very tough opposition when touring
and hosting visiting sides from up country was
most evident against Selborne – a polished side
blessed with an abundance of pace and skill,
a privilege for our boys to have played against
arguably the top Prep school side in the country.
Sadly injuries did begin to creep in, however
this did give other boys an opportunity to play
and be exposed to A team rugby. A total of 25
boys did eventually play in the team.
The tour to Durban was, as always, a
highlight, despite some poor results. The
opportunity to be away with mates for 10 days
on a sports tour every boys’ (mans’) dream.
The team grew and began to understand the
importance of team and the fact that we really
needed to play for each other. The loss to a very
strong Merchinston team in Pietermaritzburg
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was in many ways a turning point for us as
a team. The boys gave everything, it had
been a long and taxing tour with many boys
having played hockey, tennis and squash. The
commitment and passion was evident – no
coach can ask for more from a group of young
men!
Locally the side blew hot and cold, good wins
against WPPS (2) and Rondebosch (2), narrow
losses to SACS, Kenridge and a memorable
draw against Sweet Valley. Bob Skinstad gave
a most uplifting talk on the morning of the
Sweet Valley game, the boys responded with a
great performance, typified by resolute defence.
This game once again reminded all of the
power of positivity and a will never to give up.
As I look back over the season, we had
close games that we could have won, games
were we did not take our chances or we let
ourselves down with silly mistakes. I do,
however, find it hard to recall games where
the team gave up or did not “pitch up”, credit
must go the captain and vice who in difficult
circumstances kept the troops in a positive
state of mind. It has often been said that it is
in times of adversity that we learn the most
about ourselves and our mates. We have no
place to hide, but rather each week at practice
and during matches we need to face up to our
fears and possible weaknesses. I am confident
that this group of boys have grown and in
many ways are better equipped to face the
joys and sorrows that come with playing this
great game. The season had a number of
highlights despite the results: the constant
attendance of injured boys, always part of the
team and happy to help out at practice and
match day. Murray Gordan’s assistance at
every practice, be it being ball boy, tackle bag
holder, stand in scrumhalf and water boy and
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touch judge on match days. Thank you a great
example of service. The support for the team
lead by cheerleader Freddy Davis, a great
sight and sound on a Saturday morning, thank
you for starting a new tradition at the Prep.
This had a positive spin off with the 1st XV
players supporting all the other sides.
My time as the u13A rugby coach at the
Prep has come to an end. It has been a most
enjoyable 17 years. The highlights each year are
seeing little boys grow and flourish in term three
and four and become young men ready for the
challenges of College. This year’s group have
been no different – thank you for enriching my
life as a coach and teacher, the laughter and odd
tear will long be remembered.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Mr Mqomboti for his help, advice
and friendship over the past five years. His
coaching and advice will stand the boys in
good stead in the years to come.
To the whole group, parents and boys, good
luck at College, play and support the game
for the enjoyment that any “task” well done
brings, the satisfaction of knowing you have
done your best and above all play for the joy
of being able to run around expressing your
talents.
n Team: James Howard (Capt.),
Michael van der Merwe (V/Capt.),
Slaide Marquis, Aaron Woodman, Tom
Liefeldt, Jono Bird, Isaiah Wharton,
Jack Hampshire, Matthew Smith,
Mbongeni Mavuso, James Koster,
Drew Burton, Kieran Meyer, Matthew
Lennett, Ryan Campbell, Michael
Wesson, Ryan Sneddon, Ross Tudhope,
Ross Hyne, Tristian Turner, Sean
Murphy, Nicholas Cattell, Sam Elliott.
Brendan Fogarty
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U13B
Our trials at the beginning of the season
showed that we certainly had strength in depth
in this age group. I was impressed with the
way the boys showed commitment on defense,
and at the same time realized that some work
was needed in terms of being more organized
in this facet of the game. As always, the boys
possessed an abundance of skills in terms of
attack and decision making, combined with
working on our upper body strength in order to
dominate the contact situation was an area for
improvement. We started in earnest when we
had our first team practice, and emphasis was
put on the breakdown situation, as quick ball is
key in order to play a fast paced game.
Our two terms were more or less identical
in terms of results. Both were characterized
by rustiness after a holiday period, followed
by some good rugby towards the end of the
term. Once we got rid of the cobwebs, the
boys managed to play free-flowing rugby in
true Bishops tradition. Our decision making
became better, and the boys started believing
in themselves in order to have a go on attack.
It says a lot about the character of a group of
player when they manage to turn two periods
of below par results around in one season. Our
commitment in defense stood us in good stead
throughout, and this was evident in the way we
defended our try line in the last game of the
year against Rondebosch. After this period we
came back with some of our best rugby of the
season, and were rewarded with a convincing
win. I was so pleased that we could finish the
season off in such a fashion. I wish all the boys
the best for their future sporting careers. I will
remember this as a very enjoyable season, with
boys showing what can be done with a positive
attitude and a hard-working mindset.
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A big thank you must go to all the parents for
their wonderful support throughout the season.
It created a positive environment for the boys,
hence the enjoyable season and good results.
n Team: Cole Gannon, William
Hamilton-Russell, Cameron Good,
Matthew Davies, Sean Murphy, Joshua
Njoroge, Innocent Macha, James Koster,
Fergus Fletcher, Mbongeni Mavuso,
Drew Burton, Marek Kanigowski, Ryan
Campbell, Aiden Murphy, Tom Byron,
Sean O’ Brien, Liam Foxcroft, Chris
Clarke, Jimi Babade
Willem Louw
U13C
This was a team that simply played for the
sheer enjoyment of representing your school
every Saturday and having the time of your
life. We lost about as many games as we won,
but that didn’t matter. We loved to play what
we called, “champagne rugby”, and when the
weather was warm and sunny, the field firm
and dry, we played a beautiful style with the
ball being kept alive with brilliant passes, offloads and pops. However, when the weather
was cold and rainy and the field wet and
muddy, the “champagne rugby” lost its sparkle
and went a bit flat. Our tour match against
Hillcrest in Kwazulu-Natal was a highlight.
We caught the opposition a little cold with
our attacking brand of rugby, but then had
to defend the entire second half inside our
22 to hang on for a memorable win. The
tackling and commitment from the boys was
a joy to watch. The coach nearly put in a few
tackles himself from behind the poles. Another
highlight was a classy win over Durban Prep
as we dazzled and mesmerised them with our
linking play and ‘joie de vivre’ on the field.
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It has been a pleasure coaching these boys
who simply love the game and will be the
backbone of club rugby one day. Every practice
was such fun as our boys really wanted to be
there and to play. This attitude makes coaching
so easy. Thank you to Mr Goddard and Mr
Russell who were such excellent coaches and
role-models to these boys.
Thank you to the merry band of parents
who supported us all over the peninsula often
at first light on chilly, wet winter Saturday
mornings and always with smiles on their faces.
n Team: J Brasher, J Babade, L
Foxcroft, B Bullough, T Le Fleur,
L Richardson, E Musselwhite, W
Hamilton-Russell, J Naude (captain),
M Davies, P David, D Beaumont, R
Williams, D Naude, I Macha, F Fletcher,
L Orpen, F Breytenbach, T Warner, D
Perlman, H McKenzie, F Casey-Smith,
W Holtman, V Levendal, J Rowand, B
Agnew, E Tellefsen, B Hollingum, T
Lee, P Worthington-Smith, R Florin, A
Bassett, M Gordon, T Kingdom.
Bruce Mitchell
U12A
The team has had a wonderful season,
winning 13 of their 16 matches. The boys were
passionate and determined and gave it all for
the Mitre during matches. The season began
with a very hard fought victory over SACS and
it was obvious that the group was blessed with
talented players. Our first loss of the season
was against a very physical and well coached
Durbanville team. Although we were unhappy
about the loss, we used the disappointment
as a positive and learnt from the experience.
At practice we worked incredibly hard at
defense, the breakdown and counter attack and
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these important areas of our game improved
and contributed to the success of the team
throughout the winter. A highlight of Term
2 was definitely the close 15-14 victory game
against Wetpups. Unfortunately, we could not
emulate our performance in the third term.
The depth of our squad was severely tested
in the second half of the season when some
of our players were injured or ill. Who will
ever forget the incredible performance against
SACS? The boys who replaced the normal
A team players were magnificent and we
managed to win comfortably. They again rose
to the challenge against Wynberg the following
week – this bodes well for next year. After the
loss to Wetpups, the boys managed to finish
the season off on a high with a very impressive
win against Rondebosch. The 7s team did the
school proud winning the SACS tournament.
It was an absolute pleasure coaching this
team. They were great ambassadors for their
school and their parents can be very proud
of their achievements. A big thank you to
Justin Haynes for coaching the back line.
The backs under his guidance scored some
wonderful tries and always kept the opposition
guessing with some incredible moves, skill and
footwork. The parents must also be thanked
for their unwavering support, guidance and
encouragement – behind every successful team
is a group of special parents.
n Team: Jock Buchannan (C), Sam
Hanssen (VC), Alexander van der
Leek, Luke Beachy Head, Nicholas
Christodoulou, Zak Ahmed, Undiphile
Ngxangane, Ayahlume Ngcwangu,
Sebastian Allison, Harry Gilson,
Mitchell Labberte, Liam Hoffman, Greg
Medcalf, Jordan Watson, Sacha Feinberg
Mngomezulu, Masood Meyer, Caleb
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Oliphant, Luke Shuttleworth, Adam
Suliaman, Cameron Parker-Forsyth,
Jonoathan Mopp, Ben Cheminais, Luke
Negrine.
Chris Groom
U12B
It was a tough, but very well fought season
with most games having a close score line. The
season got off to a great start with a win over
Sweet Valley. From this game it was evident the
boys’ commitment and their skills level were
outstanding. Luke Beachy Head captained
the team brilliantly until he earned the call
up to the u12as. Stuart Stevens took over
as captain and showed that he too could lead
very well. When denied a win, the boys showed
great character and good sportsmanship.
They were always quick to congratulate the
opposition and able to move forward to the
next week with determination, confidence and
a positive attitude. The season came to an end
with a stunning second win over Rondebosch.
The final score depicts how hard fought for the
win was (29-27). All their hard work paid off in
the end! The boys learnt valuable rugby lessons
as well as valuable life lessons. On a personal
note, I have thoroughly enjoyed coaching these
boys and I would like to say a big thank you to
the parents for their support throughout the
season.
n Team: Luke Beachy Head (C),
Stuart Stevens (C), Zak Ahmed, Tim
Kotze, Aya Ngcwangu, Victor Smith,
Luke Shuttleworth, Ben Gukelberger,
Cameron Parker Forsyth, Jonty Wright,
Mitchell Fussell, Saddock Magai,
Nicholas Christodoulou, Luke Negrine,
Liam Hoffman, Sebastian Allison,
Rayan Hendricks, Ben Cheminais,
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Connor dempers, Joshua Seymour,
James Farmer, Declan Watling, Jake
Herbert, Jonathan Mopp. Lawrence
Macha, Nicholas Powell.
Greg Erlangsen
U12C AND D
This year has been an exciting rugby adventure
for the coaches and the boys of the u12C/D
rugby teams. Coaching a squad of between
26-29 energetic and enthusiastic rugby
players is both rewarding and challenging. It
is always a challenge to coach at this level as
the rugby skills and knowledge are still in a
developmental phase, although the belief is not
lacking. That is the rewarding aspect. I have
thoroughly enjoyed the belief and enthusiasm
that this group of players had this year. They
were always positive and energetic at practices
as well as at matches, even if the results did
not go their way. They were eager to learn
and implement new skills and knowledge on
match day. We have been very impressed with
individual as well as team attitudes and work
ethic and we would like to encourage the
boys to keep this up during their 2015 season.
Through the season, we as coaches had to
deal with managing the challenges of such
a big group as well as a very broad range of
skills and knowledge. We had boys who played
one or two games for the C team and who
completed the rest of the season in the B team,
as well as a couple of boys who started their
rugby career as part of the D team this year.
These boys showed a lot of character when at
practices and during matches culminating in
an end of season try for one of them. It is our
focus to equip the boys with all the rugby skills
that they might need at this level, which is why
we focused on the basics of passing, catching,
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tackling, breakdown work, evasion techniques,
ball retention and defense. The boys showed
great glimpses of new running lines, support
play and hard in-your-face confrontations at
the breakdown during most of the defeats
of the season, but we could see the potential
in the 15-27 loss to the SACS C team which
had beaten us by 60 twice before. This was
followed by a well-deserved win (21-19) against
Wynberg that had earlier beaten us 29-12. The
end of the season performance was against
Rondebosch and the ‘Springbok magic spray’
made its appearance and the boys played
very well to secure a 42-7 win. This was a
pleasure to watch and a fitting end to a hard,
but enjoyable season. Many thanks to Keegan
and Murray for their committed coaching and
enthusiasm during the season. Thank you to all
the parents for their support of the boys.
n Team: D Watling:(C), N Tiaden, Z
Mahlati, R Naidoo, S Magai, D Howard,
L v Schalkwyk, L Haarburger, J Steyn,
C Pandiani, M Roshaan, M Bradley,
V Smith, D Boyes, J Wright , R Kleye,
Z Chenia, N Powell, L Masha, S Bury,
J van Wyk, S-A Janoodien, C Mirroto,
L Bradley, J Border, J Farmer, R
Hendricks, J Herbert.
Clayton Turner
U11A
“Life is what you make of it. The harder you
work the greater the reward. It has its share
of sadness, but also moments of extreme
joy.” This quote reminded me a great deal
of the u11A team. They were a team that
was prepared to put in the hard work. It has
been an incredibly successful season with
the team being unbeaten in the first part of
the season and then only losing 3 games in
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the second part. Plenty of enthusiasm and
winning attitude from the players contributed
to a positive environment and this extremely
successful season. Week in and week out the
boys practised hard, especially enjoying their
physical sessions of “koppe stamp”, which
may seem strange to Bishops. The fact is that
this made the boys very tough, courageous
and taught them how to back themselves in
the physical contact of rugby. The highlight
of the season must be the wonderful and
exciting style of 7s rugby that the boys played,
resulting in winning the SACS and Fish Hoek
tournaments, assembling a massive total of
49 tries. It is difficult to place a player in the
spotlight, as in this team every boy had a role
to play and when this took place we were unstoppable. I would like to thank Luke Parker
for captaining the side in a manner which
encouraged the boys to believe in themselves.
Boys, believe in yourself, the future is in your
hands, grab it but always remember to be good
“okes” to each other.
Lastly, a huge thank-you to all the parents
for their support this season- it really does
make a difference. To Charlie, thank you for
all your input and your total commitment to
each boy. You made them stronger, but more
importantly better ‘okes’.
n Team: Luke Parker (C), Josh Lander
(VC), Adam Campbell, Marc Nelson,
Sipho Ndlovu, Gray Fogarty, Chris
Scheepers, Luke Solomons, Liam
Harrison, Imad Khan, Bruce Campbell,
Barkely Graaff, Rowan Howard, Jake
Greenberg, Ilyaaz Arnold, Oliver
Nicklin, Cameron Toy, Gareth Walsh,
Johnny Fisher, Liyema Liwani, Keanan
Walker, Oliver Kennedy Smith, JP
Freddie, Adam Clark.
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U11B
This year has truly been an unbelievable
experience for both of us from a coaching
perspective. The most rewarding aspect for us
was to see how these boys have developed into
an incredible rugby team. Together as a team,
we set goals for the season namely, to be the
best u11B team in the Western Cape, to play a
Bishops’ style brand of rugby and to build a team
culture in which every player respects and plays
for his teammates. We are extremely proud to
say that we were able to achieve all three of our
goals. It was also great to see how many of our
boys moved up into the A team or at least got
game time for the A team. There is no doubt that
these boys have the potential to play 1st XV in
College one day, if they continue to work hard
and show the commitment that they showed
this year. They were led by an absolute stalwart.
Josh Carnell showed maturity well beyond
his years, he led the team with a great attitude
and would always bring out the best in the other
boys through encouragement. Benji Voogt
stood in as captain, whilst Josh was injured.
He was able to inspire the other boys through
his relentless defense and bullocking runs. We
were lucky enough to have a diverse range of
skills in our forwards, such as the incredible
pace of Gareth Walsh, the amazing skill of
Irshaad Abrahams, the extreme strength
of JP Freddie and Liyema Liwani and the
amazing attitude and massive defense of both
Cameron Toy and Oliver Kennedy-Smith.
Our backline also contained a variety of different
skills, which made them unstoppable with ball
in hand. We encouraged our backline to run
the ball from almost anywhere on the field,
depending on the situation at hand. This resulted
in our team becoming one of the highest try
scoring teams in the school, if not the highest.
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It was awesome to see the goal kicking ability of
Mohammed, the decision making of Skyler, the
amazing defence of Callum Musselwhite,
the unbelievable stepping ability of Adam
Clarke, the unrelenting defense and speed of
Manga, the phenomenal finishing ability and
speed of Keenan and the marvelous courage
and determination of Oliver Nicklin. A major
factor that led to our success was the calibre of
players that were able to fill in when we needed
them regardless of whether they came from the
A team or the C team such as Adam, Johnny,
Chris, Gabriel, Max, Matthew, Coen,
Seb, Chris, Daniel and the many more that
stood in when they were needed. It was an
absolute honour and privilege to be able to coach
such an amazing group of boys. To all the boys,
good luck with your rugby going forward, we
will be watching your progress and guiding you
where we can. Thanks for an incredible season!
We lost 2 games (not in the regular round robin)
and drew 1for the entire season.
n Team: Liyema Liwani, Benji Voogt,
Ishard Abrahams, Cameron Toy,
Gabriel Dysell, Josh Carnell Hofinger,
Oliver Kennedy Smith, Gareth Walsh,
Muhammed Koor, Schyler V D
Westhuizen, Mangaliso Nogqantshi,
Adam Clarke, Oliver Nicklin, Keanan
Walker, Matt Byron.
U11C
Congratulations to all who played a part in
making this an incredibly memorable season.
We enjoyed some massive victories and some
narrow losses, but what impressed me the most
about this group of boys was their unerring love
and enjoyment of the game. This was most
clearly displayed at practice sessions. They gave
every single drill and exercise 100%. There was
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very little love lost when playing mini-games
during practice sessions. Ball retention skills
and determined running were often impressive
but tackling is something that this team will
have to improve upon next year. The boys
must be congratulated on their determined
attitude on the field and their excellent
behaviour and manners. Many thanks to Mr
Mujaji, Mr Canterbury and Mr Don for their
enthusiasm and contributions towards making
this an exciting and enjoyable rugby season. I
must also thank all the parents for their loyal
support and words of encouragement from the
touchlines.
n Team: Coen Potgieter, Clayton
Warner, Gabriel Dyssell-Hofinger, Jack
Walker, Brian Daniel, Sergey Huish,
Max Rebe, Philip Smith, Christopher
Scheepers, Christopher Macdonald,
Archie Crosthwaite-Eyre, Mangaliso
Nogantshi, Nicholas Kotze, Benjamin
Audinwood, Matthew Byron; Laine
Ridgeway, Nicholas Pabst, Seth Nieburg,
Thomas Newton, Zane Dawood, Daniel
Nelson, Sebastian Sturrock, Ethan
Topat, Daniel Davidson
Greg Shuttleworth
U10A
I can’t help but think of the very first rugby
practice at the beginning of term 2. There
were bulging eyes as boys looked lost at all the
information they had to take in. The boys soon
realized that the transition from u9 to u10 rugby
is a BIG step up: bigger field, more players (10
to 15), contested scrums and line-outs, playing
with boots, law interpretations and everything
else that goes along with this beautiful game.
Those very same eyes, however, were eyes of
excitement. They soon caught on to what they
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needed to do as individuals and as a team.
The way they pushed themselves at practices,
always keen to learn made our jobs as coaches
a lot easier. We really pushed a hard work ethic
into the boys, as well as the element of having
fun at everything we did as a team. No rugby
practice went by without us all rolling around in
laughter in between ‘kopestap’ and scrumming
each other to the ground. For a team small in
size, the high level of skills and pace we had at
our disposal, we had Mr Bayly (1st XV coach)
astonished. Probably our best moment of the
season was beating SACS away from home.
We hope it’s a moment the boys will remember
and cherish in their illustrious rugby careers
that lie ahead. A few of the boys were selected
to participate at the Rondebosch 7s Festival.
Again the boys showed off their wonderful
skills and pace, scoring some great team tries.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank,
the team for making this season so memorable
and enjoyable, the parents’ ongoing support
throughout the season, Mr Muller for all his
vital coaching assistance and support to the
team during the season.
Khwezi Mqomboti
U10B
This season was an all-round success, for the
boys and for us. From the start the team gelled
which made compiling moves a lot easier. We
kicked off the season with a convincing victory
over WPPS and that set the tone for the season.
There were many remarkable moments that
will never be forgotten. The boys loved every
moment and that was our main goal. We had
a few knocks along the way, but the season was
great. They were all such good sports, winning
or losing; they always had high spirits and came
to practice looking forward to the week.
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n Team: L. Broggain, Z. Muleya,
D. Wharton-Hood, G. Rodinis, S.
Terblanche, O. Selb, E. Smith, M.
Oblrich, H. Dempers, D. Sneddon, R.
Sayed, M. Naude, B. MacFarlaine, T.
Van Heerden, J. Barrett, R. Jones, D.
Ramiah, D. Karlein.
Luke Jacobs and Murray Robertson
U10C
This squad of boys improved in leaps and
bounds as they participated in the 15 man
game for the first time. It was good to see
several players promoted to the B team
during the season. Our policy was to make
sure that everyone in the squad of 22 had a
regular opportunity to play. We were often not
necessarily fielding our strongest combination
and this was especially telling against stronger C
sides. Nevertheless, we acquitted ourselves well,
winning 5, drawing 2 and losing 7 matches.
The captaincy of the team rotated in every
match, giving nearly every boy an opportunity
to lead as captain or vice-captain. Our final
match against Rondebosch was most satisfying.
Having lost to them by a fair margin earlier
in the week, we fought back well for a draw.
Kieran Urquhart was unlucky to break his
arm early in the season. We missed his services
at scrum half. David Border and Thando
Kumalo took turns in this key position. Luke
Botha, Trae Turner, Dieter Karlein and
George Rodinis worked hard at rucks and
scrums. Conrad Green was a most capable
catcher in the lineouts and Davon Ramiah
had some good jinking runs from the base
of the scrum. Teboho Mashologu and the
Thom twins were dependable locks. Our most
improved forward over the season was Michael
Beaumont. Our strongest forager in rucks was
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Alessandro Pappa. Ismail Bhorat was a
great kicker and good at finding gaps into which
to run. Craig Ressell and Tyron Slauk
were dependable backline runners. Murrough
Epstein was our best tackler. He was a ‘jewel’
to have in our side with many try-saving tackles.
Thanks to all the parents who were most
supportive on match days and added spirit to
the side. Many thanks too, to Dave Jenkins
who coached the forwards and Brett HopeRobertson who assisted with the backline.
I look forward to seeing all the boys develop
further in future seasons.
n Team: Luke Botha, Trae Turner,
Dieter Karlein, Daniel Thom, Oliver
Thom, George Rodinis, Conrad Green,
Teboho Mashologu, Davon Ramiah,
Michael Beaumont, Allessandro Papa,
Thando Kumalo, Mogammad Johaar,
Ismail Bhorat, Tyron Slauk, Craig
Ressell, David Border, Murrough
Epstein, Nimba Mahlati, Suhail
Janodien and Kieran Urquhart.
Tom Campbell
U9
Fifty-five energetic young rugby players arrived
for the first u9 practice of the season, eager to
take on the exciting challenge of tackle rugby
for the first time. While getting stuck into live
contact situations is always the most popular
request from the u9s at the start of the season,
the fundamental skills are vital as a starting
point in order to produce skilful rugby players.
The basics of the tackle, such as where you
put your head, are also paramount because of
safety and to learn how to pull off an effective
tackle. Learning about the different positions in
a rugby side, how those positions fit into a team
structure and receiving a position is another
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fascinating task that the U9s take on. It’s very
common for a boy to play a variety of positions
during a season at this level, frequently getting
a taste for life in the backline as well up front in
the forwards, which is beneficial for their skills
development and healthy for their experience
of the wonderful game of rugby.
Rugby at Bishops is traditionally about skilful
continuity and this year our main focus was to
stress the importance of keeping the ball alive
– to plant the seed of Bishops rugby. Whenever
possible we wanted to avoid setting up rucks, but
rather to offload in the tackle or off the ground
to a teammate in order to keep the move flowing.
It was a slow process at first, because it was a
new and challenging concept for a group of boys
who had only ever played tag rugby before, but
as the season progressed the boys quickly picked
it up and excelled, enjoying the exciting style of
rugby. The attractive brand of play certainly paid
off and many brilliant team tries with multiple
offloads and slick interplay were scored by
every single side from the A team to the E team
throughout the season.
Rugby at this level is about learning about
the game and how to work as a team as well
as developing skills, but most importantly it is
about enjoyment and having fun. It is safe to
say that this group had plenty of fun on the
rugby field in matches and practices, which
was wonderful to see. As much as sometimes
we may think it is, rugby at prep school level
is certainly not centric on results, and losing
provides important lessons to learn from in both
rugby and life. However, while we did have our
fair share of defeats, the results were mainly
positive and more importantly the boys learnt
and improved throughout the season and the
progress was impressive to see. Thank you to the
parents for your encouragement and support
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for the boys along the touchlines throughout the
season. Thank you to the coaches for your time,
effort and passion.
This age group has a lot of depth in talent
and the results were good on the whole, but each
team had their own highlights to remember the
season by: The E side scored some lovely tries
and won three times in their six match series
against SACS throughout the season. The D
team ran in six tries on both occasions in victories
over Curro and Sweet Valley in exciting games
and also beat Wynberg both times. The C team
did the double over Sweet Valley in two tough
matches and scored some brilliant tries in a
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big win away at Wynberg. The Bs produced a
fine comeback to beat Eikestad by three tries to
two after being two tries down at half time and
they showed character to bounce back to defeat
SACS away at SACS, having lost the first fixture
between the two sides by a six try margin. The A
team saved their best two performances for their
two biggest games. They defended superbly to
beat a very strong Sweet Valley side in an epic
match at Sweet Valley and then in the last game
of the season, they constructed four outstanding
tries to beat a powerful Rondebosch side away
from home.
Matthew Riches

BISHOPS PREP vs WYNBERG – 25 and 30 September 2014
Under 13A
Wynberg
Won
2-1
Under 13B
Wynberg
Lost
1-3
Under 13C
Wynberg
Lost
0-3
Under 12A
Wynberg
Won
4-0
Under 12B
Wynberg
Lost
0-1
Under 12C
Wynberg
Won
3-1
Under 11A
Wynberg
Won
3-0
Under 11B
Wynberg
Won
1-0
Under 11C
Wynberg
Won
1-0
Under 10A
Wynberg
Lost
2-3
Under 10B
Wynberg
Won
8-3
Under 10C
Wynberg
Won
3-0
Under 9A
Wynberg
Won
3-0
Under 9B
Wynberg
Won
2-0
Under 9C
Wynberg
Won
2-0
Played: 15
Won: 11
Drew: 0
Lost: 4
BISHOPS PREP vs RED RIVER – 2 October 2014
Under 13A
Red River
Lost
0-2
Under 13B
Red River
Won
1-0
Under 12A
Red River
Won
6-1
Under 12B
Red River
Won
2-1
Under 11A
Red River
Won
8-0
Under 11B
Red River
Won
3-1
Under 10A
Red River
Won
9-1
Under 10B
Red River
Lost
3-4
Under 9A
Red River
Won
9-0
Under 9B
Red River
Won
6-0
Played: 10
Won: 8
Drew: 0
Lost: 2

Soccer
The soccer season started
with the boys attending a
few skills-based practices
run by Riyaad Khan, a
professional coach from Ajax
Cape Town, which helped
them get into the swing
of things after the rugby
season. They then moved
onto Inter House fixtures
which were very competitive
and proved to be a great
deal of fun. The age groups
had practices with their
respective coaches and teams
were selected for the matches
against Wynberg and Red
River to end the season.
Each age group provided
an A, B and C team to take
on Wynberg Junior, while
the respective A and B sides
faced the Red River Primary
from Mannenberg.
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Squash
Our six teams had good results in the leagues
this last term. Our top performing team was
our ‘Amazing A’ team which won four out of
five league matches. Greg Medcalf and Luke
Shuttleworth both made our provincial team
in the U13 age group and did superbly in the
Inter-Provincial tournament in the holidays.
Greg won the Gold medal and Luke the
silver which are brilliant achievements for u12
players. The young ‘Brilliant B’ team improved
tremendously and won some excellent matches
against other A’ teams. Matthew Reid made
our provincial U11 side which is also a fine
accomplishment indeed.
Charlton House won a fiercely contested
inter-house squash tournament by the
narrowest of margins over a determined vd Bijl.
We have nearly 60 boys playing squash who
are all desperate to make the Friday match
teams. The daily ladder positions are fiercely
competed for with all the boys wanting to
climb up the ladders to qualify for a match
position. Thank you to the staff and parents for
all the lifting and coaching this last term.
Bruce Mitchell

Crashing forehand!

Tristan Turner about to serve another
winner for Brooke

BISHOPS PREP SQUASH FIXTURES
DATE
25 June
1 Aug
8 Aug
15 Aug
22 Aug
29 Aug

A League
B League
C League
D League
Beaumont A
Springfield A
Kirstenhof A
Sacs C
Bishops won w/o Bishops won 8-4 Bishops won 9-3
Bishops won 7-2
Sacs A
Rondebosch B
WPPS C
Sweet Valley B
Bishops lost 5-9 Bishops won 8-4 Bishops won 6-5
Bishops lost 4-8
Llundudno A
Sacs B
Llundudno B
Villagers A
Bishops won 12-3 Bishops lost 3-9
Bishops lost 4-8
Bishops lost 1-11
Sun Valley A
Sweet Valley A
Rock Acad A
St George’s A
Bishops won 10-5 Bishops lost 2-10 Bishops lost 4-5
Bishops lost 2-7
WPPS A2
Beaumont B	Fish Hoek A
RBPS C
Bishops won 12-0 Bishops won 11-1 Bishops lost 0-12
Bishops lost 4-8
WPPS A1
Bye
Camps Bay A	Fish Hoek B
Bishops won 8-2		
Bishops won 8-0
Bishops won 7-3
Won 5
Won 3
Won 3
Won 2
Lost 1
Lost 2
Lost 3
Lost 4

E League
F League
RBPS D
Herschel A
Bishops lost 4-8
Bishops lost 4-5
WPPS D
Villagers B
Bishops won 10-2 Bishops won 9-2
Sweet Valley C
Sacs D
Bishops won 12-0 Bishops lost 2-6
St Georges B
Kirstenhof B
Bishops lost 2-7 Bishops won 10-2
Reddam A
Wynberg B
Bishops lost 4-8 Bishops won 11-1
Beaumont C
Bye
Bishops lost 3-6
Won 2
Won 3
Lost 4
Lost 2
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PRE-PREPARATORY NEWS
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT’S REPORT
General

T

he teachers,
together with
the grade 3
teachers, returned to a
mini internal conference
on the day before
school began. We
invited Simon Hurry to
Noell Andrews
return and share a little
more with us as a Pre-Prep staff around our
natural strengths – it was most informative and
entertaining.
Our students from CPUT and those from
Varsity College joined us on the first day of
term and were welcomed by the teaching staff
and boys. Some of us were fortunate enough
to get tickets for the Bishops Classic Pops held
in the City Hall – an event which takes place
every three years and which showcases the
best Bishops has in the music department. It
certainly was a night to enjoy and remember.
As part of our IQAA process, the teachers
visited each other’s classrooms to observe
lessons being taught while also making other
observations within the classroom such as
wall charts, the use of apparatus and teaching
equipment and the general atmosphere etcetera.
The grade 1 and 2 boys completed a survey that
was age appropriate and once the results were
analysed, open discussions were had with each
class to investigate the findings. The boys were
able to share quite openly about their opinions,
which were taken seriously and will be fed back

to teachers as part of their appraisal this year.
Our mentor, Mr Dave Shutte, visited us towards
the end of term – the final report should be
completed by the end of the year and made

William Heath with his grandparents

available to parents.
Both grade R and the grade 1s and 2s hosted
their grandparents for tea. Both occasions were
very successful events with grandparents really
enjoying the opportunity to ‘attend’ school
for a short while. Desiré Swanich and Tam
Speirs prepared the grade 1 and 2 boys for a
morning of entertainment which was greatly
appreciated. It really was a happy morning!
On both occasions parents assisted with the
serving of teas for which we were most grateful.
The grade Rs entertained their grandparents in
the classrooms before tea.
Parent interviews were held towards the end
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Luke Reynolds during Readathon Week

of term during which the teachers were able
to give them feedback on their sons’ progress
to date. The teachers find these meetings very
valuable.
One week in September we held our annual
Readathon Week which Sharlene Groom
coordinated. The Travelling Bookshop visited
us in the foyer and experienced outstanding
sales as boys, teachers and parents browsed
through the lovely books. We were visited by
the National Theatre for Youth who presented
in the Memorial Theatre. A theatre group who
present short entertaining skits from books,
also visited the school in an effort to encourage
reading. We have copies of the books shared
and they have been listening to and enjoying
them in the library. Boys often take them out
again to read at home.
Our combined Grade R-2 Memorial Chapel
Family Service took place towards the end of
term and it was wonderful to have the grade Rs
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Ben Wallace with his cousins, Cameron
and Alexander

join us for the first time in the big chapel. A good
body of parents joined us, and with the singing
and excellent prayers from the boys together
with a message about heritage from Fr Terry; it
was a wonderful service. Both Greg Brown and
Guy Pearson joined us for the service.
Cameron and Alexander Wallace’s cousin,
Ben, from the UK, shared some of his
knowledge and experience of our wildlife one
Monday morning in the Memorial Theatre in
place of assembly. He had just completed a
placement period of time in South Africa on
a game farm in the Eastern Cape, travelled in
both Botswana and Mozambique, and prior
to flying back home expressed a desire to share
his knowledge with our boys. This linked in
with our theme on heritage as so many of our
animals are at risk.
The annual Tag Tournament on Lutgensvale
took place towards the end of term one Friday
afternoon. This was followed by a braai. It
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Staff development and news:

Jordan De Sousa in full stride ready to pass
the ball

Ann van Breda, Sharlene Groom and
Geordie Nolte attended the Micklefield
Foundation Phase Conference one
Saturday called ‘Teaching with Heart’,
which they found, as usual, to be very
informative. We held an in-house
workshop on teaching handwriting and
creative writing together with the grade
3 teachers – we finalised the writing
policy for Pre-Prep. Sharlene Groom,
together with some teachers from Prep,
attended the Roadshow on Educational
Trends hosted by RBPS – examining
inclusion within classrooms. Nicky van
Zyl, Laurelle Fry, Carron Cale and Rose
Harris, together with one or two Prep
teachers, attended a First Aid Training
Course that ran over two days. Noell
Andrews, together with the Deputy Heads
at Prep, attended the ISASA Deputy Heads’
Conference in White River.
Noell Andrews decided to take early retirement

was a very successful event as our grade Rs
experienced some tag coaching from the
association. They are offering coaching during
this term to the boys in grade R and this has
proved to be very popular. The improvement
in the skills demonstrated during
the grade 1 and 2 games was very
evident. We had wonderful weather
and great fun was had by all.
The term ended very successfully
with the Pre-Prep Parade which was
organised and run by the Prep Parents
Association. The boys had enormous
fun completing the different stations
and activities within each classroom.
All the boys participated. A highlight
was the lucky draws for prizes at
the end together with ice lollies!
Thank you to all of the parents who
supported this as about R36 000
was raised which will go towards our
The Bulls - Avumile, Jack, Jamie, Ben, Luke
building fund.
and, kneeling, Joseph
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for personal reasons and so the process
began to find a suitable replacement.
A rigorous interview process followed
and we were all thrilled and excited to
hear from Greg Brown that Sharlene
Groom, presently teaching grade 2,
has been appointed from January
2015. We welcome her as Head and
wish her every success as she takes the
school forward.
It was decided by the school to
appoint Ashleigh Osborne, previously
Swartz, to the grade 2 post for 2015.
Ashleigh has spent the last four years
Adam Constant, with the ball, supported by
within our classrooms across the
Josh van Wyk, on his left, and Jack Campbell
school as a Learnership studying
Foundation Phase through UNISA. She is more R next year. Megan Blanckenberg is seeking
than ready to teach and manage her own class, a place within a university so that she can
and we welcome her onto the Bishops staff and continue her studies in Psychology. We wish her
trust that she will enjoy being part of this great everything of the best as she leaves Bishops at the
‘family’.
end of this year.
Courtenay van Zyl has completed her first
We will be welcoming two new Learnerships
year of studying and she will remain in grade to Bishops Pre-Prep next year – Miss Fierdous
Karriem and Princess Fongoqa.
We trust that they will find the
school stimulating and enjoy the
opportunity of working together with
the experienced team of teachers.

Outreach

Tiaan Louw ready to make his move during the
tag tournament

We continued our extra sandwich
day on Tuesdays. We supported
Casual Day as well as Bandana
Day – both extremely relevant
and good causes. During our
Readathon Week the boys donated
books that were given to schools.
Little Libraries also placed a
bookshelf with us which the grade
R boys filled.
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NEWS FROM GRADE R

Oliver Howie celebrates his South African
heritage by plaiting a koeksuster

We started off term 3 with deafening roars, heavy
stomping, and piercing shrieks - the ‘Days of the
Dinosaur’ outing was incredible! The limelight
was standing next to the T-Rex and realising
how small we are in comparison! The subject of
their size, their markings, their sounds and their
eventual extinction opened the door to many
interesting discussions. Our heritage of fossils
helped to inform the boys’ opinions!
Our next big event was International Food Day
where the boys ‘travelled’ around the world and
tasted what food is eaten on the different continents
and most importantly, what tasty food South
Africa has inherited. It was interesting that while

many boys had tasted pizza, chocolate brownies
and sushi, not many had tasted koeksusters,
bobotie or pap. With sustenance in their bellies,
the boys then ‘journeyed’ to the centre of the
earth - realising that there is a whole new world to
discover under our feet! They watched incredible
footage of what the world looks like inside. They
were fascinated by the deepest-living animal ever
to be found - a devil worm. To keep things real,
the boys got to do a little digging themselves earthworms, slugs, beetles and a centipede helped
to ground them - no strange worms to be found
at these depths!
When they surfaced the boys turned on their
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imaginations, put on their wetsuits and went
diving for treasure in our planet’s beautiful
oceans. Amazing facts were discovered in this
undersea heritage. The boys got to share their
finds with their grandparents on Grandparents
Day, as well as enjoying a morning of crafts, songs
and delicious tea. In return their grandparents
imparted their pearls of wisdom. A wonderful
morning was had by all!
It was now time to don a suit of another
kind for their voyage into space. Their ‘journey’
allowed for a bit of Bishops’ history to be shared.
The boys were very proud that the first African
citizen in space was a Bishops’ boy! Watching
Neil Armstrong take his first steps on the moon
and seeing Felix Baumgartner’s phenomenal
freefall inspired a few boys to make their own
giant leap for mankind! Mission completed, we
returned home just in time to celebrate our own
heritage with a mini- holiday and braai’s at home.
The boys came back to school with stories
about their family traditions and with some of

their heirlooms for ‘show and tell’. South Africa’s
cultural and natural heritage sites were explored
with how important it is to take care of their
heritage. World Rhino Day helped to raise an
awareness of how our actions can impact upon
our planet and its animals in the future. The boys
all went home asking their parents to please keep
their nail clippings so that the rhinos’ horns could
be protected!
A busy term wound down with Readathon
Week. The grade 2 boys returned to their
roots and read enthusiastically to awe-filled
grade R boys. The boys were also treated
to a spectacular performance of Charlotte’s
Web. Charlotte, the spider, showed the boys
how the words we spin can make a difference
and that the words you choose to leave behind
should have a positive and lasting impact. The
Grade R team chose a word for our superstars
that they could read for themselves - WOW!
Thanks for a great term boys!
Carron Cale, Carmen Van Zyl and Geordie Nolte

NEWS FROM GRADE 1
The boys came back feeling refreshed after
their lovely winter holiday and were ready
for the long term ahead. We started the term
learning about plants and how things grow.
We planted bean seeds and kept a diary as the
boys excitedly recorded the growth of their
beans. We visited the Science Centre where
the boys dissected beans, enjoyed the science
experiment show and had fun discovering
the science activities on the floor. In keeping
with this theme, we celebrated Arbour Day
by learning about trees, their uses and their
importance to our environment.
Having discovered our local environment, we
broadened our theme work to learning about

our home planet Earth and our solar system.
The boys did fabulous art using chalks, and built
3D space rockets. We had started developing
creative writing and so the boys were able to
write a simple story about travelling into space.
Every second year, during the third term, we
celebrate Grandparents Day. Our theme this
year was medieval times. The Pre-Prep was
transformed with the children’s art of shields,
dragons and castles. After a wonderful concert,
the grandparents enjoyed a delicious tea. It was
fabulous to have so many grandparents able to
join us for this special morning.
Another highlight of the term was our
Readathon Week. The boys were encouraged
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Grade 1s having fun building at the Science
Centre
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to read as much as possible. Mums came to
share stories with the boys while they enjoyed
delicious treats. The boys also collected gently
used books for donation. The class who read
the most pages was Mrs Harris’s class, and they
thoroughly enjoyed their pizza prize!
It was Heritage Day on the 24 September;
we explored our heritage with a theme entitled
Proudly South African. The boys made posters
celebrating our Rainbow Nation, brought
special South African food to school and
came dressed as proud South Africans. Our
chapel service was also centred on this theme,
and the boys prayed for our country and sang
appropriate hymns and our National Anthem.
As it was the end of the winter sports season,
we held a tag rugby tournament at Lutgensvale
which ended with a family braai that was most
enjoyable.
The final highlight of the term was the
Pre-Prep Parade. This fun-filled day was well
organised by the PA and was a great way to end
such a long and busy term.
Rosemarie Harris, Ann van Breda and Nazli Meredith

NEWS FROM GRADE 2
Term three at Bishops has been filled with fun,
excitement and the boys have been exposed
to many varied learning opportunities. The
grade 2 boys started the term off by hosting the
grandparents to an entertaining morning of
song, musical items and poetry together with
a wonderful spread of tea and cakes. The hall
looked spectacular as the mums added a special
touch to welcome these very special people to
our school. These boys had this to say about
Grandparents Day. “At Grandparents Day it
was great to see my grandparents and to show

them my work and to sing to them.” by Joseph
Gilbert 2M. “I loved seeing my grandparents;
it was lots of fun with them. When it was time
for the concert, I got stage fright!” by Arran
Muir 2M.
Our Readathon week took on a slightly
different look this year. We made a bold
statement by turning the large tree on the
playground into a reading tree. We covered
the trunk and branches in beautiful orange
fabric and hung large books from the branches.
Under the tree were cushions to sit on and
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some books to read. Many special moments
were enjoyed under the tree, despite the windy
days! The school foyer was transformed into a
fairy tale with bunting and books hanging from
everywhere. Some of the boys’ thoughts: “I
liked how they decorated the tree. I enjoyed that
you got to read lots of books.” by Ayabulela
Dyaphu 2g. “My first favourite thing was
dressing up for Character Day and the second
was that we won!” by Sebastian Cheminais
2G . The Travelling Bookshop displayed books
for sale. Thank you to those generous parents
who purchased books to donate to other less
privileged schools. The grade 2 boys were also
invited to bring along old books which we could
donate to schools and day-care centres that have
no access to books. We collected in excess of
270 second-hand books for this worthy cause.
Thank you to all who gave so generously. The
boys in grade 2 who read the most pages during
Readathon Week were: Nicholas Basson (2G)
3012 pages, Michael Kotze (2M) 1226 pages
and Ross Walker (2F) 1866 pages. The winning
grade 2 class was grade 2G with a total of 14308
pages read! Well done to all the boys for their
enthusiastic participation.
During this week we enjoyed Character Day
where every boy could come dressed as their
favourite book character. We ended the day off
with a picnic outside. A wonderful Japanese
author visited us and shared fascinating stories
that he had written.
He showed the boys
magnificent illustrations while telling the
story. They then had an opportunity to make
themselves new hairstyles which was great fun.
The National Theatre for Youth also entertained
us with an excellent presentation of Charlotte’s
Web. This was a highly entertaining morning
where children were invited to participate in
the show and a thoroughly enjoyable morning
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was had by all. We were also treated to a lovely
workshop by Nicole Levin, author of Have
You Slurped Strawberry Soup? The children were
excited to meet an author and shared these
views Jordan de Sousa - “I loved pretending
to be cooking.” Adam Constant - “I loved
drawing and making our own book.” Avumile
Mngxekeza - “I loved all the acting.”
Our outing this term took us to The Magic
Classroom at the School of Magic. Here
we met the legendary Professor Bayla. He
shared many interesting facts about various
magicians of the past and showed us fascinating
artefacts from past magic shows. This inspired
the imagination of the boys and after some
investigations with interesting items like mirrors,
magnifying glasses, spoons and telescopes, we
were treated to a wonderful magic show by one
of the training magicians. The boys shared
their experiences as follows: “I loved it when
Mr Starlight did the magic show,” by Carwyn
Davies 2M. “I loved the telescope and my
absolute favourite was the flying hanky,” by
Bafokeng Lehloenya 2M.
Our hockey season ended off with an interschools’ tournament hosted by Rondebosch
Boys Preparatory. We took 5 teams along and
played many games. What an exciting end
to a wonderful season. Each team must be
congratulated on their great manners and good
sportsmanship. Some of the boys commented as
follows: “My favourite bit of the tournament was
the schools that we faced. I liked our team; it was
lots of fun,” by Andrew Betty 2M. “I liked my
team because we worked well together. We won
three and lost one,” by Daniel Foulkes 2M.
One of the highlights of the term is definitely
the Tag Rugby Tournament which ended the
term off on a high note.
Laurelle Fry, Heather Mills, Sharlene Groom
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ROLL OF HONOUR
Their name liveth for ever

In December we remember:
THE GREAT WAR 1914-1919
Letterstedt Frederick Childe (1869-76) Maj-General, Indian Army medical service. 1918
Bertram Hewat (1907-10) [MC] Lieut, RFA. France 8 December 1917
Ferdinand Jeppe (1902) Lieut, RAF. England, December 1917.
Ernest Keeley (1904) Lieut, SAI. France 1917
Alexander Macfarlane (1900-03) Lieut, RFA. France 2 December 1917
AE Ochse (1882-83) Corpl, SAI. France 1918
Douglas Snashall (1910-13) Driver, Motor Transport. East Africa, December 1916
Percy Stapleton (1897-1907) [MC] Lieut SAI. France, December 1918
Stephen Steyn (1902-08) Lieut, RFA. Palestine, December 1917
Harold Tredrea (1915-16) Pvt, SAI. France December 1918
Samuel Woofe (1910) SAI. France September 1918
THE WORLD WAR 1939-1945
Peter Bairnsfather Cloete (1927-35) Capt, DEOR. Kisumu, 19 December 1942
Douglas Buchanan (1926-29) Flying-Officer, RAF. England 17 December 1941
Charles Carmichael (1925-33) Lieut, East Kents. At sea 7 December 1942
D’Eyncourt Chamberlain (1913-16) Major, Hampshires. North Africa, 2 December 1942
Painton Cowen (1926-29) Lieut, Royal Marines. Mediterranean 22 December 1942
Owen de Smidt (1931-37) [C] Lieut, SAAF. Cyprus 3 December 1944
Thomas Fisher (1920-27) Major, SAAF. Mediterranean 12 December 1941
Ronald Fletcher (1937-41) WOII, SAAF. Italy 26 December 1944
Michael Fowler (1933-34) Major, SAAF. Mediterranean 9 December 1941
David Howe-Brown (1936-41) Flying-Officer, RAF. Germany 2 December 1943
Harry Landsberg (1945-48) Lieut, Citizen Force Unit. Grasmere, SA, 24 November 1962
Roger Louw (1919-20) Trooper, Imperial Light Horse. Sicily, 2 December 1942
Gerald Shaw (1927-32) Pvt, Botha Regiment. Greece 9 December 1941
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In January we remember
THE GREAT WAR 1914-1919
RD Graham (1902-06) Capt, SA Scottish. POW and wounded. Died in Cape Town (not recorded)
Godfrey Johnston (1902-04) Lieut, 32nd Indian Lancers. Died in Somaliland, 1915
Austin Pocock (1900-01) Maj, 5th SA Horse. Died in East Africa January 1916
Guy Stent (1900) Lieut SAI. Died 18 December 1919
Jack ER Syfret (1909-15) Lieut, in the Royal Field Artillery. Died in SA Jan 1919
THE WORLD WAR 1939-1945
Ronald Howes (1924-32) Capt, Dragoon Guards. Italy 24 January 1944
Alan Marshall (1931-37) Cpl, Cape Town Highlanders. Italy 29 January 1943
Robert Midgley (1926-30) Sgt, SA Intelligence. At sea, 3 January 1943
Peter Moodie (1932-34) L/Bdr, SAA. North Africa, 23 January 1942
Kenneth Reid (1924-29) Sgr, SANF. Off Greece, 12 January 1945

In February we remember
THE GREAT WAR 1914-1919
Egbert Clark (1899-1900) Capt, Cheshire Regiment. Died of wounds in Mesopotamia, February 1917
Charlton Horne (1901-07) Pvt, 3rd SAI. Egypt 26 February 1916
Andrew McGregor (1904-10) Lieut, 9th Black Watch. France 28 February 1916
Oswald Puckle (1908) Pvt, 2nd Rhodesians. East Africa, February 1916
Walter Reid (1895-1900) Lieut, RFA. Died in England, February 1919
THE WORLD WAR 1939-45
Anthony Blackett (1935-38) Pilot-Officer, RAF. Britain 14 February 1941
Charles Earp-Jones (1925-29) Sgt, RAF. Continent 26 February 1943
John Gooldon (1927-36) [M] Capt, SAA. Italy, 7 February 1945
John Lewis (1921-26) Lieut, SANF. Mediterranean, February 1941
Peter Renniker (1936-38) Pilot-Officer, RAF. Eritrea, 8 February 1941
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NOTES FROM OD UNION OFFICE

D

uring the past term we received visits
from two ODs who have recently
published books. David Dallas donated a signed copy of his excellent memoir
‘The Father of Woodstock’, and Vernon Head,
Chairman of Birdlife South Africa, donated a
signed copy of his intriguing book ‘In Search
of the World’s Rarest Bird’.
The OD Union Committee is aware that our
museum and archive contain one of the finest
repositories of South African history outside of
the South African museum. In terms of S4.5.7
of our constitution, we have allocated funds to
ensure that in our new building there is a safe
and appropriate place to house and display
our proud heritage. Included in the museum
will be a library which will house many books
published by ODs as well as library collections

bequeathed to us. We believe this facility will
be useful to ODs wanting to research their days
at Bishops, look-up ODs with whom they have
lost contact, or simply to enjoy some peace and
tranquillity whilst reading other ODs writings.
If we don’t know where we have come from,
how will we know where we are going? It is
for this reason that the OD Union committee
has taken a greater interest in the museum and
archive in order to ensure that it is properly
preserved. You will notice that the museum
now has its own section in the magazine after
the OD Union. As part of our strategic review,
we are aware that alumni organisations around
the world have had to revisit their “reasons
for being”. To gain greater relevance, we have
to be more than simply organisers of dinners
and reunions. The “reason for being” must be
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If we don’t know where we have come from, how will we
know where we are going? It is for this reason that the OD Union
committee has taken a greater interest in the museum and archive
in order to ensure that it is properly preserved.
broader and more relevant. We must assist in
being the custodians of our heritage. Likewise
we must ensure, using technology, that we provide a meaningful network for ODs to connect
with each other in a mutually beneficial manner; to share wisdom, advice, energy, opportunities and enthusiasm. Given Nicky Bicket’s
experience with AROPS in the UK and having
visited a number of similar institutions there, it
is a process we hope to explore more vigorously
in the New Year.
Elsewhere in this section you will see reports
on the OD Union 7s and hockey matches. Next
year these events will be combined and take
place at our new offices.
We include a link to the OD Union London newsletter highlighting the many exciting
engagements and functions that have been held

and a few still to be held in the UK. Next year
the Bishops rowing crew travels to Henley whilst
the school production will participate in the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe. You may want to
arrange trips to the UK to coincide with these
two events.
Finally, I include Kate O’Regan’s note on the
recent reconciliation process. It is fitting that
we could bring the matter to a dignified and
proper conclusion. Thank you to all the ODs
for their advice, encouragement and support. It
is easy to be a fair-weather OD, to simply arrive
at functions and events when it suits you, but it
takes true commitment to take a stand and support your union when it experiences difficulty.
Thank you. This experience has made us wiser,
stronger and more united.
Brian Robertson

Just to let you know that bookings for Carols with Richard Cock (1966) are already
open at Computicket.

CAROLS WITH RICHARD COCK

On Tuesday, 16 December 2014 at 18.00
Bishops Memorial Chapel
Cost of Tickets: R 120 for adults and R80 for children under 12.
Richard donates a portion of takings to OD Union Bursary Fund. Richard says there will be
an orchestra and we’ll be singing Carols old and new.
Wine and mince pies (kindly donated by Pick ’n Pay) will be served at interval.
ODs who would like to sing, please contact Hennie: Hennie@inknet.co.za
We look forward to seeing you there – this is one of the highlights of the year.

CHRISTMAS DAY SERVICE Bishops Memorial Chapel at 08:30.
All welcome!
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SOCIAL REGISTER
WALKER CUP GOLF MATCH

The 33rd playing of the Walker Cup golf match between ODs
and Rondebosch Old Boys takes place at the Royal Cape Golf Club
on Sunday 8th March 2015. ODs wishing to play are asked to
contact Brian de Kock on 082 577 0811 or at bdekock@iafrica.com.

ODU Dinner
Annual Dinner of the OD Union – Thursday 12 March 2015
Venue: The Ballroom, Kelvin Grove
Time: 6.30 for 7.00 p.m.
Dress: Black tie or suit
Cost: R300
Guest Speaker: Dr Gregory Mills (1979)
MC: Anton Taylor (2005)
Bookings: odu@bishops.org.za or 021 685 1829
Payment by EFT: Standard Bank Rondebosch
Name: OD Union
Code: 025009 and Acc: 274927187
Reference: Your name and ODU Dinner
Please send proof of payment to: odu@bishops.org.za

FOUNDERS DAY
Friday 13 March 2015

There will be lunch for ODs participating in events.
Time: The 1st and 2nd XI games will begin at 10.30 a.m.
ODs wishing to take part in cricket, tennis, water polo, debating, basketball or
shooting matches must submit their names to those listed below as soon as possible.
There will be a reception at the Frank Reid Pavilion after the matches.
Shooting: Phil Calothi phil@lsds.co.za
Tennis: John Smuts westbury@iafrica.co.za
Basketball: Glen Gibbon ggibbon@bishops.org.za
Water Polo: James Swift jswift@bishops.org.za
Debating: Jo Stielau jstielau@bishops.org.za
Cricket: Brian Robertson brobertson@bishops.org.za
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Geoff Bryant Cricket Match: ODs vs OAs
Saturday 11 April 2015

Venue: Johannesburg Country Club
Contact: andrew@thewealthchest.com or +27 82 922 6157 if you wish to play
ODs and families are invited to attend after match braai, more details to follow

Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2015

Bishops is proud to announce that they will be taking the school production of
Herman Charles Bosman’s ‘Cold Stone Jug’, accompanied by Simply Blue, to perform at
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe in 2015. Performance dates will be from 8th to 12th August.
Simply Blue will also be performing in London before they return home on 16 August.
They would be delighted to see ODs in the audience.
For more information please contact either
rwilke@bishops.org.za or nbicket@katale.co.uk
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REUNIONS
CLASS OF ’64:
50 YEAR REUNION
29-31 AUGUST 2014
Derek Stuart-Findlay reports:
After the huge success of our Rovos Rail journey
to Matjiesfontein to celebrate our 40th reunion, there was never a question about how we
should be celebrating our 50th. But as usual we
had totally underestimated the ability of Rohan
and Anthea Vos to come up with an innovative
proposal. The railway line from Cape Town to
Saldanha Bay has not carried a passenger train in
a decade, but after eighteen months of negotiation, Rohan managed to secure the use of the line
for a weekend. This immediately opened up the
possibility of an entertaining Sunday lunch stop
at Darling on the return journey.
A Reunion Committee was convened, but
its members soon found that it had little to do
other than to locate a few ’64 Matric fugitives
evading tax or criminal authorities and keeping a low profile. John Wilson dragged his wife
Annie around England and Scotland banging on
bemused doors in the middle of the night while
Louis Messaris called on his immense web of
contacts to winkle out those lying low in provinces
to the north of us. The final committee meeting was held on a particularly wet and miserable

night. Peter Berry was unable to make it and
Derek Stuart-Findlay felt quite heroic driving to
Chez Vos in Constantia from St James until he
realised that Louis had driven in from Sea Point,
John from Somerset West, Richard von Hoesslin
from Franschhoek and Anthony (Hoogie) van
Hoogstraten from Hermanus. We were most
concerned to hear that Peter Georgeu had been
forced to tender his apologies, pleading an urgent
appointment on Skiathos.
Miraculously it all came together. Headmaster
Guy Pearson welcomed everyone at a cocktail
party held on the Friday evening in the 1st XI
cricket pavilion, and impressed us immensely
with his summary of how Bishops has flourished
over the last fifty years. In retrospect, 1964 had in
many ways been a turning point in the history of
the school. Most of us had been born in 1946/47,
we were effectively the first of the post-war baby
boomers and matric numbers in our year had increased substantially over the previous year. It was
also Anthony Mallett’s first year as headmaster
and his totally new approach to leadership proved
to be a refreshing change from the traditional
old-school style.
The inimitable John Wilson reminded us
how funny it had all been. He warned us that if
we failed to laugh at his weak jokes he had full

J Mitchell, P Day, P Brand & A Guelke

J Arkell, D Arkell & A Wilson
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S Gardener, J Gardener, G Pearson & A Vos

R Silberbauer, A Duncan, M Harris & G Harris

authority to banish us to the guard’s van for the
rest of the weekend where we would be forced to
be entertained by his vast collection of the Rev
Tom Kime’s sermons. There was no chance of
that as we were led through the comprehensive
list of evocative names and nicknames used at
school during this most impressionable time
of our young lives; Knob, Tiddles, Flash, Bok,
De Kock, Fanny, Honeyball, Hiscock, a male
teacher called Daisy and a dayboy house sporting
some fifty shades. In those days compliments for
academic diligence or excellence hardly existed.
‘For us the highest accolade was just S, with NS
as a reprimand or even ….. etc’ where they were
just too lazy to complete what they really thought
of us. But it was in the discipline of multiplication
that Bishops excelled, the formal side being taught
by dear Herby Selfe, with the subject being well
camouflaged as physiology, a whole new branch
of science to most of us, particularly when we
came upon the illustrations on the well-thumbed
page 126. We were delighted that on the evening
Brian de Kock and John Gardener were able to
represent the staff members of our time.
After a cold wet snap during the week leading
up to the reunion, the weather over the weekend
proved to be pristine. On the Saturday morning Bishops pulled off a thrilling 22-21 victory
in the 1st XV rugby match against Rondebosch
and a happy bunch of revellers boarded buses
to be whisked into the city. All 83 of us were

crammed into a group photo and within minutes
we were easing out of the station on a 21-carriage train. Each of the 44 suites on board had
been equipped with an impressive tin of Messaris
cashew nuts but these were merely a temporary
deviation as we aimed for the dining cars for a
superb lunch. As we headed out of town the
scenery became increasingly spectacular, the
spring flowers were out in force and the wet spell
meant that huge pools of water teaming with
birdlife had formed on both sides of the track. On
our left Table Mountain gradually diminished in
size as we headed north while in the distance on
our right thick snow adorned the distant Groot
Winterhoek Mountains. A popular gathering
spot as evening advanced was the observation car
with its open porch at the rear of the train. While
we were waiting in a siding for trains to pass, the
intrepid Derek Wollaston decided to explore the
wonders of the universe. Engrossed in the night
sky, he was startled by a siren warning that the
train was about to depart. Hurtling back to get
on board he was able to cling onto the side of
the train as it pulled off. Fortunately his cries for
assistance were heard by the ever attentive staff,
he was hauled onto the train and packed off to
change for the black-tie dinner. After a second
superb meal, animated discussions continued on
into the night which we spent overlooking the bay
at Saldanha with the lights of the town twinkling
in the distance.
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J Arkell, C Conradie & A von Hoogenstraten
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T de Smidt, P Day & D Rawbone

way, Arthur Higgo and
Well before midHammy van Breda.
day on the Sunday we
Peter Muller, who as
pulled back into Darling
Mayor of Cape Town
station and ambled off
had welcomed us to our
in the direction of Evita
25th reunion, had sent
se Perron. Pieter-Dirk
greetings from his hosUys was as amusing
pital bed in Switzerland.
and incisive as ever,
J Wilson and G Pearson
Nevertheless 46 of our
welcoming us with “I
matric class of 82 had
bought the station and
managed to make the reunion, including nine of
you brought the train!” By coincidence he had
the 1st XV, five of the 1st XI, and even, after 60
also written matric in 1964 at a school ‘down
the road’ from Bishops, and had attended music years, ten of the 22 in Miss Wolfe’s Std 1 class in
Bishops Prep!
lessons with Dr Claude Brown at Founders,
We gathered on the front steps of the Rovos
does this qualify Evita as an OD? A number of
Rail offices for a nostalgic valete from John Wilthe members of her audience had been out of
son. He described the weekend aptly as “a time
the country for many years. For them Evita’s
of jogging pleasant memories, unbelievable
synopsis of life in South Africa after the Nats
anecdotes, re-kindling warm friendships and
took power must have been a sobering but
great love, laughter and joy”. On behalf of the
excruciatingly funny reminder of the journey
group he expressed profound thanks to Rohan
the rest of us have endured. We were treated to
and Anthea Vos and their staff for their generosa hilarious non-stop lampoon of the so-called
ity and passion in organising a truly outstanding
‘leaders’ of our times from the dispeptic old Dr
experience for us all.
Malan of 1948 to the noisy and uncontrollable
young Jubjub of today.
Most of us were joined by wives or partners for
The conversations continued as we gradually
the weekend. Those of us who made it were:
made our way back to the city. With sadness we
From England: Richard Duck, Martin Harris,
remembered those of us in matric who were no
Waine Lawton, Richard Silberbauer.
longer with us; Patrick Barnett, Chris Coulter,
From Northern Ireland: Adrian Guelke.
Patrick Downey, Jonathan Lindbergh, John
From Scotland: Peter McMorland.
Moore, Henri Naude and Neil Ovenstone, and
From Australia: John Arkell, Nigel Desebrock.
those who had been with us for most of the
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From Botswana: Roy Young.
From Gauteng: Michael Caradoc-Davies, Jeremy Gaylard, Trevor Impey, Vincent Magnus, Robin Mills, Stephen Spottiswoode.
From Western Cape: Charl Conradie, Paul de
Wet, Duncan Henderson, Roy Jeffery, John
McNaught-Davis, Anthony van Hoogstraten, Richard von Hoesslin, Michael
Walker, John Wilson.
From Metro Cape Town: Geoffrey Ashmead, Peter Berry, Colin Boyes, Peter Brand, David
Clegg, Anthony Collier, Peter Day, Andrew
Duncan, Tony de Smidt, Geoff de Wet,

Peter Georgeu, Tim le Mesurier, Louis
Messaris, Jack Mitchell, Des Pollard, Dave
Rawbone, Richard Stuart, Derek StuartFindlay, Rohan Vos, Brian Wakeling, John
White, Derek Wollaston.
We’re all determined to be around for our
60th reunion but need a sense of direction on
this. It’s rumoured that Rovos Rail may soon
be operating as far as Bitterfontein, north of
Vredendal, for the spring flower season. On the
other hand, perhaps we need to be a trifle more
expansive, how about the fabulous rail journey
to Dar es Salaam via the Victoria Falls?

B McMorland, P McMorland & J Gardener

The De Wets en route to the train
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10 Year Reunion

Back Row (Standing) Josh Isaacs; James Mason; Julian Hulme; Wesley Coetzee; Mark
Vernon; Josh Downes; Mark Van Niekerk; Sa’ad Chothia; William Esau; Dominic Hibbert;
Philip Voget; Jean-Pierre Du Preez; Ricci Gerstner; James Milne; George Le Roux;
Richard Thompson; Paul Madden; Dale Griffiths; Robert Watson
Front Row (Kneeling) Kyle Powter; Chris Chase; Stratos Laskarides; Dayne Larsen;
Tumi Wallace; Damion Stander; Jake Lord; David Black; Andrew Van Dorsten; Li-King Tan;
Byron Messaris; Paul Madden

The Class of 2004 held a ‘10 Year Reunion’
with various festivities over the course of the
Derby weekend.
Friday an informal gathering at Forries;
Saturday supporting the derby game; and
on the Sunday a buffet braai lunch held at
Kelvin Grove, followed by a gentle game
of lawn bowls to close off the weekend.

5 year reunion

Matt Hawinkels (2009) On Friday the 29th
August, the 2009 matric class held their 5
year OD reunion at the Oaks Pavilion. There
was a positive response to the event with 80
out of the 140 boys in our year in attendance. It was a great opportunity for us to
catch up with old class mates, some of whom
we had not seen since Valedictory. A lot of
ODs really enjoyed this aspect and feel very

strongly about keeping the OD network alivethis is encouraging for the OD Union going
forward. The atmosphere was relaxed and
informal, everyone brought their own drinks
and food was provided courtesy of Paul
Faber’s spitbraai service. On the whole, it
was a special occasion and I think I speak for
everyone when I say there is much anticipation and excitement for our next reunion to
be held in 5 years time.
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A Corder & G Loubser

R A Williams, D Petit, G Hutchins,
D Haritos & T Daron

D Haritos, T Daron & S Hulme

G Muller, M Muller & G Hutchins

M Hearn, S Payne, S Winter
& G Nugent

C Jolley & J Faure

Class of 1955
– Lunch (pre-reunion)

pleasure to have him there for our last lunch.
Frank Seaton always comes along all the way
The class of 1955 decided shortly after our 50th from Yserfontein. We have been fortunate in the
past to have OD visitors who happen to be in
reunion that we were all getting somewhat long
town at the time
in the tooth and
of the lunch and
should meet
are always welmore regularly
come. Bonnie
as our numbers
always supplies
were beginning
the food and
to decline, Don
Don supplies
Rowand was
the wine and we
the motivator
pay a standard
of the bi anfee for the lunch
nual meeting.
and wine and
We started by
the change is
meeting at the
Pic from left to right: John James, Michael Fielding,
always given the
City Club in the
City but this was Anthony Hare, Sandy Bean, Geoff Arenhold, Frank Purcell, OD Union BurPeter Lamming, Eddie Twiggs, Don Rowand, Robin Richsary fund. It is
proving a little
ards, Anthony Plummer and Frank Seaton.
not a great sum
difficult as the
of money but always a few hundred rand. We
club was having problems and we approached
generally manage 12 members sometimes we
the OD offices and were made very welcome
have as many as 14, one of our regulars Dennis
and have met in there for the past 6 or 7 years.
Clarke passed away last year. We have always
The meeting has proved very successful and at
our last lunch we had the stalwarts of the group. enjoyed the old club house but we plan to meet
in the new one next year and hopefully we can
Robin Richards, who now lives in Hermanus,
carry on as before.
obviously cannot always be with us so it was a
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Boland Get Together

The Boland OD Union Branch recently
hosted a function at the stylish Brampton Wine
Bar in Stellenbosch. Martin Versveld (Jnr) and
Michael Foxcroft organised an excellent event
attended by a great number of ODs currently
studying at Maties. Anton Taylor spoke about
the OD Unions desire to attract and welcome
young ODs adding that the diversity and
energy young ODs bring to the union creates

a dynamic environment and one where young
ODs can benefit from the experience and
knowledge of older ODs. Brian Robertson
spoke about the OD Unions plans to become
more than a body focussed on reunions and
functions to one which provided more support
and assistance through coaching, mentoring and networking, a system that has been
adopted by progressive independent schools in
the United Kingdom.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1: Callan Galacher, Leon Raubenheimer, Ian Craven, Paul Leach, Christo Burger
2: Leon Raubenheimer, J D Kruger, Mathew Gunston, Ross Dewer, Jacques Tredoux, Michael Foxcroft
3: Rob Boyes, Kane Reiley, Graham Leslie
4: Michael Foxcroft, Anton Taylor, Martin Versveld Jnr, Brian Robertson, Martin Versveld Snr
5: Doug Parry, Mathew Gunston, Uwe Jacobs
6: A group of young ODs
7: William Leslie, Martin Versveld Jnr, Robert Edwards, Paul Kuiper, Nick Olds, Sam Stelzner, Mike Muller
8: Paul Leach, Callan Gallacher, Igor Arkipov, ODs
9: Tim Olds, Stuart Steyn, Brad Bolus
10: Sam Stelzner, Nic Olds, Robert Edwards, Ali Galloway
11: Brian Robertson, Graham Leslie, Martin Versveld Snr, Rob Boyes
12: Luke Johnston, Mikael Bolus
13: Fred Scholtz, Emilio Da Graca
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10

11

12

13

UPCOMING REUNIONS
London Christmas Drinks

Friday 12 December 2014:
Christmas Drinks at the House of Lords (6pm-9.30pm).
Any OD who happens to be in London is
more than welcome to join in, please contact
Nicky Bicket at nbicket@katale.co.uk

13 December 2014

The Class of 1994 are planning on holding
their reunion from Saturday 13th - Sunday
14th December 2014. Please contact James
Durrant james@durrant.eu or Gavin Muller gavinmuller@yahoo.com and join the
facebook page ‘Bishops 1994 [20 Year Reunion]’

London Senior OD Lunch

Friday 23 January 2015
Senior OD Lunch with Raymond Ackerman
at the RAF Club (A senior OD is 55 or older)
Any OD who happens to be in London is

more than welcome to join in, please contact
Nicky Bicket at nbicket@katale.co.uk

Mid-March 2016 - Class of
1966 - 50th year

Planning for the 50th reunion of the matric
class of 1966 has begun. A tentative date in
March 2016 has been earmarked, including
the annual OD dinner. Notices will appear in
future OD magazines, however should you
have any suggestions or queries please contact
one of the organisers below.
Main organisers: Donald Fraser Bett (Founders)
donaldb@networld.co.za 021 531 3789
Mick Reid: (School)
mjreid@kingsley.co.za 023 313 3391
John Waller: (White)
waller@africa.com 021 7945712
Phil Biden: (Ogilvie)
javelin@javcap.co.za 021 6712788
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BIRTHS Warm congratulations go to these ODs on the recent births of sons or daughters.

Son, Cameron Walter Lister born on 12 June 2014 to Mikaela and Neil (1999)Lister. Pic taken in the
Brooke Chapel at Cameron’s christening. From left to right it is: Justin Larsen – godfather (1999),
Ciara Larsen - godmother, Cameron Lister (held by Ciara), Mikaela Lister, Neil Lister & Terry Wilke

4 to
bor n on 19 September 201
Alexander Norton Turck
3rd
ir
the
is
x
Ale
ha.
ant
and Sam
George Turck (1997)
(3).
(5) and brother Nicholas
child with sister Scarlett

Alexander Norton Turck
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First born son, Daniel Honour Marx on 21 September 2014 in
Pretoria, to Marius Marx (2006) and Nicola Marx. “Like arrows
in the hand of a warrior, so are the children of one’s youth.” - Psalm 127:4
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Second son, Riley John, was born on 13 June
2014 in Mossel Bay to proud parents Kevin
van Wyk (2000) and Tia van Wyk.

“A child looks up
at the stars and
wonders. Great
fathers put a child
on his shoulders
and helps them
to grab a star.”
– Reed Markham

A son, Sam, born to dad Richard Evans (1994) and
mom, Aoife, on 17 June 2014 in Dublin.

Daughter, Emily Grace
Colledge, was born at home
in West Horsley, Surrey,
UK on 7 August 2014 to
Carmen and Daniel (1997)
Colledge. She weighed
a healthy 3.8kg and both
mum and baby are well.
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ENGAGEMENTS
Ian McClarty (2001), son of Ray and Janet
McClarty got engaged to Tamlyn Benedict,
daughter of Sue and Allan Benedict on 28th
September. They are currently living in London.
Warwick Jones (1961), son of the late Basil Jones
(1925) and Linda Jones, got engaged to Marie,
daughter of the late Ebbe and Monica Wijkander,
of Onsala Sweden.

James Attenborough (2005) surprised his girlfriend
Lizeth Angélica Gonzáles Escudero (daughter of Rosa
Escudero Ferrari and David Gonzáles Escudero) with
a proposal shortly after reaching the summit of Mount
Ishinca (5,530 metres above sea level) in the Cordillera
Blanca of Perú in May 2014. They will be getting married
in Pachacamac, Perú in April 2015.

weddings
Warren Calvin Kelly (2003) married Kate Jaclyn
Oakley on Saturday 4 October 2014 at Casalinga in
Muldersdrift Jhb. Warren is currently working at Obsidian Capital in Johannesburg and is studying part time for
his final leg (3) of his CFA degree.

Stretton Barry (2001), son of Martin and Jeanne,
married Sabine Mahlmann, daughter of Jochen and
Uta on 8th March 2014 at Catharina’s, Steenberg
Wine Estate.
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SILVER WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES

Donald Bett (1966) and
Jenny Bett celebrated their silver
wedding anniversary in March
2014. They were married in
the Brooke Chapel at Bishops
on 04 March 1989.”

GOLDEN WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES

Francis de Beer (1955) and Vivien were married
in South Lancing, West Sussex while Francis was
serving in the RAF. They have enjoyed their time
together immensely, only wondering where the years
have gone. Three children, now all with their own
families, two in the UK and one in the US, means
that they don’t meet up as often as they would like
but modern communications are fantastic. They
recently all had a holiday in Morocco together.

Jeremy Thornewill (1956) and Penny Thornewill
celebrated their golden wedding anniversary on the 26th
September 1964. They were married at St Johns Church
in Hale, Farnham, England.
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OCTOGENERIANS

Liebie Van
Heerden (1953)
4 November

Patrick Noel
Wingfield (1952)
9 November

Richard Finn
(1952) 23 November
and Wife Rosemary

Robert Henry
Trew (1952)
23 November

Michael Norman
Cloete (1952)
25 November

Frank Ashley
Musson (1951)
1 December

Pieter De Leeuw
Smuts (1953)
6 November

Timothy Edwin
Basil Brooke (1951)
24 December

VISITORS

John Hayward
(1967)

Denham Apperley
(2009)

Bradley Brown
(1998)

Kenneth Lloyd
(1985)

Eileen Shean

David Dallas
(1951)

Zandy Bicket
(1973)

Mkuseli Kwatsha
(1994)

Theunis de Bruyn
(1948)

Vernon Head
(1985)

Marion & John
Arenhold (1950)

James
Schonegevel (1979)
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OBITUARIES
Russell. Rev David Russell (1956)
Bishop David Russell, who died at age 75,
was deeply rooted in this land, participating
fully in its trauma and its transformation.
By Francis Wilson for GROUNDUP.
He lived his life with profound integrity,
challenging the Apartheid authorities in a
unique and determined way, whilst providing shelter, protection, hope and courage to
countless people. Seen in this perspective
his death, whilst immensely sad, is not a
tragedy but rather a moment to give thanks
for an exceptional life.
David’s long ministry began typically
enough in a remote area of the rural Ciskei,
Qobo-Qobo (Keiskammahoek), where,
without a natural flair for languages, he
immersed himself for three years of painful,
difficult and invisible work learning isiXhosa; an essential foundation for his work
to come. He persevered until he not only
spoke extremely good Xhosa but also had an
armoury of powerful proverbs and sayings
which he would bring out at appropriate
moments to the astonished appreciation of
both deep-rural and sophisticated-urban
listeners whose mother-tongue he now sometimes articulated better than they did.
In 1970 he moved to King Williams Town.
In his search for an effective ministry to the
poorest and most powerless in the land, he
chose to work as the parish priest amongst the
people who were being moved into Dimbaza,
a rough resettlement camp which had recently
been established as the dumping ground for
those an Apartheid Cabinet minister referred
to as “surplus people”. These people were
forcibly removed from farms and small towns

in what was then defined as “White South Africa”. The law ceased to give them permission
to remain there. As David described it: “It was
like a shipwreck really. People who had been
removed from some networks of economic
survival to these places, were shattered. There
was no work. People got sick and children were
dying of malnutrition at an appalling rate.”
How to respond? With compassion, of
course: feeding the hungry and clothing the
naked was central to the gospel at the core of
David’s being and he did that in full measure.
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But how to stop the barbaric process in an
environment where virtually all political opposition had been crushed with most leaders
either jailed or in exile with the racist Apartheid state at the height of its power?
Drawing on the thinking of men like
Mahatma Gandhi who had developed his
non-violent Satyagraha truth-force in South
Africa two generations previously, David
slowly began to devise a strategy for Dimbaza.
He called it “putting your body on the line”.
He was not going to accept that the widows
who had been uprooted and dumped were
only getting a pension of R5 plus a meagre
R2.58 for rations. He’d been inside their
plank houses, hardly three metres squared,
freezing in winter and baking in summer.
After writing letters to Minister M.C. Botha,
to no avail, he went to Cape Town to publicly
fast on the steps of St. George’s Cathedral,
in close proximity to Parliament. His posters
read: HUNGER IS VIOLENCE and M.C.
BOTHA COULD HELP. This publicity
caused the Minister to offer a maintenance
grant for each child of just below R3.00.
Later, however, they were told that if they had
a grant, the food rations would be taken away.
This incensed David and, as he said: “What
unfolded in my mind and conscience and
heart was to live, myself, on the pension of R5
a month for six months, writing the Minister a
monthly letter describing what this was like.”
This he did. He “put his body on the line”.
It garnered publicity and was effective
in shaming the government. Pensions were
raised and, later, factories were built to provide employment at Dimbaza.
“Russell is the only man I know who has
ever found a way to compel the System to
respond to him,” Steve Biko once laughingly
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remarked soon after he, himself, had been
banned to Ginsberg, his childhood township,
on the edge of Kingwilliamstown. After his
arrival, Biko very quickly sought out David
Russell (David had, in fact, informed Mrs
Biko, a staunch Anglican, of Biko’s banning
order before he arrived). Almost immediately,
David and his priest in charge, James Gawe,
were able to provide church space next to
David’s small house in Leopold Street, from
which SASO and the Black Community Programmes operated; from which the Zanempilo Clinic emerged and Black Consciousness
was further articulated.
Biko and David Russell, respectful of one
another’s different strategies, became friends.
David was then 35. The second 35 years of
his life were completely consistent with this
ministry that he had pioneered so effectively.
He moved to Cape Town to build a Ministry
to Migrant Workers. He became deeply involved in the attempts to prevent the removal
of the many informal settlements springing up
around Cape Town in defiance of the migrant
labour laws which prevented families from
living together.
Up until then, David firmly believed in
celibacy but, whilst working in Crossroads,
a beautiful Catholic nun crossed his path:
Dorothea, kindred spirit and the love of his
life. They married in 1980.
With Margaret Nash and a few other
intrepid souls, David lay down in front of a
bulldozer intent on destroying the self-built
houses of families trying to survive in town.
With even more courage he wrote a scathing
pamphlet detailing the way in which the security forces were encouraging and arming the
notorious Witdoeke to cause mayhem in the
townships, activities that were a precursor to
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the Third Force destruction later, during the
early 1990s. The State was not amused. David
was charged and then, in October 1977, together with other troublemakers such as Beyers Naude and Theo Kotze of the Christian
Institute, he was banned for five years.
Subsequently David and Dorothea moved
back to the Eastern Cape with their two sons,
Matthew and Andrew. There he worked for
many years, first as the Suffragan Bishop of
St. Johns in the Transkei and then as Bishop
of Grahamstown. His ministry focused, as
always, on those who are most vulnerable
in society. He continued to challenge those
in authority, including the new democratic
government, to do what they should be doing.
When he retired to Cape Town he found his
work amongst possibly the most vulnerable
and marginalised of all groups in our society
today: gay, black women who are living in the
urban townships. Practical support combined
with hard-headed theological understanding
and defence of their position was what he
provided until his illness prevented it.
Some idea of what David Russell’s life
meant to those amongst whom he worked is
evident in the presentation made by the Holy
Trinity Church in Dimbaza in 2007, almost
40 years after he worked there: It reads, “A
compassionate, visionary leader and antiApartheid activist.”
A few days before he died, before he had
moved home, I asked David if, in that hospital
ward, he could sense the presence of God.
His immediate reply, firm and convinced was
direct: “I have a deep trust.” That unshakeable trust in God infused his whole life and
work. Not without his acknowledgement of
his own human failings, it made him the compassionate, courageous person of prayer and
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action that he was. Humble to a fault, he was,
undoubtedly, a great man.DM
Francis Wilson is emeritus professor of
economics at the University of Cape Town.
This is an edited version of the address delivered on his behalf by Lindy Wilson at Bishop
David Russell’s funeral service at St George’s
Cathedral on Saturday.
Photo: Bishop David Russell taken by Francis Wilson

Jones. Raymond Stewart Jones,

Flight Lieutenant RAFVR, DFC
26/03/1918 to 07/09/2014
Ray was born in Rondebosch. His father
William Ernest, had come from New Zealand,
had met and married Christina Catherine
Stewart of Edinburgh. Subsequently they
had sailed to Cape Town where his father
had set up practice as a dentist with rooms in
Rondebosch.
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After nursery school, Ray was educated
at Diocesan College, but before finishing his
secondary schooling he was sent to Edinburgh
to study dentistry. Ray did not take to the
dentistry career, however, and his father was
persuaded to arrange for him to enrol at Air
Service Training at Hamble in England, for
a three year course on flying and aircraft
maintenance. There he qualified for his commercial and private pilot’s licences, joining
the RAF VR as a sergeant pilot to gain flying
hours, and being paid for doing extra flying at
night as part of searchlight training along the
south coast of England.
When war was declared Ray was called up
for duty. He progressed via Warrant Officer
to Flight Lieutenant, and by the time he was
demobbed in 1946, his medals and awards
include the Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Efficiency Award for service prior to 1952,
1939-1945 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Africa
Star with North Africa 1942-43 clasp, Defence
Medal, and War Medal 1939-45. He was
eventually sent on recuperative leave to South
Africa, where he was seconded to Bloemfontein
and Dunottar flying schools to convert pilots
from single-engined planes to Venturas.
After the war, Ray elected to resign his
commission. The Air Ministry allowed him to
retain his rank, and he was demobbed in South
Africa, and took up a lifetime job with Edgar
Donald Importers in Cape Town. Ray was
a quiet, humble man, regarded by most who
knew him as the quintessential gentleman. He
never spoke much about his own achievements
but took a genuine interest in anyone he met
in his work, family, and social life, and could
always recall a great deal of detail on them
all. He was happiest when enjoying the peace
and beauty of Castle Rock, the family holiday
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and retirement retreat south of Simon’s Town
along Cape Point Road, where he enjoyed
walking, fishing and improving his property,
often doing his own stonework, brickwork
and carpentry. He did his own drainage and
plumbing, and built solar water heaters for
the property. For years, he produced his own
electricity using a farm generator, wind turbine,
and solar photovoltaic cells to charge batteries
that powered lights, TV and refrigerator, until
the local community arranged for municipal
electricity in 1987.
Ray had married Freda Bodenham in
1942 and once she was able to join Ray in
Cape Town they spent many years at Castle
Rock. They became well known in the
Simon’s Town community. Ray nursed Freda
through several years of debilitating illness
until she died in 2002, by which time they had
moved to Peer’s Village in Fish Hoek, where
Ray continued to enjoy the friendly support
of neighbours and staff in his final years. He
continued living in his own cottage, remaining
independent until the month before he passed
on peacefully in the Health Care Centre.
Ray is survived by three children, seven
grandchildren, and nine great-grandchildren.
Chris Mitchell (daughter)

LANDLESS. Bruce Reginald Gregor
Landless
My husband Bruce Landless passed away on
13th January 2014 at home with some of his
loved ones around him. Bruce was born on
27 December 1936 in Lusaka, Zambia. The
country where he lived all his life. His junior
school was at Ruzawi in Zimbabwe and
senior school at Bishops. After school Bruce
attended Gwebi Agricultural College near
Harare, Zimbabwe after which he started
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farming at Wangwa
Farm, Chisamba with
his father.
He married Diana
Godson with whom
he had three children.
They all now live in
Australia where they
moved with their
mother after living in
SA after their divorce.
Wangwa Farm was
sold in the late 1970
and Bruce moved to
Water Valley Farm
in Mazabuka, where
he became known as
the maize and potato
king.
Bruce & I married in 1984 and we lived
and farmed successfully until 2002 in Mazabuka when we moved to Walkover Estate,
east of Lusaka. Five years ago Bruce moved
back to Chisamba where he mainly took on
an advisary job and so could carry on with his
farming at Landless Corner.
When – because of health reasons – he
could not cope on his own anymore (I lived
during the week in Lusaka because of my
work), he moved to Lusaka last year August
to live with me in our new little abode on
the plot of my daughter and son-in-law. He
missed his farming, but luckily had other
projects that kept him busy. Bruce was a man
who did not make waves, but who was a hard
worker for the common good. He gave his
time and effort generously.
Bruce’s most enduring legacy was the
work and effort he put into the Zambia Seed
Producers’ Association, which he chaired for
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many years. He was
instrumental – along
with others – in getting seed production,
especially hybrid
maize seed, up and
running in Zambia.
He was also on the
Board of Zamseed
and served on several other Boards like
Commercial Farmers
Bureau, Mazabuka
Marketing and
Musikili School.
He played a lot of
squash and tennis in
his younger days and
was a rugby, tennis
and cricket fan. He also loved musicals and
travelled fairly widely.
Bruce’s great loves were his family and
farming and he was good at both. He was a
kind and gentle man with a lovely sense of
humour and laughed easily and loudly. He
was also immensely proud of all his children
and very proud to reach the grand total of 10
grandchildren!
Debby Landless

Conway-Cragg John Conway-

Cragg 06/01/1934 – 07/08/2014
John Conway-Cragg (1951) was born in East
London and came to Cape Town with his parents
and older brother, Brian Conway-Cragg (1947) in
1942, where both boys attended Bishops.
He was a keen sportsman and played
Combined Universities under 19 Rugby while
he was studying for a B Com degree at UCT.
He went on to gain his CA and then the UK
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Carruthers. Simon Carruthers

Accounting Diploma.
He joined Syfrets Trust at the beginning
of 1959 and went on to become MD for the
last 4 years of his career, retiring in 1993, but
continuing with the administration of a large
charitable trust and being very involved in
other charitable and Christian work.
He always kept himself very fit with squash,
hiking, golf, running and karate – he was 4th
Dan and part-time instructor, but did not
enter into the spiritual or metaphysical side as
he was a committed Christian.
He died on 7th August 2014 after an 8 day
battle with acute myeloid leukaemia, leaving
his wife, Trish, a daughter Sue, a fund manager, who lives in London with her husband
and two children, and a son, Jonathan, an
airline pilot who lives in Cape Town with his
wife and two children.
Trish Conway-Cragg

(1998)
Simon was born on the 4th February 1982
and passed away peacefully on the 3rd
October 2014 after a long and courageous
fight against cancer. Simon grew up with his
family in the Bloubergstrand area and joined
Bishops in standard 7 with his younger
brother, Douglas in School House in 1995.
Simon thrived on boarding house life where
he formed many of his closest friendships.
Simon was a creative as well as competitive
by nature and it was these unique qualities
that shone through in both the classroom
and on the sports grounds – art, athletics, rugby and basketball were some of his
favourite activities. But by far his favourite
past time was spending time with other people, talking about life’s challenges and it was
at Bishops where Simon started to develop
an incredible passion for life and people.
After leaving Bishops, Simon went on to
Graduate from UCT with a BComm in Information Systems. Upon graduating Simon
left Cape Town to pursue a career overseas
in London, where he worked in Finance
and continued his studies in Management
Accounting. Simon enjoyed London, made
many more friends, travelled Europe – which
included the running of the bulls in Pamplona, Oktoberfest in Munich, watching
the Springbok’s play rugby in all the major
venues across the UK and many more – but
it was Cape Town where Simon’s heart was
and shortly after being diagnosed with Cancer for a second time he returned in 2006 to
embark on a remarkable journey to save his
own life. Simon left no stone unturned in his
research and met with doctors and medical
advisory boards from all around the world
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from Cape Town to New York, London,
Paris and Brussels – discussing his particular
case on a level equal to the medical practioners and the leading authorities on cancer
who he met with – Simon’s relentless determination knew no bounds. The outcome of
Simon’s research which he entitled “S.S.S.” –
Save Simon’s Soul – was that he was going to
die which only further enhanced his zest for
life which become an inspiration to so many.
Simon’s journey had only just begun and
in true style he amassed an army of followers
along the way from Oncologists, to Surgeons,
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Pathologists, Radiologists and
many many more medical practioners one can care to remember.
Over the course of 8 years Simon
underwent several major surgeries
through to traditional and nontraditional breakthrough medical
treatments and in between all of
these setbacks Simon continued to
live a full life – from skiing trips, to
half marathons, triathlons, completing the Hout Bay trial challenge, to Argus cycle tour through
to climbing Mount Blanc and
hiking the Otter trail – Simon’s
physical disabilities were overcome by an unbelievable will and
determination summed up by this
quote Simon lived by – “Mind is
everything. Muscle – pieces of rubber. All that I am, I am because of
my mind” Paavo Nurmi.
In addition to Simon’s illness,
he continued to work for Lesedi,
his father’s engineering firm whilst
also completing his Management
Accounting degree. Regardless of
his health situation and the challenges that
this brought in terms of discomfort, pain and
sickness, he was always engaged, present and
supportive of his family and friends. Even
though Simon was under immense physical
and emotional stress he never once complained about his situation or burdened his
family and friends with the illness he suffered
from. Simon put his challenges aside to help
others overcome their personal challenges
in life as well as celebrate their successes, no
matter how big or small. Simon was truly a
selfless human being.
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Simon’s passing at such a young age is
a big loss to his family and the large social
circle of friends, many of whom are ODs.
Simon was a true inspiration and had the
biggest appetite for life which shone through
in the way he touched whoever knew and
met him, this is a mark of man who will
be sorely missed. A very moving funeral
service was conducted by Rev, Terry Wilke
in the Brooke Chapel on the 10th October
and was well attended by friends and family
from South Africa and abroad. Simon will
be dearly missed by his parents, Francis and
Margo and his brother Douglas (1995 to
2000)

Neti. Mawande Neti (2009)

30 September 1991 – 13 October 2014
Mawande was born in the Mount Fletcher
district of the Eastern Cape. It was here that
he started his schooling, living with his mother, Mandisa Neti, his brother Yanga and the
extended maternal family. Sadly she died in
2002 and he was placed in the care of his
grandmother and then his aunt. He moved
to Cape Town and attended a local school
where the principal recognised his quick wit
and superior intellect. He was recommended
for and received a bursary to Western
Province Prep. School where he excelled. On
completion of grade 7, he was awarded a
scholarship to Bishops by the M.A.D. (Make
a Difference) organisation and came under
the combined care of his aunt, Bulelwa and
Dr Deon van der Westhuizen. He was placed
into White House and spent five happy years
in boarding. He matriculated in 2009. After
matric, he moved to Vega for a year before
he decided to rather focus on reading for a
degree in Law. He spent a year with Unisa
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improving his marks and was then accepted
into the University of the Western Cape
where he has excelled, earning membership of the Golden Key Honours Society
and making the Dean’s list as one of the top
Law achievers in 2013. Pat Malgas, mother
of Damien (OD 2009) opened her home to
him and was a stabilizing influence on him
in a time when his life was not balanced. At
his Memorial Services, his friends spoke of
an unassuming person who loved life and
believed in “one choice” as his motto. He
did not broadcast his successes or blow his
own trumpet choosing to introduce himself
as “Mawande with the beautiful smile”
rather than telling of his achievements. He
found people fascinating and made friends
of many different and diverse people with his
easy going nature and intense interest in the
welfare of others. In the M.A.D. organisation, he was a Mentor and positive influence
to many of the scholarship holders. One of
the moments he was pleased to enjoy was the
hard won and newly offered position of Candidate Attorney at the Cape Town branch
of Webber Wentzel Attorneys. Sadly his life
came to an end after being admitted into
hospital with lung problems, first diagnosed
as bronchitis. He died in hospital on 13
October 2014, having just turned 23 and was
buried among his family in the Eastern Cape
on Saturday 25 October 2014. A memorial
service was held in the Brooke Chapel at the
same time as the funeral and the M.A. D.
Foundation held a service of thanksgiving on
the evening of 29 October at which many of
his friends and family spoke. May he rest in
peace.
Rev T.D. Wilke
Chaplain: Bishops
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NEWS OF ODs

Brian de Kock and Anthony Lister

QUARTET - Brian de Kock (1953) and
Anthony Lister (1973)
In a recent production of the play Quartet at the
Masque Theatre, Muizenberg, ODs Anthony
Lister and Brian de Kock took two of the four
roles. The successful run of the play, on which
a subsequent film version was based, ended with
full houses and several standing ovations. Reviews were received from Michael Matthews
(1952) and Humphrey Worthington-Smith
(1952), please see Humphrey’s below:
Having enjoyed Maggie Smith and Billy
Connolly so much in their brilliant performance
in the film Quartet, I went along to the stage
version at the Masque not expecting to be too
greatly impressed. I was stunned. All four of the
principal actors were wonderful. The ladies gave
fine performances and managed to interpret the
subtle moments in the drama with great skill.
Brian de Kock played Brian de Kock, a role
he has frequently played in many a comedy or
farce. But this seemed to be written for him and
he had the audience in the palm of his hand.
The real surprise of the evening came from

Anthony Lister. Everybody has seen him many
times in lesser Gilbert and Sullivan roles, but
nothing anywhere nearly as weighty as this.
Frankly I had no idea of what to expect. His
was a role demanding great understanding of
the complexity of the person he was playing,
leading to the poignant moment when he confessed why his marriage lasted only nine hours.
The film finished with the quartet singing, or
rather miming Rigoletto’s Quartet Bella Figlia
Dell’amore. All four of them were amazingly
convincing in their various parts. But Anthony
Lister was truly stunning. I could not believe he
was not actually singing.
Well done to the cast and the Director,
Brenda Gray!
Humphrey Worthington-Smith (1952)

Jordan Wines - Gary Jordan (1978)
For the first time in history a South African
wine producer has won both a white and red
wine trophy from the same vintage.
Jordan Wine Estate in Stellenbosch, has
clinched the Blended Red Wine Trophy, previously called the “Pichon Longueville Comtesse
de Lalande Trophy for Best Blended Red Wine”
for the Cobblers Hill 2010 at the International
Sjaak, Gary Jordan (1978) & Kathy
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Jordan Wine Estate has also been shortlisted
for the IWSC South African Wine Producer
of the Year Trophy.
This year the Jordan family celebrates 30
years since Ted Jordan replanted the first vines
on Jordan Wine Estate and the hard work of
the past 3 decades is evident in their other
recent accolades.
Jordan Wine Estate will be opening up their
13 unit luxury accommodation in January 2015.

Wine and Spirits Competition. Jordan also
received the IWSC International Chardonnay Trophy for the 2010 Jordan Nine Yards
Chardonnay at the 2012 awards.
In addition, this year Jordan was also
awarded, ‘Outstanding Gold’ medals for the
2010 Jordan Cobblers Hill Red Bordeaux
Blend as well as the 2011 Jordan Cabernet
Sauvignon, ‘Outstanding Silver’ medals for
the 2012 Jordan Nine Yards Chardonnay, the
2013 Jordan Chardonnay and the 2011 Jordan ‘The Prospector’ Syrah and Silver medals
for the 2012 Jordan ‘The Outlier’ Sauvignon
Blanc, 2013 Jordan Chenin Blanc and the
2011 Jordan Merlot.
Established in 1969, what sets the International Wine and Spirit Competition (IWSC) apart is
the formidable reputation of its judging process.
The IWSC boasts the most highly qualified
group of international judges of any wine and
spirit competition in the world. Panels of carefully selected industry experts comprise Masters
of Wine, buyers, sommeliers, WSET qualified
educators and respected wine journalists and
all entries are blind tasted in groups divided by
variety, region and vintage as necessary.

Phillip Wessels (1976)
Phillip Wessels has
taken over at Nedbank
as its Head of Retail
and Business Banking.
Previously he had been
the Group Chief Risk
Officer – as set out in
the attached Business
day article.
Peter Burroughes
(1960)
Peter Burroughes was
voted a fellow of the
South African Guild
of Motoring Journalists in June, an award
that recognises people
“who have dynamically demonstrated an
exceptional and enduring interest in motoring journalism either in furthering some of
the aims of the Guild, or in other ways”, the
guild’s constitution spells out.
Peter started his career as a journalist at
Motoring Mirror magazine (including three
years as editor), before expanding his repertoire
into copywriting and advertising, specialising in
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automotive accounts. He worked for both the
Delta Motor Corporation (now General Motors) and Nissan as Public Affairs Manager and
has successfully operated his own company,
Peter Burroughes Communications, since
1992. He has been a loyal supporter of the
SAGMJ and has served the organisation continuously, especially through the annual Motor
Sportsman of the Year awards in recent years.
His passion and knowledge of motor sport has
been an invaluable asset to the Guild,
something he maintained through adversity
and health problems. His resilience is inspiring, the motivation for the award concluded.
Gareth Penny
(1980) was appointed as the
Non-Executive
Chairman of
MMC Norilsk
Nickel in 2013.
Norilsk is the
world’s largest producer
of nickel and
palladium and
leading producer
of platinum,
copper, cobalt and rhodium. In addition,
the Company produces gold, silver, iridium,
selenium, ruthenium and tellurium. Other
than holding positions as chairman and a director of several companies, he is the Executive Chairman of New World Resources Plc,
one of Europe’s major coking coal producers. He is the former CEO of the De Beers
Group, having led the company through a
Seminal Strategic Review, and successfully
oversaw its implementation.
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Dr Ian-Malcolm Rijsdijk (1991)
Senior Lecturer Film Studies at UCT. After
his distinguished Teachers Award from UCT
last year, he has followed that up with the
National Excellence in Teaching and Learning Awards 2014 from the Council on Higher
Education, CHE.
Chris Wade (1954)
Chris Wade was awarded
by FIDIC - The International Federation of
Consulting Engineers of
the Louis Prangey Award
2014, class of 1954 and
still working!
If it is difficult to read/
copy please go to http://
www.fidic.org/ and look on home page on
right hand side under ‘Highlights’ which will
lead you to the article.

Stuart Symington (1978)
At a recent meeting, the Exporters Club played
host to Stuart Symington, Chief Executive of
the Perishable Products Export Control Board,
who addressed the issue of mobile technology in agriculture. The event was held at the
Encore Conference Centre in Plattekloof.
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Vernon Head (1985)

This book is more than a Boy’s Own adventure in
search of the rarest bird in the world. It is a meditation on nature, on ways of seeing, on the naming
of things and why we feel so compelled to label.
Part detective trail, part love affair and pure
story telling at its best. In 1990 an expedition
of Cambridge scientists arrived at the Plains of
Nechisar, tucked between the hills of the Great
Rift Valley in the Gamo Gofa province in the
country of Ethiopia. On that expedition, three
hundred and fifteen species of birds were seen;
sixty one species of mammal and sixty nine species of butterfly were identified; twenty species of
dragonflies and damselflies; seventeen reptile species were recorded; three frog species were filed;
plants were listed. And the wing of a road-killed
bird was packed into a brown paper bag.
It was to become the most famous wing in the
world. When the specimens finally arrived at the
British Natural History Museum in Tring it set
the world of science aflutter. It seemed that the
wing was unique, but they questioned, can you
name a species for the first time based only on the
description of a wing, based on just one wing?
After much to and fro confirmation was
unanimous, and the new species was announced,
Nechisar Nightjar, Caprimulgus solala, (solus:only
and ala:wing). And birdwatchers like Vernon
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began to dream.
Twenty-two years later an expedition of
four led by Ian Sinclair set off to try to find
this rarest bird in the world. Vernon R.L.
Head captivates and enchants as he tells of
the adventures of Ian, Dennis, Gerry and
himself as they navigate the wilderness of the
plains, searching by spotlight for the elusive
Nechisar Nightjar.

David Dallas (1951)
David dontated a copy of his ‘ The Father
of Woodstock’ to the OD Union. The book
documents the life and times of David’s
great-grandfather W E Moore. There are
numerous references to Bishops. A fine addition to Cape history.
Phillip van der Merwe (1963)
Phillip has accepted a five-year appointment
to edit Advocate, the SA Bar Journal, from
January 2015. He
previously edited
De Rebus, the SA
Attorneys’ Journal,
from 1988 until
his retirement in
2011. He is also
a member of the
Panel of Adjudicators of the SA
Press Council.
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Religion & Geology

Garth Hugh Gilmour (1976)
Garth is a Research Associate based at the
Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish
Studies. He was in Israel for 10 days during August. He also attended a conference
in Paris and spent a week in South of
France, Avignon. He can be contacted at
garthgilmour@arch.ox.ac.uk
Ian Michler (1977)
Ian Michler is actively involved in dealing with
various conservation challenges across Africa.
This year he has visited Europe and Australia to
lobby politicians, law-makers and conservationists in an effort to bring an end to the twin horrors of predator breeding and canned hunting
in South Africa. His Australia trip was particularly successful after meeting with the Minister
for Environment and a parliamentary presentation in Canberra (https://au.news.yahoo.com/
nsw/a/25194357/canned-hunting-under-fire/)
and (http://www.todaytonightadelaide.com.au/
stories/canned-hunting). He will be revisiting
Australia, and in early 2015 he aims to present
in the European Parliament. He will also be visiting the USA later this year. Ian is also involved
in the rhino horn and elephant ivory trade
debates as a journalist and active campaigner
against the legalization of trade.
When not involved in conservation work, Ian
focuses on Invent Africa Safaris (www.inventafrica.com), a specialist safari company that
he co-founded. Invent Africa plans and books
top-end safaris to 15 countries across Africa.
John Bewsey (1957)
John won a Gold Medal for 2013 from the
SA Institute of Chemical Engineering for the
KNeW process.

John Bewsey

Mark Shuttleworth,
The State and Ubuntu 2.0
Mark
Shuttleworth
smiles during
the press
conference,
24 April 2002

Richard Poplak reported in the Daily Maverick that Mark Shuttleworth, Billionaire IT
Entreprenuer, won a landmark victoru against
the South African Reserve Bank and donated
R250 474 893.50 as follows:
“I will commit the funds returned to me today by the SCA to a trust run by veteran and
retired constitutional scholars, judges and lawyers, that will selectively fund cases on behalf
of those unable to do so themselves, where the
counterparty is the state,” Shuttleworth said
in a statement on his website. That’s not all.
“The mandate of this trust will extend beyond
South African borders, to address constitutional rights for African citizens at large, on
the grounds that our future in South Africa is
in every way part of that great continent.”
The full article may be read at www.dailymaverick.com
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Jon Keevy (2000)
Smack bang in town, where the cafes and clubs of Long Street meet the soaring office
blocks, is Alexander Bar. It’s a two story building of that particular old Cape Town style
– the kind that could hold an airy design studio or a dingy rock club. It’s seated on the
corner of Strand and Loop. Nicholas Spagnoletti and Edward van Kuik opened their
dream bar in 2011 and they’ve created a sophisticated and funky space filled with oldworld charm; serving good wine, classic martinis, whiskies, and classic café fare. The bar
is filled with playful touches from the décor through to the games available. The bar was
a hit but there was nowhere to go but up.
So October 2012, Jon Keevy (Founders, 2000) stepped in and built Alexander Bar’s
Upstairs Theatre, an intimate space where the audience are up close to the performers
and musicians on the stage. He founded van Kuik and Spagnoletti and the local industry quickly took notice; not only as a new venue but as a new way of managing theatre
spaces. Their innovative approach to integrating software tools to enable creativity and
business to flourish earned the team the Small Business award in August of 2013 from
Business Arts South Africa.
In two years Alexander Upstairs has changed the landscape of independent theatre in
Cape Town, punching far beyond what its seating capacity would imply. They hosted the
debut of critically acclaimed and award-winning plays like Penny Youngelson’s expectant,
Louis Viljoen’s The Kingmakers and Spagnoletti’s own Civil Parting, and regularly play
host to sleight of hand maestro Stuart Lightbody. The theatre has become something of
an industry feeder, with many productions going on to bigger stages and national (and
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sometimes international tours). Keevy attributes this to their philosophy of putting the
artists first, allowing the producers to take risks on new work. As part of this Alexander
Upstairs hosts a monthly open night called Play Things for performers, musicians and
writers to showcase and try out new material. Several full productions have evolved from
this program.

Charles Leggatt (1956)
William Burchell’s book “Travels into the
Interior” was recently restored by Hugo Leggatt
and re-donated to the Garden Route Botanical Gardens Library by Dr. Joan Branford, a
renowned author/compiler of one of South
Africa’s well known dictionaries.
Animals that were named after him include
four birds: the starling, sandgrouse, courser
and coucal. Also the red fin fish and the zebra.
In November 1810, Burchell arrived in Cape
Town and, in mid 1811, he set off on a fouryear, 7 000km journey of scientific exploration.
When he returned to Cape Town in April
1815, he had amassed 63 000 specimens and
500 drawings.
Graham Cox (1950)
Graham Cox is testament to how much
difference one man can make in a lifetime.
He formed a law firm in Mercury Lane in
downtown Durban in 1964, bringing to life a
teenage dream of becoming a lawyer specialising in business.
Back then he didn’t want anyone to tell

him what to do,
so he set up his
own practice and
paid the princely
R30 a month in
office rental.
He retired last
year, aged 82,
though he still
consults and is
a regular at the
offices of Cox
Yeats on uMhlanga Ridge.
It is 50 years
since he set up
shop, but Cox
Yeats, probably
the biggest individually owned law firm in
KZN, still has most of the clients Graham
and his partner Jeremy Yeats secured years
ago.
Cox Yeats, now headed by Michael
Jackson, has 30 lawyers, including partners,
associates and candidate attorneys.
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John D H Bell (1962)
John has been in Western Australia and has
enjoyed doing different things including being a coach driver for the 170 km pilgrimage
Camino Salvado from Subiaco Perth to New
Norcia.
For more information on the Camino Salvado
please visit http://www.caminosalvado.com

MISS WOLFE

Bishops Prep - 72 Years ago
It’s a cool, clear, quiet, mid-winter’s day in
June 1942, during World War 2. The silence
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is broken by an eerie, mournful sound. Yes, an
air raid siren. It warns those within ear shot
of imminent danger; probably an air raid by
hostile aircraft, intent on damage to buildings
and death. But wait! Winter in London, in
June – how can this be…? No - actually, it’s
Rondebosch, a lovely, quiet, peaceful suburb
in the heart of the most beautiful city in the
world – Cape Town! Ok, so what about this
air raid siren?
I am in Miss Wolfe’s standard 1 class room
at the Diocesan College Preparatory School,
known as `Bishops Prep’. I am a year older
than most of the others, having missed school
avoiding the `blitz’ in London, and seeking a
safe haven in Kalk Bay. However, I am now
securely ensconced at the Rossall boarding
house, ably manned by the house master, John
Keeble – yes he did have rather a red face!
Miss Wolfe was an `institution’. Hundreds of
boys went through her care, and benefitted from
her tuition during their school days. They looked
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Back Row: Thorpe, Maud, Reynolds, Symington, Sellars
Middle Row: Ashley-Cooper, Van der Byl, Wilkins, Field, Hubbard, Carstens, Borchers
Ground Level: Wilkins, Ashley-Cooper

back on her with affection, although perhaps not
while actually under her care!
Hearing the siren, Miss Wolfe, puts down
her chalk and black board duster, and listens,
intently. Yes, she realises, an Air Raid Siren all
right! She straightens her dress and, following recent written instructions from the Head
Master, Mr. Charlton, she instructs us to:
Stand up. and taking our geography books

and pencil cases, making sure they contain
what Miss Wolfe refers to, somewhat variably,
as an `India rubber’ or, `rubber’, sometimes,
`an eraser’, to follow her, in orderly single file.
We shuffle, as school children do, out of the
class room and towards Duke Road, which
divides the school from the grounds of the
Rossall boarding house.
At Duke Road, Miss Wolfe instructs us to
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“Look right, look left, look right again” (which
some of us duly do) - then “OK. You can cross
now”. We walk into the Rossall grounds, into
the gardens, through the thick shrubbery, and
climbed into – yes, wait for it – the trenches!
Trenches some 1 metre deep had been dug in
the gardens, and hidden by bushes and large
shrubs so as to be almost invisible, I imagined,
from the air. We climb into them.
On the command, `crouch’! from Miss
Wolfe, who has assumed the role of a
Regimental Sergeant Major, we duly crouch
down. `Rubbers between teeth’ commands
Miss Wolf.` No `India Rubber’ or `eraser’
here! We obey – they are not tasty! Some a
bit grubby. “Look at your geography books
and see where Germany is on the map, until
the all clear sounds!” – again a loud command from RSM Wolfe. However, because
of her build – middle age/portly, to be polite,
she cannot fit into a trench, let alone crouch
down in one! Nevertheless, and bravely
unprotected, she parades up and down the
trenched areas, stalking through the shrubbery, checking that all the `troops’ are obeying commands – rubbers in mouths, etc.! One
may wonder why the `rubbers in mouths,
between teeth’ instruction - the answer is so
simple; it was to ensure that, when the percussion from the falling bombs occurred, the
boys teeth did not shut violently together, and
shatter! Rather clever. Miss Wolfe was the first
to think of it, and was most proud of her idea
which she had recently relayed to all the other
Masters in the Staff Common Room. also the
Head Master `Charlie’ Charlton!
Did all the boys take refuge in the trenches
when the Air Raid Siren sounded? No, only
those in Miss Wolfe’s class, but also, I recall,
those in Lobby Laubscher’s, they being the
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School’s youngest and, so it seemed, the most
precious? Ha! The rest were left to the tender
mercies of the pretty Miss Estment, Cappy
Dodds, not so pretty, who was still slightly
shell shocked from the First World War, and
the Very Revd. Cyprian Brooke, who had
been gassed in the same war, and had trouble
breathing and talking – more especially during his sermons in the School Chapel. All the
younger Masters were in the Army, except
for a Mr Mason who needed, urgently, ‘anger
management therapy’!
We crouch, rubbers between teeth for what
seems an extremely long, uncomfortable,
smelly and boring time – although admittedly
better than Miss Wolfe droning on in the class
room about adjectives and the multiplication
tables! However, one member of the class
discovers a diversion. It was simply this… he
detaches a sod of clay from the side of the
trench, and, as Miss Wolfe passes, throws
it into the shrubs next to her, this results in
her leaping upwards and sideways to avoid
whatever danger the noise presented; a snake,
a frog, or, God forbid, a bomb!!; not a pretty
sight, but something to occupy the mind of
a small boy, bored out of his mind. Who was
it – why Philip Ashley- Cooper of course. Who
else. Shame on you Philip!
No bombs fell that morning, or ever, and the
trenches disappeared with the passing of time.
However, they remain a memory in a little
boy’s mind of an interesting ‘add-on’ to Miss
Wolfe’s long, hugely successful and welcome
stay at Bishops Prep.
‘I can still remember my 9 x table Miss
Wolfe!’ - ‘Good boy’, she’d say.
God Bless her!
This ‘good boy’ is now 82!
Peter Reynolds (1950)
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On Thursday 16th October, after our quarterly committee meeting, we held a function for members
of the Bishops staff who, having completed ten years’ service, qualify as Honorary ODs. It was gratifying to see so many staff in attendance. Committee member Anton Taylor welcomed the staff and
commented that whilst the school had an entirely new compliment of boys every five years, the staff
was the DNA that ensured the values and standards of the school continued through the generations.
Brian Robertson (1979)
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News from SE Asia Branch

Yesterday we had a meeting of the SE Asia group
with a visit from Donald Hope-Robertson.
Great to catch up with him, we last chatted at
the 150th anniversary on the Piley Reece field.
His stay was far too short and he is expected back in SE Asia again soon.
I hope to visit early 2015 when I bring a
Rotary delegation to Cape Town in February.
Stuart P.G. Lucani (1975)
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Tools for Demographic Estimation, a print and
online reference work for the UN setting out
techniques to estimate demographic parameters from limited, deficient and defective data.
Gary Skeeles (1993)
Gary has been appointed Acting Headmaster
at Western Province Prep School. Gary’s acting role is for a period of one year. Gary has
been at WPPS for the past 13 years, nine of
which have been served as Deputy Head.

Donald Hope-Robertson 1970, Stuart Lucani
1968 and Alexander Lockhart (1975)

Tom Moultrie (1987)
Tom has been promoted ad hominem to
professor of demography at UCT. He studied
actuarial science at UCT and worked at a
life assurance company in Cape Town after
graduating, tasked with developing mathematical models of the impact of HIV on the
company’s business. This sparked an interest in demography, and led him to a MSc in
development studies at the London School
of Economics (distinction, 1998) and a PhD
at the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine (2001). He rejoined UCT as a
postdoctoral fellow (2002-2004), was appointed
as Senior Lecturer (2005) and promoted to
Associate Professor (2009). From 2010-2013,
he led the international team that produced

Gary Skeeles and Mike Bayly pose
beneath a photo of Rick Skeeles

UK Get Together

I was delighted to have been a guest at a
1990 OD braai hosted by Neil and Nicky
Orpen. Their house is set in the most gorgeous Savernake Forest and even ODs were
not able to undermine the setting’s natural
beauty. To be expected, with partners and
assorted children and that famous 1990
reputation, the event was lively and amusing.
Neil and Nicky’s hospitality was flawless and
generous and while much of the afternoon
blurred into a bit of a soporific haze, everyone seems to recall having had a wonderful
time. Thanks, Neil & Nicky.
Nicky Bicket (1973)
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OD UNION SportS
7s Tournament

On the 23rd of September the OD Union
hosted the second Annual OD Interhouse
Sevens Festival. Once SARU introduced
Boksmart, effectively outlawing the traditional
School versus OD Union matches, the OD
Union introduced an innovative alternative
and the Interhouse 7s was born. This initiative
is part of the OD Union objective of drawing
ODs of all ages back to Bishops.
With the tournament moving down to the
Rick Skeeles Pavilion on Lutgensvale, the
entire event was contained in one venue and
on three adjacent fields. The atmosphere was
collegial and competitive with DJ Daddy Cool
providing aural stimulation and Anton Taylor
providing a running commentary that would
keep Hugh Blayden in retirement.
A highlight as always is the staff versus old
crocs game, won this year by the old crocs.
An extra old crocs team was assembled due
to the enjoyable nature of the games last year.
This team took part in a knock-out match

before the winner played the staff team in the
‘curtain raiser’. The staff side loaded with
a few fresh lads from Prep came in hot and
eventually took the honours.
The coveted Sevens Trophy was retained by
Founders, who beat School 15-14 in a repeat of
last year’s final. The quality, speed and skill of
the rugby makes it a highlight on any rugby aficionados calendar with members of both UCT
and Maties Internal Leagues along with a few
Varsity Cup players being big drawcards.
Ultimately the event built on the momentum that was generated last year and the event
looks to grow in stature in the coming years.
Going forward the OD Union will look at
ways to develop the event, specifically looking
at spectators with the cunning happy hour
ploy and possibly a few more “mature” teams.
Thanks to all involved in organising, administrating and being available on the day to ensure the continued success of the tournament.
Kind regards,
Dugald Robertson (2011)
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Guy Pearson with the staff team the Stags.

Springbok Robbie Fleck
(1993) shaking hands with
Founders captain Guy
Whitfield (2010).
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From left to right: ODs Andrew van Dorsten, Sandy Jefferey, Ian Thompson, Murray Anderson,
Leith Stewart, Chris Hanley, Some idiot, Paul Farlam, James Cullis, Mark Erlangsen,
Brad McNamara, Jeremy Berrisford , Nigel Gwynne-Evans

OD Hockey Senior XV vs School 3rd XI
Well as you can see from the photo, Heather Lees,
our fabulous photographer and mother of a son far
more talented than his OD School House father
Nigel (1974), needs some urgent tuition in Photoshop numerical exchange skills. I could have sworn
we won 5-4, but I suspect the scoreboard was
controlled by a mathematically challenged School
House newboy. T’was always thus in that unprincipled place up the road from the clock-tower.
All that aside... it was a marvellous fixture with
the ODs fielding a perfect blend of experience
and... well ... more experience, the latter provided
by ODs Bob Baigrie (1974) and Chris Hanley
(1975) and an even older Bishops parent, Leith
Stewart (from some Natal school circa 1960).
He did show his pedigree with a cheeky goal
and a fine assist to the energetic (well, one or two
brief bursts) Murray Anderson (Prep staff) who
needs to see a doctor or a make-up artist about
his rather puce photographic complexion. Can
Photoshop restore his dignity, Heather?
James Cullis, a clone of his speedy father Syd
(1960) who graced this fixture for about 40 years,
was our electric right wing, but not even he could

cover the eccentric positional play of Jeremy
Berrisford (1986) who clearly believed that a
right half should attack under all circumstances,
regardless of the five school attackers in our circle.
Only he dared to ignore the barked abuse of our
captain Field-Marshall Sandy Jeffery (1982) who
as always led by instilling fear in all those around
him. He is apparently nearly as effective as his
uncle Peter Jeffery (1961) who did the same for
the Syd Cullis’s OD team all those years ago.
Nigel Gwynne-Evans(1986) ran hard and occasionally effectively, while the holes in defence he,
Jeffery, Handley, Baigrie and Berrisford left, were
effectively plugged by the wannabe youthful Mark
Erhlangsen (Prep staff) and the actually youthful
Paul Farlam (1983), Brad McNamara(1995), Ian
Thomson(1985) and Andrew van Dorsten (2004).
And the boys? Well they were quick, skilled and
ruthless. But they tempered this with some kindness and pity for their slow, dribbling or dribbly,
formerly-skilled opponents and a great contest
was the reward. Floreat Bishops, floreat hockey –
can’t wait for next year!
Robert Baigrie
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Blake Gowar (2005)
Good day fellow ODs and current Bishops Boys

Blake Gowar - 4th from the right is with Aspen Rugby formally known as The Gentlemen of Aspen Rugby Club

Typically as an OD, we remember our Rugby
playing days as some of our finest memories
growing up at Bishops. It’s not just rugby that
we are so passionate about but more so our
unique understanding of the game and our
desire to play it in the most enjoyable and free
spirited way. Rugby brings people together,
creates and builds friendships and for the most
beneficial part, connects you with people you
may work with in the future. Currently, I am in
a unique situation where my wine touring business, The Constantia Wine Tour experiences
the typical Cape Town winter slow season. This
made me wonder how I could make the most of
this time and sure enough Rugby came to mind.
Our business partner took full responsibility of
the tours, so off I went to the USA for a little
marketing of our tour but most of all a Rugby
adventure.
Arriving in Denver was very exciting and

Andre was there to fetch me. First practice
was that following morning and the facilities
are of a world class standard. That weekend
was the Serevi 7’s tournament, teams from all
over North and South America took part in
this tournament, unfortunately we, Glendale
Raptors got knocked out in the quarter finals
but an awesome Rugby weekend it was. A few
weeks later we travelled up to Aspen for Aspen
Ruggerfest. Aspen was once the powerhouse of
Rugby in the states and between the 80’s and
90’s they won Nationals 6 times. The Glendale
Raptors arrived in Aspen with a 46 man strong
squad, rolling subs was part of the rules so we
won the festival quite comfortably. My aim for
the weekend was to play as much Rugby as
possible so I played for Aspen as well. After the
tournament the president of Aspen Rugby, John
Staube asked if I would like to come and play
for them for the remainder of the season as they
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Standing in front of their home field which
is called Wagner Park right at the bottom
of the famous Aspen ski slopes.

are looking
to build a
team again.
It seemed like
the right thing
to do and it
offered more
of a travelling
opportunity
and experiencing Aspen
seemed like a
great opportunity. Myself and another Saffa got collected
from Denver by John Staub and we made the
drive to Aspen. John was kind enough to host
us at his house with his wonderful family and
we felt extremely welcomed by all of the Aspen
current and former players. Our second last
game took place in Boulder where we narrowly
lost and with only one game to go Aspen were

in need of a victory. Our last game was at home
against the Denver Highlanders and a decent
sized crowd of about 200 people came out to
watch, sure enough we won the match 38- 36.
It was an awesome feeling helping out a team
that is known in America as the sleeping giant.
Aspen is one of the most friendliest towns I
have ever been to, the former players that once
dominated Nationals have their own businesses
and were very helpful with finding us work and
accommodation.
Aspen are looking to recruit players for their
next season and have asked me to try and get
a few. It would be great to have an influence of
Running Rugby in this beautiful town. If there
are any OD’s that are wanting to do a gap year
to The USA, or are wanting to start a career
in Rugby in the USA then to do a ski season in
Aspen during the winter and Rugby from spring
could be a great opportunity. If this sounds like
something you would want to
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OLD QUAD GOLF CHALLENGE 2014
The annual competition for the Old Quad
Golf Shield, between Old Boys of Bishops,
Rondebosch, SACS and Wynberg, took place
in fine weather at the Royal Cape Golf Club
on Friday 26th September, 2014. The OD
team tied with Wynberg, both teams scoring
487 Stableford points; Rondebosch were third
with 474 and SACS fourth with 464. This is
the second time Bishops and Wynberg have
shared the Shield, the other occasion having
been in 2011.

The best OD pairing, Philip Austin (1976)
and Rob Cheetham (1967), scored 46 points,
while Douglas McFadyen (1986) and Nick
Price (1982) scored 45. All but one of the OD
pairs scored 38 or more. Simon Koch (1977)
won the prize for the longest drive in the Over
50 section, while an OD father and son pairing
won the award for ‘The Most Golf ’!
Our grateful thanks go to Rondebosch
OBU, who hosted this year’s event, and to our
major sponsors, Auric Auto BMW.

L to R – Wynberg’s Antonio Bruni and Gareth Wobbe, with Nick Price and Douglas McFadyen

L to R - Wynberg’s Gary Mulder and Neels Verburg, with WP
van Zyl and Simon Koch

Team captains, Brian de Kock and
Jeff Sternslow, with the Old Quad
Challenge Shield
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OD Rowing update

James Johnston (2012), in Boston, USA
finished third in the senior eights at the Head
of the Charles Regatta, rowing for the Harvard 1st 8. They finished ahead of the French

and USA National eights. They only lost to
two composite eights, made up of the 8 best
single scullers in the world and the top 8 sweep
rowers in the world.
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OD UNION SportING ACHIEVEMENTS
by Steven Riches (2003)
CRICKET

Craig Kieswetter (2005) on receiving a
contract with the Warriors franchise for the
2014 South African Domestic T20.
Siya Simetu (2009) on representing the
SWD during the 2014/15 Provincial Season.
Mark Wilson - Kent Cricket 2014.

RUGBY

Nizaam Carr (2009) on being named
the Western Province Players player of the
2014 season, he also won the Adidas MVP
award. and has been selected for the Springbok squad.
Jonny Kotze (2011) won the 2014 under
21 most promising player award.
Martin Muller (2006) (Lions), Nizaam
Carr (2009) (Western Province) on representing their respective Provinces in the Currie
Cup final. Western Province was crowned
champions.
Mathew Turner (2006) and Mike
Muller (2009) on representing the tournament winning Welsh Warriors side in the
Safari.com Kenyan 7s. Mike Muller has also
subsequently been selected for the Western
Province 7`s team.
Oliver Kebble (2009) and Dillyn
Leyds (2010) on making their DHL
Western Province debuts.
Nick Fenton Wells (2004) on being
named Captain of the Bedford Blues for
the 2014/15 season. Nick was also chosen
to represent the Championship XV in a

friendly vs Canada.
Ashley Clarke (2000) on captaining
Villager F.C to the SLB title and promotion
to SLA for 2015. Daniel Clarke (2004)
also played a significant part in the team’s
successful season.
Geoff van Ryneveld (2009) and Stephen
Beurger (2010 also represented the team
this season.
Herman Share (2013) on signing a
contract with the C.U.S Verona Rugby Club.
They are an Italian Club based in the 2nd
division of Italian Rugby.
Saud Abrahams (2014) on representing DHL Western Province under 19 vs the
Sharks.

OTHER

Craig Rhodes-Harrison (2008)
on ending in the top 10 at the 2014
Western Province Downhill Championships
(Mountain Biking).
Oliver Munnik (2003) on ending 9th
overall and 3rd in the Amateur section in
the 2014 TransProvence Enduro Stage race,
Provence, France.
Ben Brimble (2003) on winning the 2014
Puffer Marathon in a new Record Time. The
Puffer is a race from Cape Point to the V&A
Waterfront along Table Mountain.
Dominic Wills (1999) on coming 5th in
the 2014 Otter Trail Run.
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Nizaam Carr celebrates
winning the 2014 Currie Cup
(Photo by Action Pix Event Photography).

Olivier Kebble during the 2014 Super Rugby
tournament.

Clarke - Family Affair - The three Clarkes
following Villager FC Super League B victory.

Martin Muller running on in the ABSA Currie
Cup Semi Final (Photo by Charles Paddock).
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Dillyn Leyds in Currie Cup action.

Nick Fenton Wells - Captain of
Bedford Blues.

Jonny Kotze in ABSA Under 21 Cup Action (Photo by Action
Pix Event Photography).
Cobras - UCT Cobras Internal
Champions 2014.
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Mark Wilson
– Kent Cricket

Western Province Touch Rugby Chairman
Nicholas Lassen

Herman Share in action for C.U.S Verona Rugby Club.

Siya Simetu

Dom Wills during
the 2014 Otter
Trail Run.

Craig Rhodes
Harrison Western
Province Downhill
Champions.
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William Black (1982)
William represented New
Zealand at the world age group
triathlon championships held in
Edmonton, Canada in September this year.
After leaving Bishops in 1982
he studied at UCT, qualified as
a Chartered Accountant with
Deloitte and then travelled to the
UK in 1990, initially on a three
month secondment but which
subsequently morphed into a stay
of 13 years. He met and married a Kiwi (Sophie)
who was also working in London and subsequently moved to NZ in 2001. They now have
three children aged 12, 10 and 7, all growing

up fast. While they are Kiwi born
they are all staunch SA supporters
when it comes to sporting contests
between NZ and SA, so it was a
relief to finally win a game against
the All Blacks in the recent Rugby
Championship. William is Managing Partner of McGrathNicol
NZ, which is an Australasian
based professional services firm
specialising in corporate advisory,
forensic, transactions, restructuring & insolvency. Over the last 10
years the firm has undertaken some of the most
significant corporate restructurings and insolvencies in NZ, particularly through the years of the
global financial crisis and its aftermath.

An “oldie” donated by Douglas Green (1947)
Diocesan College Preparatory – U13 A&B Rugby 1942

Back Row: M Pargiter, M Gage, E Allen, J Sampson, R Swift, R Blake, J Haddon, C van Breda,
M MacGregor, L Small, J Findlay, L Zederberg, J McDaid, I Flugge-Desmidt, M Nolan
Front Row: D Thom, D Green, D Wilkens, R Campbell, J Ferrandi, J Faure, H Carter,
B Robinson, P West, J Gardiner, M Field, G Currie, J Innes, J Hattersley
Front: G Calder, R Frater
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MUSEUM & ARCHIVES
R H M Hands, distinguished OD (1888 – 1918)
– a short article about an extraordinary
life, cut short by war

T

by Dr Paul Murray

oday 16 October 2014 was Prizegiving at Bishops. Stefan Ranoszek a Grade 11 boy won ‘The
Hands Memorial Essay Prize’,
which is a prize awarded to a scholar showing
‘general knowledge of current events’. This
prize is endowed by the Estate Late Captain
Reginald Harry Myburgh Hands who was at
Bishops from 1899 to 1907. Hands was born
on 26 July 1888 to a prominent Cape Town
family (his father Sir Harry Hands, K.B.E was
a British colonial politician born as a son of
Josiah Hands of Kings Norton, Warwickshire
in 1860 - he was educated at King Edward
School in Birmingham and married Aletta
daughter of Philip Myburgh. Sir Harry was
a member of the Legislative Assembly of the
Cape Colony from 1912–1913 and served
more than one term as Mayor of Cape Town).
After completing his schooling at Bishops the
young Hands went up to Oxford (University
College) to study law graduating with a BA
in Jurisprudence in 1910. Whilst at Oxford,
between 1908 – 1909, he represented the
University at Rugby Football and also won an
international cap playing for England in 1910.
In addition, he was a South African test cricketer playing against England as a right-hand
batsman in the February 1914 Test Match at
St George’s Park, Port Elizabeth. After returning from Oxford, between 1911 and 1914
Hands practised law in Cape Town, and when
war broke out in that year, he went to fight in
it, first in the in German South West African

Campaign and then in France, where, while he
was quartered in what seemed to be a secure
position in a house safe behind his own lines,
a chance gas shell exploding nearby caused
his death by asphyxiation a few hours later;
the day was 20 April 1918. The tragic end to
Hands’s life is recounted in Anthony Seldon
and David Walsh’s recent publication entitled
“Public Schools and the Great War – The
Generation Lost” as well as mentioning the
contributions of several other ODs who fought
in the war, such as schoolmaster Charles ‘Oxo’
Bull, and past students, Louis Esselen, Geoffrey
Noaks and H M Veale. The War Memorial
Chapel was constructed in commemoration
of the 110 ODs who had given their lives in
the 1914-1918 War (alias ‘The Great War’).
As we exit the year 2014, we continue to commemorate the lives of ODs lost in that War,
which lasted four years, ending at 11AM on
11 November 1918. Other than other articles
about Bishops’s history, this column will be
tracing some of the moments in the history of
the Great War, where ODs played important
roles in the course of it. The remarkable Capt
Harry Hands’ life was cut short by war, but
it was amazingly full for the short time (thirty
years) he lived. It is terribly sad the way tragedy is brought by war, disrupting lives such as
Capt Hands’s. It steered the course of destiny
for no fewer than 110 ODS who gave their
lives fighting Pro Fide Et Patria. To this end,
the fourth stanza of Laurence Binyon’s poem For the Fallen, is appropriate:
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“They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning,
We will remember them.”
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OD ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the OD Union will be held in the ODU offices
Woodlands Pavilion on Wednesday 11th March 2015 at 5.30pm
Agenda
Notice convening the Meeting
Apologies
Minutes of the AGM of 12 March 2014
Matters arising therefrom
Chairman’s Annual Report
Financial Statements
Election of Office Bearers
Address by the Principal
Any other Business
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Barriers to Learning
Ms J Stielau, MA, B.Ed (Hons), HDE
Rev T Wilke, M Ed(Ed Psychology), BA, HDE(PG),
FDE(Remedial), Dip Th, Dip (HIV/Aids Management),
PG Cert (Divorce Mediation), PG Cert. (Paunur
Debriefing),PG Cert (Advanced Forensic Psychology)
Mr K Warne, B Sc, HDE
Mr WH Steyn, B Com (Hons), B Sc (Hons), HDE
Mr S Carletti, M Mus, B Mus
Mrs T Hoefnagels, B Dram, HDE
Mr B Maree, BSc, PGCE
Mr W Theron, BA, PGCE
Dr A Stevens, PhD, M Sc, B Sc (Hons), PGCE
Mr P Farlam, MA (Clinical Psychology)
Mrs C Gammon, BSc, HDE
Mr G Noel, BSc (MedSci Hons), PGD (Education)
Ms FC Mallett, BA (Hons), PGCE
Mr W Steenkamp, BA, PGCE
Mr MA Vamvadelis, BSc
Mr C Smith, BA (Hons), HED
Part-Time Staff
Mrs B Howman, LARM, ARCM, ILD, PDM
Mr G Coombe, B Com, HDE
Mrs DA Slemon, M Phil (Applied Linguistics).,
Ms K Spindler, BA (FA), PGCE
Mrs NR Gerhardi, BSc HDE
Mr P Broster, MSc, BSc, Dip Physics Teaching, B.Ed
Ms C Upham, M.Ed.Psych (Hons), PGCE, BSoc.Sc (Psych &
Organisational Psych)

Deputy Heads
Mr RCJ Riches, Dip Ed
Mr CJ Groom, B Ed (Hons), HDE
Mrs NH Andrews, P.T.D. III (Junior Primary), B Tech (Hons)
Education Management

Mr M Anderson, B Tech (Hons) Education Management, HDE
Mrs A McDonald, B Sc (Hons), HDE
Mrs C Sheard, B Mus (Ed), HDE
Mrs S Clapperton, B Ed, B.Mus(Ed), HDE
Ms C Anstey, HDE Junior Primary
Mr G de Sousa, Dip.Ed
Mr B Mitchell, HDE FDE
Mr C Turner, HDip – Ed, Dip Ed
Mr WP Louw, HDE
Mrs PA Graney, FDE (Art) (CTCE); DE (CYCE)
Mr M Hampton, BA (Hons); BA
M K Mqomboti, Dip.Sports Management
Ms L Hamman, BEd (Foundation Phase)
Mr T Siko, BCom (Information Phase), PGCE
Ms M Harrod, M Ed Psych, B Ed (Hons), BA, HED, REM Ed
Mr S Mendes, B Ed (Open)

Academic Staff
Miss DD Judge, BA, PTD
Mr RC Goedhals, B Tech (Hons) Education Management, BA(Phys Ed), HDE
Mr B Fogarty, B Prim
Mr TK Campbell, B.Ed, B Sc, HDE
Miss SB Johns, HDE (Art)
Mr MC Erlangsen, B Tech (Hons) Education Management; HDE
(Handwork), FDE (Design Tech)
Mr G Shuttleworth, HDE
Mrs G Wolters, Computer Studies
Mr IS Scott, LTCL, ADBMSCT
Part-Time Staff
Mrs S Kieswetter, B Soc Sci, HDE , DSE (Media Science), Ms S Burgess, PTD (Senior Primary), Mrs L Adelbert, HDE, JCL, Mr KTL Griffiths, TTHD

PRE-PREPARATORY SCHOOL STAFF
Mrs N. H. Andrews, P.T.D. III (Junior Primary), B Tech (Hons) Education Management
Mrs C. Cale, D.E. 111 (Pre-Primary), D.E. (Art), Inclusive Needs Certificate
Mrs A. van Breda, D.E.111
Miss L. Fry, B Prim Ed, ACE (School Guidance), B Ed (Hons) Early Childhood
Mrs R. Harris, H.D.E. (Junior Primary)
Development
Mrs C. van Zyl, H.D.E. (Pre-Primary). B Ed (Hons) Education Management
Miss H. Mills, B Ed (Foundation Phase)
Mrs G. Nolte, D.E. 111 (Pre-Primary), H.D.E. (Junior Primary)
Mrs D. Swanich, B Mus.(Ed.), Psychology (Hons)
Mrs N. Meredith, B Prim Ed, HCE (Learning Support)
Mrs S Groom, D. E.111, H.D.E. (Junior Primary)
Part-Time Staff
Mrs N. van Zyl, School Secretary, Mrs P. Houghton, After Care Supervisor, Mrs C. Rheeder, After Care Supervisor,
Mrs C. Hobbs, P.T.D. 111 (Junior Primary), Mrs J. Durham, B Sc. (OT), Mrs L. Brombacher, B Sc. Logopaedics (Hons),
Ms M. Kowarski, B Prim Ed, D.E. (Spec Ed), Ms K. Mabin, B A (Psych/Ed), P.G. C. E. FP, A.C.E. (Inclusive Education),
Ms Tamryn Spiers Dickie, BA, L.T.C.L. (Speech and Drama) Performer’s Certificates, Ms A Oldfield BSc (OT)

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
BUSINESS Manager: Mr S King, CA SA
Development and Funding Director: Mr B
Robertson, BA (Hons) HDE; Civil and Commercial Mediation Course;
Personnel Management and Industrial Relations
Accounts Administrator: Ms B Gabriels
Admission Secretary: Mrs F Clemence
Biology Lab. Assistant: Mrs C de Villiers
Bookkeeper: Mrs C Howard
BSU Administrator: Mrs L King
BUILDING & OPERATIONS Manager: Mr JP Holtmann,
MA (Town and Regional Planning); B Soc Sci
CLEANING SUPERVISOR: Ms C Pekeur
ASSISTANT CLEANING SUPERVISOR: Ms C Witbooi
college maintenance SUPERVISOR: Mr S Heuvel
Creditors ADMINISTRATOR: Mrs T Gombard
Debtors/FEES CONTROLLER: Mrs N Petersen
Deputy Principal’s Personal Assistant: Mrs Y Raman
Financial Manager: Mr M Govan, B Com; CTA
GROUNDS & FUNCTIONS MANAGER: Mr DB Murray
HOUSEMOTHERS: Mrs L Chateau (Founders); Ms L
Koegelenberg (School); Mrs K Dimbleby (White); Mrs E
Leppan (van der Bijl)

HUMAN RESOURCES Manager: Mrs D Murray, B Soc Sci
HUMAN RESOURCES Payroll Administrator:
Mrs M Spreeth
INFORMATION Manager: Mrs L Dinan
IT TECHNICIAN: Mr J Richter
MARKETING & EVENTS: Mrs R Wilke
Network Manager: Mr A Fortuin
NURSING SISTER: Sr S Hicken
PREP Headmaster’s Personal Assistant
and Prep Admissions: Mrs A Cunnold
Prep School Secretary: Ms R Sewpersad
PREP ESTATE SUPERVISOR: Mr S Galant
Pre-Prep School Secretary: Mrs N van Zyl
PREP COMMUNICATIONS AND ADMIN: Mrs G Clayton
PRINCIPAL’s Personal Assistant: Mrs W van Heerden
Printroom Co-ordinator: Mrs K Carlson
Receptionist: Mrs E Hendricks
Science Lab. TECHNICIAN: Mrs Y Bulgen
Secretary to Deputy Headmasters: Mrs V Leverzencie
TRANSPORT AND SECURITY COORDINATOR:
Mr S Stemmett

THE BISHOPS TRUST
SOUTH AFRICA
The Bishops Trust, Camp Ground Road, Rondebosch, Cape Town, 7700 Emai1: principal@bishops.org.za Tel + 27 21 659 1000
Public Benefit Organization Number: 18/11/13/3070
Trustees:
MJ Bosman (Chairman of Council), M Bourne (Chairman of Finance Committee), G Pearson (Principal Ex Officio),
B Robertson (Chairman OD Union Ex Officio),
UNITED KINGDOM
Diocesan College Trust
c/o Graham Thomas
RIT Capital Partners plc
27 St James’s Place, London, SW1A 1NR
Email: gthomas@ritcap.co.uk
Tel +44 (0)20 7647 2754
Charity Registration Number: 275618
Trustees: G D M Thomas, B W C McGregor

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The Bishops Foundation Inc.
40 East 80th Street, Suite 6B New York, NY 10075
Email: bishopsfoundation@gmail.com
Tel: (631) 365-2486, (631) 898-4774
Tax ID No.: 133366564
Trustees: L J W Goetz, Chairman
R W M Frater, D R Sutton, A Bicket

CANADA
Diocesan College Trust Canada
c/o Philip Marx, 1511 Juniper Place,
Comox, B.C., V9M 1A2
Ph:250-890-3697 Email: pmarx@shaw.ca
President: T..J. Newton, Treasurer: P.S. Marx
Directors C.B.Guelke, J.W.Hueton,
I.B.K.Simpson, R.F.Townsend
Revenue Canada registration
No. 87184 8990 RR0001

OD UNION
Phone/Fax 021 685 1829 E-Mail: odu@bishops.org.za OD Website: www.odu.co.za

Office Bearers

Patron: MR Watermeyer
President: RD Ackerman
Vice-Presidents: CB van Ryneveld; AJ van Ryneveld; M J Charlton; PN Sauerman; BG de Kock; AT Ramsay; JEM Langford;
JB Gardener; LC Masterson ; JA Arenhold; JW Hueton; DE Carter; TD Noakes
Members of the Committee: B Robertson (Chairman);
NJ Durrant; JR Macey; R King; AH Taylor; PJ Calothi; AM Firth; PM Apleni; SA Mngxekeza; DM Robertson; JCC Steytler & SJB Peile
Office Administrator: Delré O’ Rourke dorourke@bishops.org.za, Ph/Fax 021 685 1829
Honorary Treasurer: GR Lanfear. Cheques ‘OD Union’ Life Subscription: R2650

SOUTH AFRICA

Branch Secretaries

Central Karoo: JJ Hayward, P 0 Box 141, Aberdeen 6270. Ph 049 849 0011 (H&W), jayhay1950@gmail.com
East London: Dr HA Brathwaite, 1 Heron Heights, Loerie Lane, Beacon Bay 5241 Ph. 0437 482 672
Graaff-Reinet: DH Luscombe, P 0 Box 401, Graaff-Reinet 6280 Ph 049 854 9202, dluscombe@live.co.za
Free State: MF Webber, P 0 Box 13684, Bloemfontein 9302 Ph. (H) 051 436 3913 (Cell) 082 821 1227 webberm@iafrica.com
N Provinces: R King, 78 Rutland Ave, Craighall, 2196, (Cell) 083 401 5174, richard.king@mweb.co.za
KZ-Natal: CH Geldenhuys, 195 South Ridge Road, Glenwood, 4001 Ph. 031 201 7528 (Cell) 082 321 0885, conrad@iafrica.com
Boland: M Versfeld, 23 Quantum Road, Technopark, Stellenbosch 7600 (Cell) 083 270 7285, martin@prescient.co.za
Garden Route: ML Pollard P O Box 785 George 6530 (Cell) 082 889 2882, malpolqs@absamail.co.za
Australia
NSW: JB Jackson, 8 Meridian Close, Belrose, 2085, (Cell) +61 434 235 033, E-Mail : jonathan.jackson@outlook.com
Queensland: Stuart Rodney, 4 Binkenba Court, New Farm, Queensland 4005, +61 400 617 345 (Cell), stuartrodney@gmail.com
South Australia: Paul Raynham, 40 Martindale Place, Walkley Heights, Adelaide SA 5098, Ph 0961 8 8260 5338 (H), +61 400 551124 (Cell),
paul.raynham@bigpond.com
Victoria: Pip Faure, P O Box 69, Canterbury, Victoria 3126, 0961 4135 28417 (Cell), rpfaure@gmail.com
West Australia: Eric Emmett, 7 Treacy Way, Waterford, W Australia 6152, Ph +61 994 504339, eric.emmett@bigpond.com
Canada
Eastern: JW Hueton, 307-205 Lakeshore Rd W., Oakville, Ontario L6K0H8 Ph 011 905 844 6275 (H) E-Mail: jwhuetonod@yahoo.ca
Western: N Philcox, 8144 Wedgewood Street, Burnaby, BC V3N 1C3 (Cell) +1.604.773.7221, nphilcox@gmail.com
France: S Burrow, Chemin de St Esteve 84560, Menerbes, Vancluse Ph +33 490 724 570 (H); +33 678 289 094 E-Mail: simonburrow@orange.fr
Ireland: AM Versfeld, 14 Seafront Parade, Blackrock, Dublin, Ireland Ph +353 185 738 8881 (H); +353 1830 0744 (W); +353 857 388881
(Cell), amversfeld@gmail.com
Namibia: SS Galloway, PO Box 11700, Klein Windhoek, Windhoek, Namibia Ph +264 61248835 (H) +26461 416151 (W) +264 811282016 (Cell),
steve.galloway@rmb.com.na

HONG KONG, CHINA & TAIWAN: JB de Jager, Crew Mail Box 249, Cathay Pacific City, 8 Scenic Rd, Hong Kong International Airport,
Lantau Island, Hong Kong; brucedejager@netvigator.com
THAILAND & SE ASIA: SP Lucani, 11/464 Lumpiniville, Ramkhamhaeng, Rd 44 Huamak, Bangkapi, Bankok 10240 (Cell) +081 458 0976,
stuart.lucani@gmail.com
United Arab Emirates: D S van Doorn, PO Box 54757, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (W) +9714 601 8888; Mobile +971 50 625 8774;
dirk_van_doorn@yahoo.com
United Kingdom: N Bicket, Cleeve House, 9 Ledborough Gate, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 2DQ (Cell) +44 781 801 4394
nbicket@katale.co.uk
Scotland: Dr RI Murray, 6 Dundas Terrace, Melrose, Roxburghshire TD6 9QU Ph +44 1896 823 895(H) Robert.eyedoc@doctors.org.uk
United States of America
Eastern: B Arnold, 20 Marc Drive, Englishtown, New Jersey 07726 Ph +1 646 448 8376 (W), +1 73 232 26714 (Cell) barriearnold1@gmail.com
South-Western: SP Bick, 2658 Delmar Heights Road, Rd#21, Delmar, CA 92014, USA Ph +1 760 931 8580 (H) 858 354 7819 (Cell)
steve@cottinghammanagementco.com
Zimbabwe
Harare: LG Thomas P O Box A1561 Avondale Harare (h) +2634 293 0042, lenandange24@gmail.com
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New Zealand
North: MA Currey, 23 Pinewood Grove, Howick, Auckland 2010, Mobile +64 21 432 970, currey@slingshot.co.nz
South: HM Gant,22 Paparoa Street, Papanui, Christchurch 8081, New Zealand Ph +64 21 607498 (C), howard.gant@gmail.com
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